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A FREE LAYMAN’s GUIDE/BOOK TO  
 

UNDERSTANDING INVESTMENT AND WEALTH MANAGEMENT, 
which is all about securing YOUR FUTURE by 

GROWING AND PRESERVING YOUR WEALTH 
By: Eelco Lodewijks 

QBE (Qualified by Experience      ) 

BSc Civil Engineering and MBA – 

University of Cape Town. 

 
 

Herewith your FREE copy of Understanding Wealth and Investment Management 

 – no strings attached.  

In exchange, of your free will if you so wish, a donation to Power for the handicapped.   

Die Oord is a facility for the handicapped in South Africa, that is struggling to raise  

R4,5m ($300 000) needed for installing Solar to avoid blackouts and reduce its power bill.   

Please help us realise this goal.  Payments can be made at the website links below. 

http://oordpv3.co.za/donate/ or https://oordpv3.co.za/40-year-celebration/ 

 

The aim of this book is to educate.  To teach you how to think about investment.  To help 

you understand investment considerations and strategies, so you are better able to engage 

with your broker.   

 

Eelco Lodewijks disclaimer!  I am not a qualified Investment Advisor. 

However, I spent 30 years learning to understand absolutely all aspects of this space.   

 

As trading and investing in any financial markets may involve serious risk of loss, I 

recommend that you also consult with a qualified investment advisor. 

However, you need to understand what he is up to and have a right to disagree. 

 

The contents of this book represent my opinions.  I am a retired Civil Engineer with diverse 

interests.  Where applicable, the content should be deemed informative guidance to get the 

reader thinking and not specific investment advice. 

 

Aside: My book Technology Tsunami Alert will be published late 2020.  It is a layman’s guide 

that reveals the breadth and depth of technological disruption in the near future, so that you 

become aware of the risks and opportunities and are able to choose a better future.   

See my website at https://TechnologyTsunamiAlert.com/, which has many short insightful 

Blogs (articles) and Vlogs (short videos) or, see my website https://EelcoGold.com/,  

which is more about investing in Gold and Silver and holds this “book” on investment.  

http://oordpv3.co.za/donate/
https://oordpv3.co.za/40-year-celebration/
https://technologytsunamialert.com/
https://eelcogold.com/
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CHAPTER 1 – PROLOGUE 

 

DEDICATION 

I dedicate this to my daughter, who expressed a desire to better understand “Investment”, so 

that she could better manage, preserve and grow her wealth. 

 

PRELUDE 

It has always been my contention that: 

“We spend a lifetime accruing wealth and no time learning how to look after it”, 

which is illogical. 

 

When it comes to their investments, most people say: “I find it all confusing” and/or “I am not 

interested in all this”, so they can hardly wait to hand the entire responsibility over to some 

investment broker.  However, that is risky, because some brokers are outright charlatans, few 

“truly” understand their role and/or know what they are doing, and very few are “truly” and 

“honestly” trying to serve your very best interests.  Regardless, handing over the responsibility 

for preserving and growing your wealth is counterintuitive, since, 

“You can delegate a task, but you can “NEVER” delegate a responsibility” 

 

Therefore, when your portfolio loses money you cannot entirely blame your fund manager, as 

it is arguably your fault for not understanding the big picture and participating in the decision-

making process.  Contrarily, you need him and pay him and so you should be able to trust him 

to do “everything in his power” to preserve your wealth.   

 

Accordingly, the purpose of this book is not to make you an expert, but to give you an overview 

of the investment arena, which is remarkably simple, so that you can intelligently engage with 

your broker.  However, while each of the individual concepts and the overall picture are simple 

and easily understood, their interactions in the marketplace form a complex web of 

interconnected interdependent influences and links, which “nobody” fully understands.  It is 

important to ignore this complexity and stick with the simple concepts conveyed in this writ, as 

these will be sufficient to provide you with a fairly visual reference map.  I do have one problem 

in that we are faced with a bit of a chicken and egg situation.  If I introduce countless basic 

concepts first, I may lose you to boredom, whereas if I start with the bigger picture first, I will 

confuse you because you will not understand the terminology and basic concepts.  Therefore, 

I have chosen to go with basic concepts first and hope I do not lose you, as these concepts 

lay a foundation that will help you better understand the bigger picture.  Having said all that, I 

appeal to you to stick with the overall picture and not get too side-tracked by the plethora of 

market complexities.  To assist you, I have named most individual chapters after each of these 

concepts, and tried to keep these short, so that you can refer to them whenever you so wish. 

 

It is important to understand that Economics is all about humans, because it is merely a 

reflection of human activity, decisions and behaviour in the marketplace and business arena.   

That is, without humans, there is no economy, so it is important to understand how human 

behaviour in government, corporate and commercial space is impacting on the economy.  In 

fact, it is human interference that introduces much of the complexity and uncertainty.  It is the 

shifts in the psychology of the masses between Greed and Fear that account for the 

fluctuations in prices.  It is greed and the human desire for power that corrupts.  Similarly, it is 

always good to understand the degree of manipulation of official statistics as this distorted 

picture can mask huge risks, or present opportunities.  Therefore, it is important to understand 

that it is human emotion that causes most of the fluctuations in the Equity and other markets. 
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Unfortunately, our world is also becoming increasingly complex as new technologies are 

facilitating new ways of doing business.  These are upsetting conventional economic models 

and business practices.  What I mean by this is that you also need to have a broad sense of 

what is going on in the world, as that also has a bearing on “safe” investing.  For example: 

The rate of change of technology can make products or companies (like Kodak and Nokia) 

obsolete within a year, or it can birth emerging technologies like Amazon and Tesla, where 

the truly great returns can be made.  Therefore, every company, even the newest company, 

is now perpetually at risk of being usurped or made obsolete by a new technology or 

competitors with a better offering.  This is particularly true of platform-based companies like 

Facebook and Netflix.  That said, the basics of good business remain the same.  For example: 

Every business must provide good value at the right price.  Your revenue should exceed your 

costs.  Good strategic and financial management are essential.  Good service is critical, etc. 

 

Remember, the primary objective of prudent investing is to preserve and grow your wealth, to 

ensure that you are not eating dog or cat food in your latter years.  Therefore, you and your 

broker should strive to adopt strategies that will reliably achieve the sustainable growth and 

preservation of your “real” wealth in the long term.  Sometimes, this requires a willingness to 

accept a slightly smaller return on your investments for a short time, such as when you are 

adopting conservative/defensive strategies when markets are overvalued.  In the process, 

small, short term losses cannot be avoided, but big and longer-term losses should be avoided 

at all cost.   

 

It is important to remember, understand and be constantly aware that investment markets are 

dominated by the two aforementioned emotions, namely Fear and Greed.  Broadly, when 

markets are rising significantly and rapidly, they are frequently being driven higher by “Greed” 

as people are fearful of missing out.  Contrarily, when markets are falling significantly and 

rapidly, they are frequently being driven lower by “Fear” as people are fearful of losing more.  

Because of this, the basic investment strategy known as “Buy Low and Sell High”, is easier 

said than done, because the right time to get in is mostly when everyone says “stay out” and 

the right time to get out is when everyone says “buy, buy, buy”.   

 

After a crash, there is usually widespread fear, as people have lost money and are reluctant 

to get back into the markets, even when they have been rising for a considerable time, 

because they fear there is more downside to come.  This is why Baron Rothschild said: 

"the time to buy is when there's blood in the streets", when people are slitting their wrists.  

Warren Buffet said it more diplomatically – “The time to invest is when others are fearful”. 

 

After the markets have gone up significantly and for a long time, and when everyone is talking 

about the money to be made, most people experience FOMO and get back into the market. 

Unfortunately, this usually happens when the market is approaching a top, which is mostly too 

late and nearing “the time to get out”.  Such markets typically boom to the point where investors 

experience “irrational exuberance”, which means the markets are feeding off greed, which has 

driven them higher than is justified by rational valuations.  This is why they say of any big 

generational bull market that “when the financially ignorant, especially the hairdressers, and 

waitresses are telling you what shares to buy, it is time to get out”.   

 

This is also why the truly clever investors are often referred to as contrarians as their 

philosophy is “When everyone is getting out, they get in and when everyone is getting in, they 

get out”. 
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It is also important to remember that each of us has his/her own biases and preferences.  

Therefore, the purpose of this “book” is to give you insights, not answers, to make you think 

whether, or not, you agree with everything I say.  Once you truly understand the basic concepts 

properly, do not dwell on any single aspect.  Rather allow your intuition to assimilate the big 

picture and guide you.   

 

I have kept most of the chapters short, mostly between 1-3 pages, so you can read one a day 

for a month.  I really recommend you browse through the table of contents, to get a sense of 

the range of the topics, because many of the later chapters are even more important than the 

earlier chapters.  Please note! Keeping it short and simple means I oversimplify some things, 

so do not hold it against me if you understand some things better than I have outlined. 

 

The earlier chapters explain the basic investment matrix and asset classes, with 

considerations that have a bearing on these.  The latter chapters address the real wealth 

building and measurement considerations.  Bear with me as you preferably need to grasp the 

essence of every concept, before we can progress to the bigger picture.  That said, if you do 

not, hopefully it will all become clearer as you progress though the chapters or when you read 

it all for the second time.   

 

Have fun,  because in my opinion, learning new stuff is always fun. 

 

ASIDE:  I make many references to Gold and Silver, merely because these are currently 

offering interesting opportunities for greater investment diversification.  NB! There is a time to 

own these and a time not to own these, so they are not an inevitable part of your portfolio. 
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CHAPTER 2 – FINANCIAL PLANNING  

 

WHY ENGAGE IN FINANCIAL PLANNING? 

Financial Planning is the process of securing your future financial freedom, and that should 

start with immediate effect.  One tends to think one needs a high income to build wealth, but 

people who do not have high incomes often end up being wealthier than those who do have 

high incomes, because the latter lived beyond their means. Many apparently “rich” people 

constantly feel the need to spend money to show how rich they are, whereas truly “wealthy” 

people are those who “feel free not to spend” and/or spend unnecessarily.  There are as many 

stories of ostentatious people who ended up being paupers, as there are of ordinary people 

who put away a bit every month and ended up being Dollar multi-millionaires upon their 

retirement.  Therefore, accruing wealth is mostly more about attitude, self-discipline and your 

spending habits, than it is about your income.  While wealth is clearly about money, it is more 

about gradual wealth building and broader risk management so that you ensure that you will 

always have a great life, “no matter what”.  It is about ensuring you can maintain and/or 

improve your lifestyle from today onward into your retirement in the distant future, no matter 

what!!!  NB! Wealth is also about inner peace, a balanced lifestyle, family and “real” friends.  

 

MOST IMPORTANT:  I think it should be something you really want to do willingly!!!   

I say this because it should be a positive process with an optimistic purpose, like that you are 

expecting to live long and are investing now so that you can enjoy a good lifestyle in later life.  

It should not be a grudge obligation you do now out of fear, because you are scared you will 

end up eating dog food in your old day.  If you do it willingly, you enjoy the process and look 

forward to putting away “enough”, whereas if you do it reluctantly, you never put away enough. 

 

Financial planning means you are taking the necessary precautions to ensure you are able to 

maintain your lifestyle, even in the event of a life changing event, which means you are going 

to strategically consider, and properly address the following: 

➢ Death – which means insurance, preferably taken out at a very young age, because the 

younger you are, the cheaper it is.  Preferably take out one that “inflates” every year.  This 

is particularly important once you are married with kids, to help the remaining spouse 

cover kids, “education”, “sport”, “au pair” and other related costs in the event of your death. 

➢ Disability – which means income protection and/or lump sum disability insurance in the 

event you are struck down with some incurable condition or disabled in an accident.  

Remember, this does not have to be done by way of an insurance policy if you choose 

instead to create alternative, supplementary sources of income.  

➢ Retrenchment – which suggests it is prudent to operate with minimum debt and maximum 

savings reserves.  The best insurance against this is broader experience and education, 

as these make you more employable!!!  The second-best insurance is for you to have 

alternative sources of income, sources of passive income, or income producing hobbies. 

➢ Un/Self-Employed – The technologies of the future suggest you are more likely to be self-

employed in the future.  For un/self-employed people, saving becomes essential and 

requires even greater discipline.  Once again, experience and education are your best 

assets.  Regardless, one should always foster the skills needed to secure your future in 

the self-employed space, although not everyone has the right aptitudes and/or attitudes.   

➢ Loss of your house or car – which suggests the prudent approach is insurance. I devote 

a short chapter to this.  NB! There are many ways to make it both affordable and effective. 

➢ Economic, Stock Market and/or other crises – ensure you adopt defensive strategies and 

hedge against crises.  A book called Antifragile, by Nicholas Nassim Taleb, helps put this 

into perspective.  I provide a brief overview of this “key” concept at the end of this chapter. 
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➢ Marriage and Divorce – this starts with a good antenuptial contract but is more about 

planning that both parties will be well provided for, in the eventuality.  Again, I elaborated 

on this in the chapter on insurance. 

➢ Retirement – this is the costly elephant in the room, presuming none of the others come 

to pass.  The ultimate goal is to be in a position to, at least, be able to sustain the lifestyle 

you had, or better.  The earlier you start putting money away, the more disciplined you 

are and the better you manage this process, the more likely you are to achieve this goal. 

 

How much should you be putting away.  At least 15% of your after-tax income, including that 

which your employer is contributing, but preferably between 20%-25%.  This is easier to do 

before you have children and after they have left the house.   More about all this later.   

 

It is not clever to live beyond your means on the financial edge, like most people, and hope 

you will have enough money later, because you will later regret it with 100% certainty.  You 

may think you do not have enough money to put away, but then you have to figure out how to 

“MAKE DO WITH LESS”.  Once you have made that decision, it is amazing how many ways 

there are to save a bit here and a bit there.  However, it is important too keep track of each of 

these savings and then increase the amount you put away into your savings account or home 

mortgage account.  More importantly, while these sacrifices may prevent you from living an 

opulent ostentatious lifestyle, they don’t have to rob you of a wonderful life.  NB! Those friends 

who only associate with you because you live the high live are, inevitably, not your friends. 

 

Here are some tips: 

➢ Decide how much you need to save for your retirement, presuming you will live to the ripe 

old age of at least 100, which is increasingly likely as medical technological advances 

favour longevity.  Put that away first and adjust your lifestyle to live off the rest. 

➢ Set aside some money for emergencies and holidays.  This is what saving is about. 

➢ Where possible, take out insurance to protect yourself in the event of crises. 

 

There are many books that deal with this sort of thing.  One of the best, although it is a bit 

Australia centric, is The Barefoot Investor.  Done with considerable humour, it is the perfect 

book for those who are struggling to keep their heads above water, as it provides a step by 

step guide on how to recover, find your feet and then prosper.  This book is far broader and 

more sophisticated than that, in that it deals with the prosper aspect, not the recovery aspect. 

 

Antifragile – Duplicated in a later chapter. 

If you do all the above right, you become Antifragile, which is a concept pioneered by Nicholas 

Nassim Taleb.  He suggests that if something is fragile, it breaks when things go wrong.  

Contrarily, in nature, the survival of the fittest is not just about survival, it is about adapting and 

evolving in such a way that the species emerges “both stronger and better able to survive” the 

next crisis.  Accordingly, Nicholas Taleb coined the word Antifragile and advocated that we 

should aim to become Antifragile.  To become Antifragile, you must continually look to the 

future, identify all possible crises, anticipate and prepare for these, so that you not only survive 

the next crisis, whatever it may be, but emerge stronger.  All the above mentioned tools help 

you achieve this goal.   

 

Becoming Antifragile, includes broader concepts, like continually improving your education 

and experience, as these are assets that secure you in the event of sudden unemployment.  

Similarly, having a second citizenship and some of your wealth in another country is important, 

so that you are free to move to another country if the country you are in adopts increasingly 

oppressive policies, or the security situation in the country deteriorates.  
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CHAPTER 3 – Introduction to the BASIC INVESTMENT MATRIX/FRAMEWORK 

 

This chapter reveals the basic matrix/framework within which all investment strategies fall.  

 

As with all things in life, true success ultimately lies in the art of getting the basics right.  The 

basics are not rocket science, so you do not need to be an investment expert to grasp them 

adequately.  While you mostly need to use brokers, because the public cannot deal directly 

with the big investment funds, it is important that you understand the gist of what your broker 

is saying and participate in the selection of the optimal strategy.  Ideally you should arrive at 

their offices with a broad strategy vision, that you refine with them.  If you’re able to shuffle 

your own investments without a broker, understanding all this becomes critical. 

 

The first important thing to understand is the broad risk reward concept, that “higher 

returns/rewards usually come with higher risk” and vice versa.  The slide below perfectly 

illustrates the conventional, albeit simplistic investment strategy matrix.  There are times when 

it is justified to pursue far more aggressive “Risk On” strategies, such as when you are young, 

equity markets are undervalued and/or equity markets are growing strongly.  Contrarily, there 

are times when it is better to adopt more conservative/defensive “Risk Off” strategies, such as 

when you are older, or when the markets are very overvalued and/or toppish and/or falling.   

 

The essence of an extremely defensive “Risk Off” strategy is best encapsulated by this quote 

that is frequently used when markets are very overvalued, namely, “This is a time to be 

concerned about the return “OF” and not the return “ON” your capital”.  What this means is 

that you could lose 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, or even 90% of your money if you are “Risk On” 

when highly overvalued markets crash, whereas you will lose little or nothing if you temporarily 

adopt a “Risk Off” strategy by staying in Cash and Bonds until after the correction/crash. 

 

This slide by Chris Hart, a South African economist tells the story 

The conventional investment strategy matrix below, illustrates that you are continually trading 

off Risk and the Reward.  The higher the risk, the higher the return, and, the lower the risk, 

the lower the return.  i.e. Having most of your money invested in Cash and Bonds, reflects a 

“Risk Off” bias, whereas being overweight Equity and Property reflects a “Risk On” bias. 

 

RISK/REWARD TRADEOFF 

 
I MODIFY THIS MATIX IN A LATER CHAPTER – to embrace other asset classes 
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Typically, your investment portfolio will have money in both aggressive and defensive assets, 

with most of your money shifting between Equities (risk on) and Bonds (risk off).  This is 

because it will partly/best protect your total investments in the event of losses in either one of 

these two asset classes.  i.e. What you gain on the swings, you lose on the roundabouts.  

 

I explain and elaborate on this concept and each of these asset classes in subsequent 

chapters.  However, before I do, I highlight some matters in the next few chapters, that have 

a bearing on our evaluation of each of these asset classes.  This is because they illustrate that 

government intervention and greed have skewed the investment playing field.  Thereafter, I 

highlight the role of interest rates in pricing these asset classes, which is needed to enable us 

to compare these when selecting our optimal portfolio.   

 

Bear with me as we will encounter a few minor chicken and egg situations henceforth, in that 

I cannot explain say concept “A”, before explaining concept “B”, which requires an 

understanding of “A”.  I have tried to sequence the chapters in such a way that these dilemmas 

are minimised. 
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CHAPTER 4 – MODERN FIAT MONEY 

 

WHAT IS MONEY – Bear with me, this is extremely important for a variety of reasons 

Before we discuss investment, you need to understand Fiat money.  Statement:   

➢ The Gold Standard, which prevailed until the early 1900’s, provided a stable currency, 

which was a store of value, that held its value and fostered a more honest and just society.  

➢ Fiat money, which replaced Gold Standard money, allowed for the continual printing and 

debasement of the currency to the point where you end up with an increasingly “corrupt 

and unjust society”.  Throughout history, every regime (country) that adopted Fiat money, 

coupled with deficit spending, has spiralled out of control and failed.  Please remember 

that as you progress through this “book”.  I deliberately used the word Regime instead of 

Country, because Fiat money inevitably causes a country to deteriorate into a Regime. 

It takes considerable time before you properly grasp this, especially the finer nuances.  

Therefore, I will not elaborate much on this, aside from in this short chapter, but suffice it to 

say that the repercussions of Fiat money are endlessly destructive to the incomes, wealth and 

lives of the majority.  If you want to understand this better, Annexure 2 elaborates on the topic. 

 

The word “FIAT” means “by Government Decree”, or just “because the Government says so”.  

Therefore, Fiat money means that the money only has value “because the Government says 

so”.  It is critically important that every person on the planet, especially the youth understands 

the role of money and the concept of Fiat money.  This is because that which we call money 

today is not really money, in the sense that it is no longer a store of value as it was under the 

Gold Standard.  Instead it is merely a medium of exchange that facilitates commerce and will 

“progressively” become worthless.  In fact, most currencies have lost between 98% and 99% 

of their value in the past century, as evidenced by the fact that most things were 98%-99% 

cheaper 100 years ago, before inflation eroded the values of all currencies.  So, how does this 

impact on you and your investments? 

 

Back in the 1800’s and early 1900’s, the Gold Standard prevailed.  For example, on the Gold 

Standard one could exchange a USA $20 note for 1 oz of Gold.  This meant that money served 

as an actual store of value and its value remained constant or appreciated.  Under the Gold 

Standard, new money could only be created whenever new Gold/Silver was extracted from 

mines.  This meant money was not plentiful and that governments had to balance their 

budgets.  Politicians did not like this, as it “cramped” their freedom to spend frivolously.  More 

specifically, it restricted their ability to buy votes to remain in power, and to enrich themselves 

and their cronies at the expense of 95% of the population.  Therefore, they conspired to 

abandon the Gold Standard. The next brief paragraph reveals a very important piece of US 

history that negatively influenced the entire world.   

 

From October 1910 until December 1913, US politicians and corporate bank executives 

conspired, in a series of secret meetings on Jekyll Island, to create a US Central Bank.  

Remarkably, the US Federal Reserve bank is owned by big US and International banks, not 

by the US Government.  Then, on 5 April 1933, President FD Roosevelt signed an order 

prohibiting public ownership of Gold Bullion coins, which were confiscated in exchange for 

paper money which could not be converted back to Gold.  This meant the US was off the Gold 

Standard and had adopted a Fiat currency at domestic level.  Finally, in August 1971, the US 

Dollar became a fully-fledged Fiat currency when Nixon declined to pay France “Gold” to settle 

their trade surplus in terms of the Bretton Woods agreement.  During the next two decades, 

the rest of the world also abandoned the Gold Standard in favour of Fiat currencies.   
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NB! The absence of the Gold Standard is not a problem if Governments continue to practice 

fiscal discipline with balanced budgets.  However, the entire point of the conversion to Fiat 

currencies was so that governments could print at will and indulge in deficit spending.  

Moreover, Fiat money is merely a medium of exchange that has no intrinsic value, whereas 

money on the Gold Standard did, as it could be exchanged for Gold and/or Silver.   

 

The problem with Fiat money 

Subsequently, the USA, UK, EU, Japan, China, and the rest of the world have all increasingly 

indulged in deficit spending to the point where the cumulative debt of each of these great 

countries now far exceeds their GDP.  In smaller countries, this is usually the tipping point at 

which they are deemed bankrupt banana republics that can no longer borrow internationally.  

However, because the above countries are big, print their own money and have “internationally 

accepted” currencies they continue to print, and their debt continues to spiral out of control.  

In addition to this ever-increasing pile of debt, these governments have made generous 

promises to public servants and the electorate relating to future pension, welfare and other 

benefits.  Now it is important to realise that these promises translate into future payment 

obligations that should be added to current debt, which is not done.  These “unfunded 

liabilities” typically push the national debt for most of the bigger developed countries to levels 

in excess of 300%, and even 400% of GDP.  The bottom line is that this steadily and rapidly 

increasing debt is already so massive, that it can never be repaid.  Therefore, our politicians 

are burdening future generations, including their children and grandchildren, with the 

repayments of these debts that arose due to their lack of fiscal discipline and prudence.  

Remember, any entity that cannot repay its debt is effectively bankrupt.  This is obviously a 

problem that should be addressed, but today’s politicians keep “kicking the can down the 

road”, because they will no longer be in office when the problem manifests.  This does not 

make the problem go away, it just makes the cumulative problem ever bigger and the 

inevitable collapse of the Fiat empire more catastrophic. 

 

However, there is a second problem.  As the debt escalated, governments’ debt service costs 

escalated and, as these debts escalated, governments had an increasingly vested interest in 

keeping these debt service costs low.  Accordingly, they started to artificially suppress interest 

rates by buying both their own and corporate debt.  These artificially low interest rates created 

a host of problems for the free market system.  Inter alia, it meant that Pension and Investment 

funds were no longer able to earn inflation beating returns.  More importantly, the market was 

no longer able to properly evaluate risk and was increasingly mispricing assets.  I elaborate 

on these key aspects in a subsequent chapter.  It should also be noted that, in the longer term, 

interest rates and inflation tend to move in lockstep, i.e. both moving up or both moving down. 

 

Essentially, Fiat money is merely a piece of paper, which has no value beyond that which the 

Government decrees.  More specifically, such money no longer has any value once people 

lose faith in it, which usually happens during hyperinflationary periods.  If you think about it, 

that bill you get in exchange for goods you sell is a worthless piece of paper unless you spend 

it.  One day when people lose faith in that currency, as they did in Weimar Germany, Zimbabwe 

and Venezuela, to name but a few, nobody will want it.  It is like musical chairs.  You are fine 

holding hyperinflationary currency, until you are not.  Bottom line!  While it may have use in 

the short term, to facilitate transactions, it is not an asset worth holding in the longer term. 

 

Now you may think this has no bearing on you.  However, today all currencies are printed 

virtually at will, at the behest of politicians and bankers, which accelerates their loss of value.  

Moreover, there is no end in sight.  This is because deficit spending has become the norm as 

no politician has the will to engage in “austerity”, which means cutting back on spending and 
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entitlements, because that would be political suicide and halt the gravy train.  Therefore, the 

persistent increase in deficit spending and debt is here to stay.  Sadly, perpetual printing 

creates a vicious self-reinforcing spiral that inevitably leads to hyperinflation and insane debt 

levels, at some point in the future.  To make matters worse, Governments now print money to 

“bail” out the financial sector every time there is a correction or crash, which adds to the money 

being printed at will.  We saw such rabid printing in 2007/2008 and following the Covid crisis.  

This excessive printing of Fiat money both precipitated and exacerbated the recent global 

economic crises of 2000/2003, 2007/2009 and the anticipated crisis from 2020 to say 2025?   

 

Understanding all this is important as it provides a backdrop perspective that will enable you 

to better evaluate the investment arena and climate.  This will become clearer as we progress 

from chapter to chapter.   

 

How to deal with hyperinflation - Living with hyperinflation 

Please note, that if hyperinflation ever manifests in your lifetime, time is both your enemy and 

your friend, because money owed to you loses value overnight, whereas money you owe 

others rapidly becomes insignificant debt.  Bottom line, just make sure nobody owes you 

money, because that is when you lose.  Owing someone else is fine.   

 

Remember, hyperinflation does not manifest quickly, it starts as rising inflation, graduates to 

high inflation and then very high inflation.  That period could take 5-10 years.  However, the 

hyperinflation period is usually short as inflation is going exponential, so it only lasts say 1-2 

years.  During periods of hyperinflation, prices eventually double or more daily. In Zimbabwe, 

a loaf of bread eventually cost $1 quadrillion = $1 000 000 000 000 000 (15 zeros). 

 

Therefore, if you own a house with a Bond, initially your repayments will rise as inflation rises, 

which is not ideal.  However, pretty soon the outstanding mortgage bond will be a negligible 

amount and you will literally be able to pay it off with pocket change.  Therefore, provided you 

are sure you will be able to pay the rising mortgage costs, owning multiple properties can be 

a lucrative investment.   

 

Similarly, if you are a car dealer, who buys and sells, you only need to tell the person you 

bought the car from for say $100 000, you will pay him in two days.  By the time you have to 

pay him, you could have sold the car for say $400 000 and repay the previous owner only 25% 

of the original sale value. 

 

NB!!  In Annexure 2 (First mention of an Annexure – go figure), I elaborate on Fiat, which you 

may skip if you properly understand it.  It is long.  However, even if you think you know it, it is 

worth reading so you “understand” it WELL and can pass this knowledge on to your children. 
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CHAPTER 5 – GOVERNMENTS, POLITICIANS and the COPORATOCRACY 

are working against you 

 

DEMOCRACY and CAPITALISM vs CURRENT REGRESSIVE TRENDS 

It is important to realise that Capitalism is not a political ideology.  Capitalism is a self-balancing 

“free” market system for commerce, that eventually becomes corrupted by self-serving 

politicians and by collusion between greedy politicians and corporate executives.  As they 

erode the “free” in the free market system by adding or removing regulatory constraints, both 

the markets and the economy become unbalanced.  We could best describe this erosion as 

the shift from a “preferred” Capitalist Democracy to a “detrimental” Socialist Democracy.  This 

deliberate insidious destructive process, that originates from greed, is inevitably in favour of 

and for the enrichment a small minority, and to the detriment of; impoverishment of; and at the 

expense of the majority.  We saw this in the late 2010s, early 2020s, when the income and 

wealth gaps simply kept rising.  I know there are many who believe that capitalism is evil, but 

that is only and increasingly true as the system becomes progressively more corrupted 

through government interference, at the behest of greedy politicians and corporations.  It is 

that gradual impoverishment of the masses, to the point where they can no longer make ends 

meet, which inevitably brings about a tipping point where the entire free market system breaks 

down.  At that point the entire system will inevitably reset, and I believe we face such a Great 

Reset in the early to mid to late 2020’s.  The various stages of this very evil impoverishment 

process will be revealed in this and the next few chapters.  Because it has a considerable 

bearing on your investment decisions, it is worth understanding the process and bigger picture. 

 

Aside! Currently a wave of socialism is engulfing the world, which is the struggling unhappy 

people’s direct response to the above impoverishment and disenfranchisement of the masses.  

In Europe it is the Yellow Jackets.  In the USA it is being spearheaded by presidential hopefuls 

like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Elizabeth Warrant, Kamala Harris and Bernie Sanders, to 

name but a few.  Most have adopted a campaign strategy aimed at taxing the rich in order to 

give to the poor, and printing to increase welfare programs.  This will inevitably lead to the 

downfall of our current socialist democratic system over time, in favour of outright Statism, 

Fascism, or Communism.  This is, in turn, all part of a huge circular trend that has played out 

repeatedly over the millennia, where power shifts from the Commercial Traders; briefly to the 

People (in eventual revolt); to the Military (who re-establish control); to the Sages (who restore 

the balance), and then back to the Traders.  You will find the description of this circular trend 

at the end of this chapter.  This downfall of democracy is illustrated by examples below: 

 

Every time a group of pioneers established a new settlement in the past, they always opted 

for democracy, never socialism, statism or communism, to govern their fledgling community.  

When say 100 pioneers settled in the wilderness, the “natural order” that they would adopt 

would inevitably be Democracy as their chosen order of governance, coupled with Capitalism 

as their chosen order of commerce.  This was because it was the only fair system.  Each of 

them had an equal voice and right to vote on the important choices that shaped the 

development of their community, which could only survive if they all stood together against the 

challenges it faced.  Furthermore, each of them had an equal right to reap the rewards of the 

value they added in the community by way of the product they produced by virtue of their own 

effort.  The core values that they embraced always included honesty, integrity, consideration 

for each other and a sense of community.  In such a small community, any aberrant behaviour 

would immediately be noticed and dealt with. 

 

I know this paragraph is elementary, but it lays a foundation for some key conclusions that 

follow.  Initially everyone worked together for the good of their community.  Some would hunt 
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for food while others helped each other build shelters or houses.  Subsequently some “worked” 

to hunt for food or establish crops, while others used their skills or aptitude to make things 

they needed to help them and/or their community survive or be comfortable.  Immediately they 

had produced anything in sufficient quantity, they produced more of the same to exchange 

with others in their community, which heralded the introduction of the barter exchange of 

goods.  Subsequently the community would set up core services like schools, which heralded 

the exchange of goods for services as the parents could only pay for this service by way of 

produce or items they produced, such as food, clothes or furniture.  As the community grew, 

a farmer might also elicit the services of another to work his fields, in exchange for produce, 

accommodation, etc.  Their system of barter sufficed, so they had no need for money which 

is merely serves as a medium of exchange to facilitate barter.  At this point it is worth noting 

the following: 

➢ Every person was productive, and it would never have occurred to anybody that they did 

not have to work.  More importantly, nobody would expect to be, or get away with being, 

rewarded for “doing nothing”.  If they shirked, the elders would set them right. 

➢ The more productive any person was, the more land he/she could till and/or things he/she 

could produce, and the more she/he had to exchange for other things he/she needed.  

Consequently, those who worked the hardest progressively became the “wealthiest” and, 

by virtue of the amount of effort they put in, often the most respected members of that 

community.  Note! It is the growth in this cumulative productive effort that translates into 

the growth in the cumulative wealth, or Gross Domestic Product (GDP), of this community. 

➢ It is normal that some people are more productive and driven than others.  However, 

nobody would ever believe that they had the “right” to take away that for which another 

had worked hard, or that they deserved a share of his wealth.  In other words, that 

argument that is used to promote socialism “what gives him the right to have so much 

when I have so little”.  This insidious abused “Social Contract” is explored in the last 

chapter. 

➢ At the end of the day, every man’s “honest” physical or intellectual productive effort was 

and always is the only driver of “honest” and “REAL” growth in his/her wealth and the only 

contributor to “honest” and “REAL” economic growth.  NB! And inventor who produces 

something that makes others more efficient, has a saleable product in that it allows others 

to become more productive.  Later in this book I talk about how this underlying truth has 

been undermined by the financialization of the economy, which has effectively split into 

those who honestly produce or add value, and those who deviously skim from others. 

When such a group of settlers is small, it is easy to maintain a sense of community as everyone 

knows everyone and peer pressure ensures that there are no slackers.  Furthermore, the 

elected leaders served the community in their spare time, without payment, because major 

decisions were few and far between and everyone knew what the community wanted. 

 

However, as the community progressively grows ever bigger, certain detrimental trends 

manifest.  Firstly, the whole “thing” becomes increasingly impersonal and it becomes easier 

for “faceless” slackers and thieves to fly under the radar.  Secondly, the elected 

representatives are paid a salary, which is fair since theirs becomes a full-time job.  However, 

those senior politicians eventually become “professional” career politicians who would do 

almost anything to buy votes and/or hold onto their jobs and so, over the years, one saw:  

➢ A gradual shift of tax allocations away from development and infrastructure spending in 

favour of increased welfare spending.  These vote buying entitlements took the form of 

things like increased benefits for public officials; welfare grants for the unemployed to the 

point where they no longer had an incentive to work; and grants for pensioners who did 

not put away enough for their retirement, to name but a few.  However, budgetary 

constraints imposed a limit to the above re-allocation of monies they could get away with.  
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➢ That politicians became impatient of the budgetary constraints imposed on them by the 

Gold Standard.  Accordingly, US politicians conspired with big banks to create the Federal 

Reserve Bank, which is owned by the big banks.  Their goal was to introduce Fiat 

currencies, which would allow them to engage in deficit spending.  Deficit spending means 

they persistently spent more than the fiscus collected, and they did this in order to buy 

votes with increased welfare spending and higher salaries for themselves and their peers.  

Remember, if you continue to spend more than you earn, bankruptcy is inevitable. 

➢ Collusion with countless corporate lobby artists, with the result that anti-competitive laws 

are passed, which give large corporations and financial institutions advantages they 

would otherwise not enjoy, inevitably at the expense of smaller players.  This was 

particularly evident during the 2008/9 collapse in the US, when big banks were bailed out 

and their losses were socialised (covered using future tax revenues).  i.e. The wealthy 

made profits when all was well but did not lose when markets crashed, as the public’s tax 

revenues bailed out the politicians’ big corporate mates.  Ideally, the big banks should 

have failed, leaving the smaller conservatively run banks to pick up the pieces and 

prosper.   Therefore, in these modern times, the wealthy can never lose. 

➢ Manipulation of government statistics to hide the detrimental effects of the Fiat regime 

and, instead, paint a “false” but more favourable picture of economic growth, to make the 

leaders look good.  Two huge consequences are that things are not as well as they seem. 

and the masses are being impoverished.  Consequently (elaborated on in next chapter):  

o Inflation is understated, with the result that the 95% majority are not adequately 

compensated for cost of living adjustments, which means they are gradually 

impoverished by cumulative under-compensation.  Consequently, during the 1971-

2020 Fiat money era, the “REAL” income of the labour force has more than halved.  

o This also meant that GDP growth was overstated as higher inflation would have 

resulted in lower “official” inflation adjusted GDP growth and vice versa; and 

o Unemployment is deliberately understated to make government look good, which 

means it is not timeously identified and/or properly addressed. See alternate data 

pages at Shadowstats.com. 

➢ The employment of “spin doctors”, those professional liars whose sole purpose was to 

put a positive spin on patently wrong policies to sell the electorate policy changes they 

would otherwise never agree to.  Donald Trump’s spin doctor Kellyanne Conway called 

these “alternative facts”.  This is about misleading you by exploiting your lack of in-depth 

information, analysis and insights. 

➢ Suppression of the right to protest.  The combination of deficit spending and inflation 

suppression greatly increased the poverty of the majority.  However, the minute they 

protested, as they did during occupy Wall Street, they were labelled economic terrorists 

and arrested or harassed.  This suppression of peoples’ right to protest is the first sign of 

centralised control, which is akin to Statism. 

From the above it is clear that career politicians are not desirable, which is why the Swiss 

Canton system still works better than most supposed democracies. 

 

The rest of the cycle would play out as follows: 

Gradually, corruption within government; government interference in commerce due to lobby 

groups; and the growing demands of the self-appointed “entitled”, who use false morality to 

convince the world that it owes them something, causes both democracy and, through that, 

capitalism to unravel.  Chapter 34 elaborates on this corruption of the social contract.  

Subsequently, as entitlement spending increases, Democracy gravitates to Socialism, which 

increasingly employs deficit spending until debt bankrupts the system.  Margaret Thatcher 

once said: “The problem with Socialism is that eventually you run out of other people’s money”.  
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Progressively, all this leads to mass impoverishment which makes the majority restless and 

inclined to protest.  At this point Government is compelled to exert increasingly dramatic 

"centralised controls" to subdue the people, as we saw with “Occupy Wall Street”, and prevent 

uprisings, and so our Socialistic Democracy gradually devolves into Statism, Fascism and/or 

eventually/possibly even Communism.  Since Communism is not a sustainable system, it 

inevitably breaks down decades later, after decades of social injustice, as we saw with the 

USSR.  At this point Capitalism again gradually comes into its own, as we see in China today.   

 

At this point, I highly recommend that you read Ayn Rand’s extremely insightful novel “Atlas 

Shrugged”.  Written in the early 1950’s, it explains by way of an unforgettable novel how the 

democratic/capitalist system is gradually undermined to the point of collapse.  Regrettably it 

is long, because that is the only way to reveal the insidious erosion of freedom, but it builds 

until it perfectly highlights the unsustainable inequities of today, in the last 200 pages.  The 

image is paints is so patently wrong and undesirable, yet we allowed it to happen to us today. 

 

Optional but interesting reading – Sarkar's "Law of Social Cycles":  

 

This cycle of power shifts is well explained in Sarkar's "Law of Social Cycles", which is 

explained below – Google it.  What it illustrates is that after a few centuries of power shifts, we 

are inevitably back where we started.   South Africa is merely a bit further down the road than 

the USA, UK and many countries in the EU.  For those of you who are interested, this process 

is described below: 

 

Sarkar's "Law of Social Cycles" 

Ex WIKIPEADIA 

Law of Social Cycles, also known as Social Cycle Theory, is a theory of human historical 

motivity based on "the ancient spiritual ideas of the Vedas".  The theory was propounded by 

the Indian philosopher and spiritual leader Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar in the 1950s and expanded 

by Ravi Batra since the 1970s.  Using this a man called Ravi Batra predicted the fall of the 

USSR, amongst others.   

 

Four Types of People 

The Law of Social Cycles is a theory of Varna, arising out of the Indian episteme (Inayatullah, 

2002). This law states that while people in any society are all relatively similar, they have 

generally the same goals, desires and ambitions but differ in the way they go about achieving 

their goals. An individual's specific methods for achieving success depend on his physical and 

psychological makeup. Essentially, there are four different psychological types of people, 

warriors, intellectuals, acquisitors and labourers, who find basic fulfillment in four different 

kinds of ways. 

 

Groups of each type of people make up the social classes in society. Sarkar simplifies society 

into four classes, divided by inherent traits: 

➢ Warriors defend the nation and keep the peace; 

➢ Intellectuals develop our ideas about the world, in the form of religion, art, law and new 

inventions; 

➢ Acquisitors manage the practical aspects of life, including farms, factories, financial 

institutions and stores; 

➢ Laborers do the routine work, waiting tables, collecting trash, and other low-tech, low skill 

jobs. 

 

Warriors 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_Cycle_Theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vedas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prabhat_Rainjan_Sarkar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ravi_Batra
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varna_(Hinduism)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Episteme
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Warriors, or Kshatriya in Sanskrit, have strong bodies, vigorous physical energy and a sharp 

intellect. Warriors tend to develop the skills that take advantage of their inherent gifts of 

stamina, courage and vigor. Their mentality is one that is not averse to taking physical risks. 

Examples of people in our society with the warrior mentality include: policemen, firemen, 

soldiers, professional athletes, skilled carpenters and tradesmen, etc. They all achieve 

success through their physical skills and a deep understanding of their profession. 

 

Intellectuals 

Intellectuals, or Vipra, have a more developed intellect than the warriors, but generally lack 

the physical strength and vigor. Intellectuals are happiest when they try to achieve success by 

developing and expressing their intellectual skills and talents. Examples would be: Teachers, 

writers, professors, scientists, artists, musicians, philosophers, doctors and lawyers, and 

above all, priests. 

 

Acquisitors  

Acquisitors, or Vaishya, have a penchant for acquiring money. If money can be made the 

acquisitors will find a way to make it. They are not considered as bright as the intellectuals, 

nor as strong as the warriors, but they are keen when it comes to making and accumulating 

money and material possessions. Such people are the traders, businessmen, managers, 

entrepreneurs, bankers, brokers, and landlords in our society. 

 

Laborers 

Laborers, or Shudra, are altogether different from the first three groups. Laborers lack the 

energy and vigor of the warriors, the keen intellect of the intellectuals, or the ambition and 

drive of the accumulators. In spite of the fact that their contribution to society is profound - in 

fact, society could not function without them - the other groups generally look down upon and 

tend to exploit them. The laborers are the peasants, serfs, clerks, short order cooks, waiters, 

janitors, doormen, cabdrivers, garbage collectors, truck drivers, night watchmen and factory 

workers who keep society running smoothly by working diligently and without complaint. 

 

Epochs of Social Classes 

My explanation for lay people.  Please note that this plays out over decades or even centuries.  

We have had a few good centuries in the age of the “Acquisitors”.  However, eventually greed 

and other forces prevail that impoverish and suppress the majority, where-after there are 

protests leading to social upheaval.  However, those “Labourers” who inevitably overthrow the 

government have no suitable leaders who could introduce or govern the new regime, with the 

result that chaos persists.  Accordingly, the military “Warriors” step in and bring order.  

However, while they may have leadership, they have nobody who can properly govern the 

country.  Consequently, eventually the “Intellectuals” are drawn in to bring about law and order.  

Gradually things settle down and orderly commerce re-establishes itself as the “Acquisitors” 

are allowed back in the game. And so we are back where we started until greed again 

gradually unbalances the system.   

 

Below we see a schematic representation of P.R. Sarkar's Law of Social Cycle 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanskrit
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Social cycle theory and modern social development 

According to Batra (1978), the West is currently in the age of acquisitors, also known as 

Capitalism. This age succeeded the 'age of intellectuals', which gave birth to the 

Enlightenment and the British parliamentary system. Before that the West went through the 

'age of warriors' and the age of discovery. Feudalism, an earlier 'age of acquisitors', reigned 

before that. It had replaced the 'age of intellectuals', with restrictions on religious thought and 

also gave birth to the Renaissance period. Before that, Rome ruled the West under the aegis 

of warriors. 

 

Exploitation and breakdown 

To Sarkar, each age would run its course, with the social motivity going too far, causing much 

grief to the majority of people (Sarkar, 1967). The situation could go on unchecked for a long 

time, before things got so bad that a spontaneous revolution and overthrow of the system took 

place. In fact, as this was the reason for social change, it was clear that no single class of 

people could remain dominant indefinitely. Social power was destined to pass from one class 

to next in the prescribed order, or cycle. The 'age of warriors', which brings strict order to 

society and a return to fundamental values, essentially leads to excessive focus on strong 

man rule and warfare. It is followed by an 'age of intellectuals', which bring a sense of liberation 

in the mental sphere but soon replace that freedom with the yoke of newer ideas. Over time 

this age merges into an 'age of acquisitors', which brings progress in the material sphere, but 

this is soon replaced by increased physical and mental exploitation. The Servile Wars spelled 

the doom of the Roman Republic. Labour conflict could be the undoing of Capitalism, 

according to this theory. And so the cycle moves on its endless round, until the civilisation 

ceases to exist or is taken over by a superior or more powerful civilisation. 

 

Preventing the misery of exploitation 

Sarkar's essential view on the implications of each age was to develop a way to avoid the 

dynamic of exploitation, when the social motivity of one class goes unchecked and too far 

(Sarkar, 1967). In such cases, it falls on moralists to accelerate the movement to the next age 

to shorten the exploitative phase of each age.[6] 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Age_of_Enlightenment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_parliamentary_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Age_of_discovery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feudalism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Servile_Wars
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Republic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capitalism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_Social_Cycle#cite_note-6
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Law_of_Social_Cycle.jpg
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CHAPTER 6 – YOU HAVE BEEN ROBBED and are BEING SCREWED – explanation 

 

It is official.  You and your forefathers have been robbed for the past 40-50 years, unless you 

belong to the super wealthy.  Gradually, 95% of people in the US, EU, UK and the rest of the 

world, have been impoverished.  The proof is outlined below, after these two famous quotes. 

 

ALAN GREENSPAN: Former chairman of the US Federal Reserve Bank said in 50’s: 

“In the absence of the gold standard, there is no way to protect savings from confiscation 

through inflation. There is no safe store of value. … Deficit spending is simply a scheme for 

the hidden confiscation of wealth. Gold stands in the way of this insidious process. It stands 

as a protector of property rights. If one grasps this, one has no difficulty in understanding the 

statists' antagonism toward the gold standard”.  Late (2016), Greenspan said, "Gold," he said, 

"is a good place to put money these days given its value as a currency outside of the policies 

conducted by governments".  Today Fiat money, deficit spending and escalating debt at are 

the global sovereign norm.  

 

THOMAS JEFFERSON: Former president of the USA: 4 March 1801 – 4 March 1809. 

"I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than standing armies. 

If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their currency, first by 

inflation, then by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up around the banks will 

deprive the people of all property - until their children wake-up homeless on the continent their 

fathers conquered”.     And:     ”The issuing power should be taken from the banks and restored 

to the people, to whom it properly belongs”.  MY NOTES! These reflect the Fiat reality today, 

as the Federal Reserve is owned by the bigger private banks.  However, if the “people’s” 

governments owned the central banks, that would only work if politicians were honest, which 

they are not. 

 

The Gold Standard was abandoned worldwide during the course of the 20th century, in favour 

of Fiat money that could be printed at will, to facilitate deficit spending.  This resulted in rising 

inflation, which Governments covered up by manipulating the figures.  This led to the 

impoverishment of the masses as explained below.  NB! I often quote the USA, because it 

has better statistics that are readily available and because the USA accounts for over 35% of 

the global economy, but all countries have engaged in these blatantly criminal practices. 

 

First, let us look at the “actual” cost of living increases.  If you Google “Chapwood Index”, you 

will find that the actual inflation rate experienced by the US working and middle class, these 

past few decades, was closer to 10% as shown in the table below.  The Chapwood index 

provides a summary, from the 50 largest cities in the USA, of the true cost of living increases 

across the top 500 items that Americans spend their money on.  During this time, the official 

government figure was closer to 2%.  However, everyone intuitively knows from experience 

that the 10% Chapwood figure is closer to the truth and that Food, Fuel, Medical and Education 

inflation is far higher than the frustratingly low figures published by government.   

 

One can find similar conclusions, that are based on historic formulae and are, therefore, not 

as current or accurate, if you Google “Shadowstats Alternate Data”. 
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However, the Politicians have a vested interest in suppressing inflation for reasons outlined 

further below.  Accordingly, Governments, at the behest of politicians, use countless blatantly 

dishonest tactics to supress inflation statistics.  Below we see that the official US Core inflation 

rate, as depicted by the red line below, averaged closer to 2% for the past 25 years, a full 8% 

lower than actual cost of living increases shown above.   

 

 

 
 

Now you may ask how and why Governments would choose to manipulate inflation figures, 

and what are the consequences?  As to the how, the following is insightful: 

1. They exclude items that rise significantly and are volatile.  These include Food, Fuel, 

Energy, Education and Medical costs, which account for the bulk of people’s expenditure.  

Is it co-incidental that the annual increases in these have been considerable these past 

few decades, probably not. 

2. For those items which “are” included in their calculations, they do something called 

Hedonic adjustments.  This is best illustrated by way of an example.  Let us say a 

computer is twice as fast this year as it was last year, but the price remained the same.  

They then halve the price, despite the fact that you cannot work twice as fast.  If new 

features are added to a car, but the price remains the same, they reduce the price of the 

car by some amount that is justified in their minds.   
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Politicians, adopted Fiat money and manipulate official statistics for a wide range of 

extremely selfish reasons, with considerable consequences, including the following: 

1. Politicians were impatient of the Gold Standard, which imposed fiscal discipline in the form 

of properly balanced budgets.  Accordingly, they abandoned the Gold Standard in favour 

of Fiat money, which allowed them to print money and spend “virtually” at will.  This allowed 

Politicians to perpetually spend more than the fiscus collected, in order to make themselves 

look good, while enriching themselves and their cronies, which gave rise to words like 

Crony Capitalism and the Corporatocracy.  They did this because deficit spending allowed 

them to buy votes by increasing entitlement/welfare spending for public servants and 

voters.  Unfortunately, this led to rising Government debt to the point where it will never be 

paid, effectively burdening future generations (our children’s children). 

2. However, rampant printing inevitably leads to rising inflation, which they suppressed by 

manipulating the “official” inflation statistics lower.  Lower inflation had numerous 

advantages and consequences, as illustrated below: 

a. It made GDP growth look better than it was, which increased the chance of their re-

election.  This was because “Real” GDP is the nominal growth in economic activity, after 

adjusting for any reduction to compensate for inflation.  Consequently, lower inflation 

makes GDP growth look higher and vice versa.  Therefore, if we allow for higher actual 

inflation, that means actual GDP growth has been negative since 2000, despite what the 

USA Government says, as reflected in this chart from “Shadowstats Alternate Data”.   

 
b. It also made budget deficits less severe, because wage, salary and pension increases 

were lower than they should/would have been if people got the correct “cost of living” 

adjustments.  On the Chapwood Index website they state “the inaccuracy of the CPI 

began in 1983, during a time of rampant inflation, when the U.S. Bureau of Labour 

Statistics began to cook the books on its calculation in order to curb the increase in 

Social Security and federal pension payments”.  I suspect it actually started during the 

1970’s period of rapidly rising inflation and became increasingly blatant in the early 80’s. 

c. It also helped Corporate America supress wage increases, which enhanced profits.  

This, in turn, impoverished the masses, since they kept getting a 2% annual increase, 

instead of something closer to a fairer 8% to 10% cost of living adjustment.  

Consequently, most people became as much as 8% poorer every year.  Over time, the 

cumulative effect of this was that single parent workers/labourers could no longer 

properly support their families as they could in the past.  Accordingly, over time, the 

spouse was sent to work and frequently both partners were compelled to work two jobs.  

Today even families with double+ incomes are struggling to make ends meet.  This, in 
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turn, also limited parental supervision of children with many negative consequences, 

particularly on the discipline front.  There are numerous articles, charts and websites 

that highlight the fact that people are “at least” 50% worse off than their forefathers, in 

real terms.  In fact, they are probably closer to 75% worse off. 

d. Worse still, these sub-par increases also meant that people on social security and 

pensioners got sub-par increases and were increasingly unable to make ends meet.  

Accordingly, most had to work longer, which meant their jobs were not being freed up 

for the younger generation. 

3. It is important to remember that, the increase in people who could not make ends meet 

increased the demand for welfare.  This worked in the favour of Politicians, because more 

people on entitlements meant more votes from those who were beholden to the Politicians: 

4. So now we are back to the statements of Alan Greenspan and Thomas Jefferson.  This 

suppressed/hidden high actual inflation has impoverished the masses while enriching the 

wealthy to the point where fewer and fewer people own ever more of the world’s assets 

and property.  There are ample articles and charts that substantiate the widening income 

and wealth gaps between the top 5% and the bottom 95%. 

5. However, it all gets worse.  Due to rising Government Debt, governments have a vested 

interest in supressing debt service costs, namely the interest they have to pay.  Accordingly, 

they are now buying their own and other bonds in order to artificially suppress interest rates, 

which is why interest rates are now at or near historic lows.  In fact, many countries now 

have negative interest rates and the amount of Bonds yielding negative returns will easily 

double to 50% of global GDP when next the markets correct.  This makes saving both 

pointless and costly, because you now need to pay the bank to store your money. 

6. This low interest rate situation, in turn, means that most pensioners cannot survive on their 

lifelong savings and the public at large have no incentive to save.  Meanwhile, Politicians 

keep suppressing interest rates, encouraging us to keep consuming and watch the majority 

get ever deeper into debt, all to keep their “egoistical” illusion of growth going.  The proof 

of this is the fact that they are now all talking about a “Universal Basic Income”, which 

means government will guarantee most people a minimum basic income. 

7. Worse still, the super low and negative interest rates meant that pension funds could no 

longer earn adequate returns without adopting increasingly aggressive/risky investment 

strategies.  Accordingly, they engaged in a search for higher returns, which drove them to 

adopt imprudently risky strategies, failing which they would become actuarially insolvent.  

This can only end badly, as pension funds are supposed to adopt defensive/ conservative 

strategies and now, if markets crash, they could end up losing massively.  Most pension 

funds are already actuarially insolvent, as evidenced by the fact that they are already either 

reducing pension pay-outs or raising the age of retirement.  Imagine what will happen this 

time around if markets crash and pension funds lose excessively. 

8. Investment funds in general are also engaged in adopting riskier strategies in a search for 

higher yields, to ensure their clients achieve adequate returns.  This too cannot end well. 

9. Finally, there is an insidious relationship between the big Banks and Corporations, and the 

Politicians, aka the Corporatocracy, that enables them to lobby politicians to pass anti-

competitive legislation.  This makes it increasingly difficult for small and medium size 

businesses to survive.  This, in turn, makes it increasingly difficult for capitalism to function 

as those competitors who could rebalance the markets pricing mechanism, are prevented 

from doing so.  Again, this pushes up the costs to all but the rich, at the expense of the 

majority. 

 

Incentive bonuses – the ultimate corrupter 

It is my contention that Incentive Bonuses are one of the greatest evils around.  In the past, 

people’s loyalty to the company and desire to serve their customers was unquestioned.  If they 
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worked well, they earned a bonus comprising a 13th or 14th cheque.  Today, incentive bonuses 

are linked to profitability and share performance, to name but a few, with the result that 

executives earn obscenely, insanely and disproportionately huge bonuses.  Accordingly, 

senior banking and corporate executives increasingly adopt short term strategies and 

dishonest practices, that enhance their bonuses at the expense of their welfare of their 

companies, customers and shareholders.  For example: Goldman Sachs was fined when it 

was found that they were round tripping shares between in-house policies in order to boost 

administrative commissions.  Morgan Stanley and Deutsche Bank were fined for holding 

futures contracts instead of physical gold, as promised, which re-introduced third party risk 

just when customers were trying to avoid it.  Despite not holding physical metals, they had the 

gall to charge storage and insurance.  Numerous banks have been fined for manipulating 

interest rates, Gold prices and much more.  There are literally hundreds of such examples of 

banks manipulating prices and interest rates for their own advantage and to the detriment of 

the man in the street.  Similarly, companies give their employees 2% increases in line with 

official CPI figures, while executives get significantly higher increases.  Consequently, the ratio 

between executive pay and that of the workers has rocketed.  To achieve this, companies 

keep hiking prices by considerably more than the 2% inflation, thanks to anti-competitive 

practices, which again enriches management. 

 

Conclusion: 

The working class and the middle class are being impoverished, for the benefit of politicians 

and those in the upper 2-3% income bracket.    
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CHAPTER 7 – THE ROLE OF INTEREST RATES 

 

Lay explanation of “How interest rates impact on Equity, Bond & Property prices” 

If you are going to understand the process of choosing your portfolio mix, it is critical that you 

understand the role of interest rates in the markets and, therefore implicitly, in the economic 

process.  That is because interest rates serve as the benchmark used to determine the 

prices investors are prepared to pay for the different asset classes.   

NB! You do not need to apply the illustrative calculations shown below, but you do need to 

understand the impact rising or falling interest rates will have on your investments. 

 

Therefore, it is important to understand that interest rates, coupled with risk, provide the 

mechanism that enables one to compare the returns offered by one asset and/or asset class, 

with another.  If one asset class offers a markedly better (or worse) risk weighted return than 

the rest, people will buy (or sell) that asset/asset class until the Risk/Reward weighted return, 

is normalised.  i.e. More closely related to the market’s average risk weighted return.  This, in 

turn, allows us to compare apples with apples on a risk/reward basis, even though the asset 

classes are so different. 

 

Ideally, the interest rates the public earn on savings should be at a level that enables lay 

investors, and particularly pensioners, to earn a positive return on their investments after 

adjusting for tax and “the actual inflation rate”.  When this is persistently not true in the longer 

term, as we saw in the late 2010s, people have little or no incentive to save.  This is detrimental 

to the economy, since it is precisely those savings that provide the capital for economic growth.  

Therefore, in the persistent absence of those savings in the longer-term, it may be that the 

entire foundation of economic growth is unravelling.  Please remember this whenever you 

consider your investment strategies, because fiat money and/or protracted low savings mostly 

result in lower “REAL” economic growth.   

 

Another important concept that we need to grasp is the relationship between interest rates 

and the different asset classes.  Broadly speaking, falling interest rates cause Equities, 

Bonds and Property to rise, whereas rising interest rates cause them to fall.  Below I 

explain how and why, where-after I discuss the merits of each of the four classic asset class, 

namely, Cash, Bonds, Property and Equities, separately in subsequent chapters.  

 

Finally, you should know that when I speak of the interest rate used, to price or compare asset 

classes, I am always referring to 10-year Bond Yields (interest rate paid on Bonds), which vary 

from country to country.  This is because 10-year government Bonds have always been 

deemed by the market to be “risk free” investments on the assumption that governments 

cannot go bankrupt.  Accordingly, yields on 10-year Sovereign Bonds, which vary from one 

country to the next, have always been used for pricing in the market risks of each country. 

 

NOTE! The following explanations relate to “Longer” term influences that play out over years. 

They do NOT always apply to “Shorter” term price moves that play out over days, weeks or, 

in extreme cases, even a few months when markets are behaving irrationally. 

 

EXPLANATION OF THE INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EQUITIES AND YIELDS 

Interest rates inversely impact on Equities in the longer term, in that Equities go up when the 

10 Year Yields go down and vice versa.  The explanation is as follows: 

➢ Let us imagine that the US 10-year Bond Yield is 3% (Feb ‘18) and that inflation is 2.5% 

(Feb ‘18).  This means an investor is not beating inflation, especially after deducting bank 

charges and tax, so the investor decides he needs to invest in say Equities to get a return 
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that beats inflation.  However, because Equities are riskier than Bonds, the investor 

demands a risk premium of say 2%, which means he wants to invest in a company that 

yields a 3% + 2% = a 5% Return on Investment (ROI).  The Earnings per Share (EPS) 

divided by the price of that share represents the ROI, or the yield of that share. 

➢ Now let us imagine that company X’s Shares are valued at $100 and that its Earnings Per 

Share is $5 per share, which means it yields the required 5% ROI sought by the investor, 

so he buys the shares.  NB! The 5% should give him a return after costs and taxes that 

beats the aforementioned 2.5% inflation rate. 

➢ Now for the sake of this exercise, let us imagine that the Risk-Free Rate jumps from 3% 

to 6% “OVERNIGHT”.  Suddenly the investor can get a better yield from Risk free bonds 

and considers selling his shares.  However, the new buyer re-values the return he wants 

from Company X as follows:  the revised risk-free rate of 6% + a 2% risk premium = 8%.  

Therefore, he says he is prepared to pay at most $5.00/0.08) = $62.50 per share, which 

you bought for $R100 per share.  In fact, he would probably look at the impact the higher 

interest rates are going to have on the company’s future earnings and, let us suggest, he 

concludes that the earnings are going to fall to $4.50, in which event he would only be 

prepared to pay $4.50/0.08 = $56.25 per share.  Therefore, a doubling in the risk-free rate 

translated into a virtual halving of the company’s share price.  The reverse is also true. 

➢ Conclusion: Company X’s share price almost halved when the Risk-Free Rate doubled, 

which confirms that share prices go down when interest rates rise.  This approach, which 

usually also allows for future/anticipated improvement, or drop, in earnings, is known as 

Value Investing, because you are valuing investments arithmetically.    

It should be noted that when markets rise rapidly, investors are often prepared to pay 

considerably higher prices for shares purely based on the expectation of higher Capital 

Appreciation.  However, this is frequently speculative, rather than value-based investing.   

One of the last chapters elaborates on the differences between investing and speculating.  

Beware, because the greater this speculation is, the greater the “irrational” exuberance 

driving the markets up.  Usually this is correlated to riskier toppish markets, which may be a 

sign that it is time to get out. 

 

EXPLANATION OF THE INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BONDS AND YIELDS 

The pricing mechanism for Bonds works exactly the same as for Equities, in that Bond Prices 

go up when Bond Yields go down and vice versa, because you are paying a sum of money 

for an asset that has to yield a market related return.  However, the determination of the 

appropriate yield has two scenarios, one of which is tied to short term factors and the other of 

which is tied to long term trends as follows:  

➢ Short term factor: When markets correct “materially” and there is a flight to the safety of 

Risk-Free Bonds, that surge in demand causes Bond prices to rise.  This, in turn, causes 

Yields to fall, regardless of any long-term trend bias.  This is because traditionally Bonds 

have been the “safe haven”/”flight to safety” destination for capital when Equity markets 

are overpriced or correcting.  i.e. Investors would rather have a slightly negative after-tax 

return in the short term, than a significant loss as and when markets correct/crash.  

➢ Long term trend: In the longer term there is a strong correlation between Interest rates 

and Inflation, mainly because investors always want to earn more than, or at least as 

much as, the inflation rate after-tax.  This is currently not true because governments are 

artificially suppressing bond yields by buying their own bonds.  

➢ Regardless of the above scenarios, if we pay the Government $1 000 for a Bond that 

yields 3% ($300 per annum) and that yield goes up to 6% “OVERNIGHT”, we would only 

be able to sell if for $500 – i.e. $300/(0.06 = 6%) as that is the revised return investors 

would expect.  The opposite is also true; if we pay the Government $1 000 for a Bond that 

yields 6% ($600 per annum) and overnight that yield goes down to 3%, we would be able 
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to sell if for $2 000 – i.e. $600/3% as that is the revised return investors expect.  Although 

this confirms the inverse relationship between Bond yields and the prices, it is a pretty 

simplistic example because aspects like the time remaining to maturity and the residual 

interest payments due to maturity, change the pricing.   

 

EXPLANATION OF INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROPERTY & YIELDS 

I think we all understand that rising interest rates translate into rising mortgage payment and 

vice versa, because it hits closer to home.  Therefore, when interest rates fall considerably, 

property becomes more affordable and when interest rates rise considerably, property 

becomes less affordable.  However, what normally happens is that there is a lag, in that 

property prices do not respond immediately to the upside when interest rates peak and start 

to decline, nor do they respond immediately to the downside when interest rates bottom and 

start to rise.  The reason for the lag after the peak is twofold, namely the fear that rates will 

continue to rise and the fact that they have to fall materially before the high mortgage payments 

that stretched owners, once again become affordable to the point where buyers have 

disposable income.  Contrarily, the reason for the lag after the bottom is twofold, namely the 

expectation that interest rates may go even lower and the fact that people’s disposable income 

and ability to pay their mortgages gets squeezed gradually as interest rates rise.  Therefore, 

property prices only really started to rise a few years after interest rates start to fall and only 

start to stagnate/fall a few years after interest rates start to rise.  Simultaneously, the cost of 

replacement (building costs), will impact on property prices, in that there are times when it is 

cheaper to build than to buy and vice versa.   

 

Finally, the capital gains affect the market.  By this I mean that during periods of high inflation 

the property price is implicitly rising, despite the fact that people are not buying, because the 

cost of building replacement is rising.  Accordingly, you would only really be able to reap that 

benefit by selling when interest rates/inflation begin to fall materially, as that suddenly makes 

the mortgage repayments and the property affordable. 

 

CORRELATION BETWEEN INFLATION AND INTEREST RATES  

There is a definite correlation between interest rates and inflation, because investors are trying 

to earn a positive return after inflation.  However, the correlation is not instantaneous, it is 

merely a long-term phenomenon.  Currently, as at 2010-2020, this relationship is broken and 

interest rates are mostly below inflation, because governments are artificially suppressing 

interest rates.   

 

The big question is, which comes first?  Even economists find this question difficult to answer 

with certainty.  My sense is that interest rates lag when inflation is rising rapidly, as investment 

returns play catch-up, and inflation lags when interest rates are falling rapidly.  
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CHAPTER 8 – BULL vs BEAR MARKETS 

 

BULL EQUITY MARKETS/SHARE PRICES vs BEAR EQUITY MARKETS/SHARE PRICES 

It is easier to make money when equity markets/share prices are trending up and difficult to 

make money when equity markets/share prices are trading sideways as prices jump both up 

and down.  The term for this is that prices are very volatile.  Bull and Bear markets are not the 

minor fluctuations, but rather the major trends shown by the red lines below.  NB! Markets and 

individual share prices are mostly only properly “trending” up less than 50% of the time.  This 

already suggests that you do not have to be fully invested in Equities all the time. 

 

BULL MARKET: The Graph below (from Jack Chan / Gold-Eagle), shows a bull market.  It is 

defined by rising tops and rising bottoms as shown below, with both the lower and upper blue 

lines stepping up, and as reflected by the rising red support trend-line.  Note how the market 

does not move up in a straight line, but zig-zags its way up.  During such bull markets, it is 

prudent to be “risk on” in equities as these yield higher investment returns.  Therefore, ideally, 

you get in early and ride out the intermediate corrections, like a bucking horse, to the top. 

 
 

HERE IS A MORE RECENT EXAMPLE – Gold’s rise into September 2011 
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BEAR MARKET:  The Graph below shows a bear market.    It is defined by falling tops and 

falling bottoms as shown below, with both the upper and lower blue lines stepping down, and 

as reflected by the falling red resistance line.  During bear markets it is prudent to stay out of 

equities and adopt a defensive strategy. 

 
 

TRADING SIDEWAYS: The most difficult markets are those which are trading sideways, as 

shown between the red lines below, from say mid 2015.  This is because prices fluctuate in a 

range.  On the left you see Silver trading in a clear rising bull market trend to a peak at near 

$50 in 2011, you then see a clear falling bear market trend, where Silver dropped to below 

$15.  The markets then entered an unusually long period of uncertainty, where prices 

fluctuated between the two red lines, which has lasted about 6-7 years from end 2013 until 

early 2020.  Such range bound periods, where prices fluctuate because of market uncertainty, 

often precede a change from a Bull Market to a Bear market.  When these occur during bull 

markets, they are often an indication that the market is consolidating before the next leg up.  

One almost never finds such periods of uncertainty at Bull market tops/peaks.   Usually it is 

advisable to stay out of a market when it is so range bound, until it breaks up or down, mostly 

because you are not making money and there is probably a better place to put your money.  

In the example below, Silver will almost certainly enter a new bull market once it breaks above 

the upper red line.  However, from 2013 until 2020, Equities, especially tech stocks, were a 

better place to be.  NB! The price of Silver expressed other currencies may have broken up.  

Furthermore, the Silver price strongly broke out to the upside soon after this chart was drawn.  
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Up is good and Down is bad.  Sideways is dodgy.   

It is clear that you are making money when the equity market/share price is trending up and 

loosing when it is trending down.  The trick is to increase the probability that you hit the ups, 

avoid the downs, and take care when markets are moving sideways.  You can do this by 

ensuring that you identify markets that are in long term up trends and, preferably, to get in at 

the bottom after major corrections/crashes and get out near the tops.  This is easier said than 

done, but very doable if you use common sense and pay attention.  Now the trick is to be able 

to find out which markets are in long term bull markets, to get in early and to remain in the 

saddle riding out the dips until you are near the top (not at the top).  At all times, it is important 

to remember that no matter how conclusive the evidence is, the market may go the opposite 

It is important to remember that when the stock market indices are trading sideways, there will 

always be certain shares or share categories that are doing better than average.  Therefore, 

if one finds a fund manager who is good at picking the winners, that is useful. 

 

way at any time, and then you will lose.  Therefore, you need to protect yourself against such 

risks.  This is why the first step is always the old adage “Do not put all your eggs in one basket”.   

 

Understand Overbought/Greed and Oversold/Fear, as these tell you when to get in or out. 

Essentially markets move between being overbought and oversold.  Every time the market is 

overbought, the market moves down a bit to form a little dip before the next rise.  Contrarily, 

every time the market is oversold, the market moves up a bit to form a little peak before the 

market moves down again.  These market fluctuations are driven by fluctuations in human 

emotions, which fluctuate between Fear and Greed.   

 

Such relatively minor fluctuations are the cause of the zig-zag nature of stock market/ share 

price moves and they manifest whether the trend is up, down or sideways.  These fluctuations 

are normal and healthy.  These minor fluctuations in the shorter time frames are referred to 

as “noise” by traders, because they do not negate the trend. 

 

The big issue for you as an investor to watch for is the point at which these minor fluctuations 

become big corrections or crashes.  Major Corrections and particularly Crashes are healthy, 

in that these are the market’s way of removing the excesses that built up during booms.  These 

are the invisible hand of capitalism rebalancing the markets as it gets rid of imbalances and 

mispricing that manifested during the booms.  They allow the markets to reset and become 

more efficient.  Regrettably, this naturally self-correcting mechanism of the markets is no 

longer functioning properly due to government interference at all levels, including massive 

stimulus, to reduce the magnitude of such Corrections and Crashes.  However, they have 

merely postponed the inevitable and so, when it happens, that reset will simply be worse.  It 

is my contention that we face a massive reset at some point in the 2020s.  Someone once 

said something along the following lines, “Recessions are part of economic cycles, whereas 

Depressions happen when the market breaks”.  So, let us get back to Greed and Fear. 

 

Whenever “extreme” Greed is the dominant emotion, it is a sign that the time is approaching 

when you need to consider whether you must adopt a more defensive strategy and get out of 

Equities.  One can normally recognise these extreme greed peaks by the fact that individual 

shares and/or the indices tend to jump 5% to 10% on a daily basis.  Furthermore, almost 

everyone, is telling you to get into the markets, because there is an insane amount of money 

to be made.  Contrarily, when “extreme” fear is the dominant emotion, it is a sign that the time 

is approaching when you need to consider whether you should adopt a more aggressive 

strategy and get back into equities.  One can normally recognise these by the fact that 

everyone is fearful of getting back into equities.  Such extreme fear driven lows usually happen 
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1.5 to 2.0 years after the extreme peaks.  Markets are usually rising rationally, with smaller 

zig-zags in a gradually rising trend, when neither extreme Fear nor extreme Greed are 

prevailing.  However, one must always be aware of the times when the zig-zags become few 

and far between and the market action is more vertical.  Below we see two such vertical and 

exponential peaks in 2000 and 2020 on the chart of the US NASDAQ technology share index. 

 

 
 

Conclusion: When to be Defensive and when to be aggressive 

NOTE!  I said earlier that Markets are mostly only rising less than 50% of the time.  This 

suggests that one should be prepared to be defensive as much as half of your life.  Remember, 

being defensive is not bad, it only means you may earn a lower, albeit safer, return during 

those periods. 

 

Therefore, ideally you should get into Equities when the markets have experienced a huge 

crash, everyone is fearful or slitting their wrists and there is the proverbial blood in the streets.  

Equally, you should get out when everyone is bullish, everyone is talking about making a killing 

in shares and everyone believes that the markets will go up forever. 

 

NOTE! Analysis of the past 200years of price activity showed that markets were rising about 

61.8% of the time and correcting about 38.2% of the time.  However, in the 61.8% there were 

considerable periods where markets were trending sideways.  This confirms that the markets 

are probably only rising sustainably about 50% of the time.  This suggests that one should be 

aggressive half the time and be prepared to be in defensive positions half the time.  The trick 

is to figure out when to be defensive.  Certainly, one wants to consider going defensive when 

the bull market has been going for a long time, as we saw with the bull market that ran from 

March 2009 to early 2020.  When the probability exists that milking the bull market for the last 

5-10%, may be riskier than ending up with a possible 40-50% loss, that is the time to consider 

going defensive.   
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CHAPTER 9 – INVESTING IN CASH AND MONEY MARKETS 

 

As mentioned in previous chapters, cash is frequently an important component of a defensive 

“Risk Off” strategy.  This is still true, despite the fact that cash is now a continually depreciating 

asset, whereas it was a store of value under the Gold Standard. 

 

Does that mean we should never be in Cash? Not at all.  In “harder” currencies, Cash 

depreciates over years and decades, not weeks or months.  Contrarily, cash is the last place 

you want to be when high-/hyper-inflation manifests, as your money can lose half its value 

overnight.  Therefore, ideally one should try to avoid losses measured in “hard” currencies, by 

holding your cash in more stable “hard currency” accounts, which is not always possible.  

Regardless, when one concludes that the markets are overbought, toppish and likely to correct 

or crash, Cash in stable currencies is mostly a good defensive asset.  There are a few 

considerations that are worth tabling, as follows: 

➢ When one goes defensive, the primary goal is the “return OF your capital”, rather than the 

“return ON your capital”.  This means that it is better to lose nothing when all about you 

are losing during a crash, as that means you have done well because your wealth has 

increased “relative to the majority of investors”.  However, ideally one should choose 

defensive assets that are likely to yield a positive return when markets correct or crash, 

and not just be happy with the “return OF your capital”. 

➢ Cash on deposit normally does not earn enough interest after-tax, to cover inflation.  This 

means it is arguably merely a way of “losing little or nothing” in real terms if markets 

correct, which is a wonderful start.  However, it may be better to consider a combination 

of Money Market investments, Bonds and/or Gold. 

➢ Typically, you rely on your brokers to put you into Money Market investments, which 

mostly earn a higher interest rate than Cash in the bank, mostly because they invest larger 

amounts.  Money market investments serve the same purpose as cash, but may be a 

better option, provided the broker’s commissions and costs do not negate their use. 

➢ If you are certain that the markets are about to crash, Bonds are often a better bet as a 

short term defensive asset, as one can make great capital gains by getting into Bonds at 

a market top and getting out a year or two later at the market bottom.  This is because 

Bond values go up when bond yields fall as markets crash – see next chapter. 

➢ If you are certain that the markets are about to crash, Gold may be an even better bet as 

a defensive asset, provided Gold is in a Bull Market, which is not always the case.  

However, during major market crashes, Gold and Gold shares tend to initially tank with 

the markets, where-after Gold will mostly outperform the markets for a considerable time.  

Therefore, just before a major market correction or crash, one should initially be in Cash, 

Money Markets and Bonds, where-after one can switch to Gold.  More about this later. 

 

Now, there is another major problem with Cash, in that it is typically held in Banks, which can 

go bankrupt, especially some of the bigger ones in the US and EU.  It is also important to 

remember that most countries now permit failing banks to confiscate depositors’ cash in 

excess of the state guaranteed amount of say $/Euro 100 000 and use it to recapitalise 

themselves.  Therefore, limit your holding per bank.  Such “Bail-Ins” have now become 

accepted, legislated, practice worldwide.    Yes, this is outright theft and brutally unfair because 

those who are relatively poor end up bailing out the shareholders of the bank.  While the 

depositors now mostly receive bank shares in return, the value of the shares never equate to 

the money they lost.  Essentially, shareholders of banks cannot lose, because they reap the 

benefits and dividends during the good times, whereas the depositors must bail out the banks 

whenever the incentive bonus driven Bankers take imprudent risks with depositors’ money.  
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BANKS – are mostly to be avoided at all cost 

A man called Mayer Amschel Rothchild said “Permit me to issue and control the money of 

a nation, and I care not who makes its laws!”.  This is because the banker can then strong 

arm the politicians.  As mentioned before, in the early 1900s, the US central bank, the Federal 

Reserve was formed, and it is owned by the major international banks.  Over time, the power 

of the banks has grown thanks to the co-operation between banks and politicians, and 

subsequently incentive bonuses.  Accordingly, the banks which used to constitute about 3% 

of the global GDP, now account for closer to 20% of global GDP.  This means that the lending 

and investment community now own a disproportionate share of our economy.  This happened 

because the markets became increasingly financialised, which means they are skimming a bit 

here and a bit there at every opportunity.  This is why I elaborate on the topic in one of the last 

chapters.  However, it is important to realise that much of what they are doing is “ripping us 

off”.   

 

During the past 50 years, Retail, Commercial and Investment banks were increasingly allowed 

to overlap and merge thanks to regulatory changes following lobby appeals to governments.    

This resulted because customers’ retail banks sought higher returns and greater freedom to 

corrupt the system, which caused the roles of the banks to change and allowed retail banks 

to become active in riskier spaces.  Accordingly, banks have really become the greedy 

corrupters of the financial and equity markets, mostly because retail banks expanded to 

include corporate and investment banking, often by merging with other banks. 

 

An early illustration of just how greedy banks have become is reflected in the fees charged for 

Hire Purchase contracts to the majority of individuals.  Let us say the usury act caps the 

interest rate that can be charged at say 15%.  The banks have gradually colluded to add 

“loaded” insurance and administrative fees to the point where you may “effectively” be paying 

up to 70% in charges.  Businesses and wealthy people pay far lower rates, mostly well below 

the cap set by the usury act.  Effectively this means many banks are charging much the same 

as loan sharks.  This makes a huge case for poorer people to adopt a strategy of saving to 

buy later, rather than buying now and paying off over time. 

 

Fortunately, modern digital technology and Crypto-Currencies are going to revolutionise 

banking in the 2020s, so there is a possibility that those big evil banks will either be a thing of 

the past or be marginalised.   
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CHAPTER 10 – INVESTING IN BONDS – BONDS vs BOND YIELDS (interest rates) 

 

Bonds represent the loan agreement (piece of paper) that you receive when you lend a 

Government, or a Corporation, money in return for a certain “coupon” interest rate, aka “yield”. 

 

General observations 

Government Bonds, aka Sovereign Bonds, are traditionally deemed “Risk Free”, on the 

assumption that Governments cannot go bankrupt.  However, this is not true as countless 

countries have gone bankrupt over the past millennium.  Weimar Germany did in the early 

1920’s.  The USA essentially did too in 1971, when Nixon implicitly/effectively admitted the 

USA could not pay its bills, by refusing to pay France “Gold” due to it to settle its trade deficit 

and, with that, the US finally abandoned the Bretton Woods Dollar Gold Standard.  Zimbabwe, 

Venezuela and Argentina are more recent examples.  However, despite all the above, it 

remains true that the 10 year Government bonds of each country always reflects the “Risk 

Free” interest rate used to price Equities and Property in that country.  More about this later.   

 

These rates were historically set by the markets, based on the price the market was prepared 

to pay for a 10 year bond.  This implicitly set the risk free rate for each country at that moment 

in real time.  I say historically, because governments have lately been buying their own bonds 

to artificially drive rates lower, which has interfered with the free market mechanism. 

 

Bonds can be bought and held to maturity for the yield, as is frequently done by pension funds 

who lend money in exchange for a guaranteed income from “interest”.  This scenario is 

negated in times when yields are near zero or negative, such as in the period from 2015 to 

2020?.  Alternatively, they can be traded, which means they are bought and sold (before 

maturity) in the hope of earning a capital gain, as is often done by investment funds and 

dedicated Bond Trading Exchange Traded Funds (ETF’s).   

 

As mentioned in the previous chapters, Bonds are a defensive asset class, which means these 

are most popular as a “risk off” haven asset when markets are correcting or crashing.  During 

such times of crisis, Bonds are a shorter-term play, which means one is not holding the bond 

to maturity for the yield, but instead one is holding it for a short time, for a possible capital gain.  

A capital gain is made when/if the value of the bond rises, where-after you can sell it for more.  

That said, every portfolio tends to have a certain percentage in Bonds as a hedge against 

uncertainty, because no investor wants all his/her eggs in one volatile “higher risk” Equity 

basket.  The more conservative the investment strategy, the higher the exposure to Bonds. 

 

Please note that Bonds and Bond Yields are inversely correlated, which means that Bond 

values rise when interest rates fall, and vice-versa, as explained below.   

 

Explanation of the inverse correlation between Bonds and Bond Yields 

I know there is an element of duplication from the descriptions in the “Role of interest rates” 

chapter, but it is critically important that you understand these concepts well, so read away. 

 

The reason why Bonds and Bond Yields are inversely correlated is best explained by way of 

example.  Imagine you buy a $1.0m bond that was issued with a coupon rate of 10% p.a., 

which means it yields a return of $100 000 p.a.  Now “imagine” that the government drops 

interest rates to 5% overnight and issues bonds with a 5% coupon rate the very next day.  

Effectively you now own a bond that pays a far higher return than the new bonds.  Anyone 

buying the new government bonds with a 5% return would obviously be prepared to pay a 

premium for a Bond that pays a marginally higher rate.  Therefore, your bond is effectively 
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worth $2.0m if the investor wanted a 5% return.  This would be calculated as follows: 

$100 000/0.05 (5%) = $2.0m, or stated differently, a $2.0m bond yielding 5%p.a. would yield 

$100 000 p.a.  Obviously, the investor would want a marginally better return, failing which he 

could just buy the lower rated Bonds, so he may be prepared to pay say $1.95m.  This is a 

simplistic example, because in real life, changes are not as drastic, nor do they happen 

overnight.  Furthermore, calculations determining the revised bond prices are complicated by 

the residual life of the bonds and their covenants, so a halving of the ruling market rates does 

not translate into a doubling of issued bond values. 

 

Types of Bonds 

Bonds can be broadly grouped into three classes as follows: 

➢ Government Bonds are issued when Governments need to borrow money from the 

investment markets.  Government Bonds, aka Gilts, can be divided into Treasuries and 

Bonds. Treasuries typically have a repayment, or maturity date, of 1 year or less, whereas 

Bonds may have a maturity of 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, or 50 years.  Argentina recently issued 

Bonds with a maturity of 100 years. 

➢ Corporate Bonds are issued when really big companies raise money at lower rates, rather 

than borrow from Banks, who mostly demand collateral. 

➢ Junk Bonds, aka High Yield Bonds, are merely Bonds from a borrower who is deemed 

less likely to repay the loan, which is why the risk premium is considerably higher, which 

drives their yields far higher than the above bonds.  Both Sovereign and Corporate Bonds 

can be relegated to Junk status if the issuer becomes financially distressed. 

 

Different Bonds have different yield “covenants”.  For example, a bond may pay interest 

monthly, once a year, or in a lump sum at the end of the Bond’s maturity.  Therefore, it is 

important to realise that when you buy say a 5 year bond and sell it a year or two later, prior 

to its maturity, the pricing of the bond will depend on the ruling interest rates and remaining 

time to and yield promised by that bond to, or at, maturity.  The risk that the lender may default, 

or is less secure, also comes into play.  Therefore, pricing bonds is a relatively complex affair.   

 

Corporate Bonds may have a collateral “covenant”, which means there is some security in the 

form of collateral or guarantee of repayment, or they can be covenant free/lite, which means 

you are lending money against the reputation of the borrower.  As at the end of 2109, more 

than 50% of Corporate Bonds were covenant lite.  This means that if the institutions default, 

you, the lender, have no recourse and merely become just another creditor. 

 

Bonds and Equities are typically contracyclical    

Most importantly: Bonds and Equities, are mostly contracyclical, which means that Bonds tend 

to fall when Equities rise, or rise when Equities fall.  This arises from fluctuations in the “Risk 

On/Risk off” mentality of the markets, which again relates to the Risk/Return matrix discussed 

in chapter 3.  It “usually” works as follows: 

➢ Risk on:  If Equity markets are offering the prospect of, or actual, “good” returns via 

earnings, dividends and/or capital gains, investors pile into equities and sell off their “lower 

yielding” bonds.  This increase in the supply of Bonds, in turn, drives down the price of 

Bonds, which, pushes up the yield on those bonds, until these once again offer a market 

related return, after adjusting for risk. 

➢ Risk off: If Equity markets are offering the prospect of, or actual “poor/ negative” returns 

and/or capital losses, investors get out of equities and buy “safer” Bonds.  For as long as 

equities are losing money, these Bonds become “relatively higher yielding” investments.  

This increase in the demand for Bonds, in turn, drives up the price of Bonds and, 
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conversely, pushes down the yield on the bonds, until these once again offer a market 

related return, after adjusting for risk.   

 

Above I said “usually”, because the artificial manipulation of interest rates to the downside has 

created a situation where interest rates (bond yields) have continued to fall over the last few 

decades.  Consequently, both the Bond and Equity markets have been rising simultaneously, 

which is not normal, because normally investors prefer either the one or the other in the usual 

“Risk On/Risk Off” play.  Therefore, when interest rates (bond yields) do start to rise materially, 

both Bond and Equity markets will collapse, which means there will be “no” correctly valued 

“safe haven” for those who want to diversify.  This is frequently the time when Gold and Silver 

shine.  I know this all sounds confusing, but it will become clearer as we progress through the 

chapters.  Only when yields rise considerably, to say 5+%, and offer positive “Real” inflation 

beating returns, will they again become attractive for pension funds to hold them to maturity. 

 

Final note 

Investors can either trade bonds or hold them to maturity.  For example, if you think the 

markets are toppish/overbought and you buy Bonds to go defensive, you are probably buying 

them with the intent of selling them after the markets have corrected.  This would make you a 

more of a trader, as you only want to hold it for a short time while Equity markets correct or 

crash.  With luck you will make a capital gain when yields drop, and the Bond price go up.  

Contrarily, if you are a pension fund, you might hold the bonds to maturity, because you are 

dependent on the interest paid on your investments.   

 

It is important and useful to know that the Bond and Currency markets are far brighter and 

better at anticipating market direction than the Equity markets.  This is probably because the 

public does not participate in and pervert these markets, which are mostly dominated by 

professionals and clever billionaires.  By this I mean, that Bond/Currency markets can often 

be used to predict what Equity markets are going to do, a day or two in advance.  For example, 

after the US Equity Markets dropped by 10% end February 2020, they started to correct 

upwards on 2 March.  However, one could conclude that this rally was probably just a bounce 

and that the markets would go down further after the bounce.  This conclusion was reached 

on that same 2nd of March, because Bond Yields continued to fall precipitously.  This 

suggested that the clever money felt that the bad news was not over and were selling Equities 

into the rally and shifting their money into the defensive Bond markets, which was driving 

yields down.  Therefore, it was a safe bet that this was not the time to get back into Equity 

Markets.  Lo and behold, Equities crashed again, and markets were down 30%, a few days 

later.  The same applies to Gold, in that both Bonds and Gold are considered haven assets, 

so both frequently rise and fall together when markets crash.  More about this later. 
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CHAPTER 11 – INVESTING IN PROPERTY – a key intangible 

 

Before I say anything, let me confirm that property is a fantastic long-term investment, 

especially if you buy at the right time.  It is one of the better investments when it comes to 

“tangibles”, which concept I will explain later, partly because land is one of the few things we 

can never create more of.  Property typically holds its “REAL” value over time, with fluctuations 

either side of the mean.  This is because the value of a property comprises its tangible value, 

which I contend is the sum its cumulative cost of labour (part of the tangibles concept, which 

I discuss in a later chapter), plus a premium or discount relating to its condition, location and 

desirability.  Mostly, properties in price insensitive areas, comprising upmarket 

suburbs/locations, are more recession proof, because wealth people are less vulnerable to 

higher interest rates and tough times.  

 

Firstly, one must differentiate between Property investment by way of property Funds listed 

on the stock exchange and Property held in your own name and managed for your own 

account. I am not going to digress on property funds, as a part of your portfolio.  Contrarily, for 

most of us our “own” properties are big portion of our portfolio, so we need to get these right. 

 

It is really important that every single person or family should own their own “fully paid up” 

home by the time they retire.  This is because most pensions do not pay enough to cover 

“rent”, food and all other essential costs and because pensions are likely to play a diminishing 

role in our lives in future.  Furthermore, the capital tied up in the house is a sort of reserve in 

the event you live longer.  Therefore, having your own home is critical.   

 

It is also a fantastic investment if you buy multiple properties and let these out for a passive 

income to cover the cost of your kids’ education, provide an income in the event you are unable 

to earn one, or provide a retirement income.  Another advantage of owning multiple properties 

is that you can bequeath properties to your children, which is attractive in that residential 

property is frequently out of their price range.  Contrarily, this strategy attracts estate duty, so 

it may be better to put the properties in their names, or in a Trust or Foundation.  However, 

currently one should be cautious about investing in residential properties for rent to the public, 

since it can be difficult to get a delinquent tenant out of late, because the law increasingly 

tends to favour the tenant over the landlord.  Therefore, it may be better to consider 

commercial property in future, since you can always throw out non-paying tenants.  That said, 

none of these are a problem if you invest in property funds, as you have then delegated those 

problems to the property investment fund managers.  Despite that, I prefer property held in 

your own name, or a Trust/Foundation, as that eliminates third party risk.  

 

Right time to buy – Timing your property purchase   

As with everything, property prices move in cycles, which means there is a right time to buy in 

and a wrong time to invest.  Mostly these can be linked to interest rates cycles, bearing in 

mind that interest and inflation tend to broadly move in tandem – i.e. higher interest rates go 

hand in hand with higher inflation, and vice versa.  However, following major stock market 

crashes, property values often tank because people’s wealth has been decimated, which 

results in either diminished mortgage repayment capabilities, and/or property buying power. 

 

So, let us look at an interest rate cycle, with its stages and elaborate on the reasons for the 

correct or incorrect timing.  Typically interest rates rise over time and then fall, broadly 

mimicking the bell-shaped curve shown below.  Mostly, falling rates are good for property 

prices and rising rates are bad for property prices, as mortgage payments rise.  
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In essence, property markets fluctuate between a buyers’ market, which means it is a good 

time for buyers to buy because sellers are open to negotiation, and a seller’s market, which 

means sellers can hold out for a better price.  The latter is often not the best time to buy. 

 
 

Walking through this curve, from left to right, the property market broadly exhibits the above 

“block” patterns, which can be broken down as shown below: 

1. As interest rates start to rise, mortgage repayment, credit card and other debt service 

costs rise.  This means that prospective buyers are progressively squeezed and less able 

to afford the rising mortgage repayment costs.  This initially caps market prices as 

consumers become increasingly stretched. 

2. The higher rates go, the greater the risk of delinquency of payments from existing 

mortgage holders.  Simultaneously ever higher mortgage repayment costs tend to 

discourage new entrants to the market.  This causes property prices to stagnate and may 

even cause them to taper/fall off. 

3. Furthermore, the longer this period of protracted higher interest rates, the greater the 

impact of inflation on building costs.  Eventually building costs get to the point where the 

replacement costs of most houses exceeds their market price. 

4. When rates have peaked and start to decline, the property market does not immediately 

react, since consumers are recovering from being stretched by excessive debt repayment 

costs.  This keeps the lid on demand for property. 

5. However, all this time, inflation is driving building costs up and the gap between property 

market prices and replacement costs keeps getting bigger.  Eventually this gap becomes 

significant enough to attract attention.  This is the first sign that the property market is 

once again becoming attractive, but it is just that, the first sign, maybe not the ideal entry 

point. 

6. As interest rates continue to decline, at some point, they will have declined so far that it 

makes sense to buy as mortgage repayment costs are once again affordable.  This 

sudden demand for property causes prices to rise rapidly until they have caught up with 

and once again passed replacement costs.  The trick is to get into the market before the 

public at large realise that property is once again affordable. 

7. Finally, falling interest rates, coupled with the rapid rise in property prices causes a 

property boom that draws every man and his dog into the market, which usually causes 

prices to rise higher than is justified.  Such a property price bubble is dangerous.  It is 

usually accompanied by a few clear symptoms, which should be heeded as warnings that 

it is not a time to buy and may be a time to get out, namely: 

a. Banks drop the requirement that buyers should put down a 10% deposit.  They often 

allow you to buy with zero deposit. 

b. Banks ease off on the requirement that buyers should have sufficient income to cover 

the mortgage repayments as they feel the property prices will continue to rise, which 

means they will have sufficient collateral.  And 
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c. People start flipping new development properties “off plan” – i.e. they buy a house off 

plan and sell it for a profit before it is even built. 

8. At some point, after the protracted low in interest rates, which is usually coupled with 

irrationally high property prices, interest rates once again start to rise, which brings us 

back to the start of the cycle a point 1. 

NB! Globally, interest rates were mostly declining from 1980 until 2020.  This gave rise to an 

extended property boom as mortgage payments became increasingly affordable.  However, 

despite the 40 year trend in declining interest rates and rising property prices, there were a 

few property slumps that manifested because of financial hardship when markets crashed.   

 

The ideal time to buy is probably when replacement costs start to, or clearly, exceed property 

market prices, interest rates have dropped significantly and buying property becomes a no-

brainer.  However, beware during the latter part of the “no brainer phase”.  When property 

prices have been rising rapidly for a few years and everyone is bullish, that sweet spot has 

probably passed, and it is not the time to get in if you are buying for speculation, and/or may 

even be the time to get out.  

 

Furthermore, never think “I must buy this property because it is a bargain”, as “there are 

always bargains”.  i.e. Everything about the deal must sit right before you buy.  Never force 

the transaction just because it is “a bargain”, as it interferes with rational decision making. 

 

Location considerations when buying for your own account 

Picking the right location is always difficult because the following considerations play an 

important role. 

➢ Start by looking at areas that are in your price range.  Being overambitious is not clever. 

➢ Must be close to work for one or both of you?  However, in this modern era of self-drive 

cars, cloud computing and everything online, this has become less critical. 

➢ Must be close to schools of the right religion, quality, or status, and churches? 

➢ Must be close to convenience stores, restaurants, and coffee shops – if you wish? 

➢ Must have small/large garden, depending on whether you need play-space for kids, pets 

and/or your penchant for gardening? 

➢ Must be a location that suits your ideal lifestyle, for example, one that is close to parks, 

cycle paths, jogging paths, nature, major arteries for ease of movement, etc? 

➢ Must have a cottage for office space, ageing parents, or rental income? 

➢ Must be close to retirement village with frail-care for ageing parents? 

➢ Must have room for expansion? 

➢ Must be green? i.e. Must have Solar water heating and electricity, Borehole, etc. 

 

If you like fixing things, you can buy an old house in an upmarket area at a bargain price and 

fix it over a number of years.   

 

How much to pay   

Obviously, you need to look at multiple properties to get a feel for the market before you buy.  

However, you do want to narrow the price range of the properties you look at.  The easiest 

way is to look at how much you can afford to pay monthly in mortgage repayment costs.  My 

advice is to base this on mortgage repayments calculated using a rate that is considerably 

higher than the prevailing rate, or a historic peak interest rate, as this gives you a buffer in the 

event interest rates rise.  For example, allow for the possibility that interest rates will rise to 

say 12%-15%, because over time rates will rise and you do not want to end up having to pay 

more than you can afford.  See example below:  

➢ Pick say a property price of 975 000 plus say 25 000 for “buying” costs = 1 000 000. 
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➢ 80% of this implies your mortgage will be about 800 000 (900 000 for 10% down). 

➢ Multiply this by say 15% and divide by 12 to get approximate monthly interest pmt. i.e. 

You will have to pay 10 000 per month at worst.  This is because, if you are ever unable 

to make the full bond repayment, it is useful to be able to afford the interest as the bank 

will then be more inclined to give you grace on the capital portion of your mortgage 

payment until your finances recover.  Next you must ask yourself if you could afford this 

if rates suddenly spike even higher – which happens periodically (NB! This does not apply 

to the USA, where you can fix your mortgage rate for 30 yrs). 

This strategy also gives you some flexibility to pay off your mortgage faster, which is really 

worth doing, as discussed below. 

 

NB!  Over time, your mortgage payments tend to become more affordable as cumulative 

inflation drives your income higher.  Ideally you should then increase your payments to pay 

off your mortgage faster, as discussed below.  This can be used to your advantage when you 

buy investment properties, because the annual escalation in rentals, that is built into the 

contract, gradually brings you to the point where the rental income easily covers the bond 

repayment, maintenance and other costs.  At that point, your tenant is paying off your property 

for you.  Thereafter, the net income the property is generating can help you purchase other 

properties.  

 

Paying off your mortgage faster 

Usually, interest rates on mortgages are quite a bit higher than those paid on savings.  

Therefore, if you do not have a lot of investments, using any spare cash to pay off your 

mortgage mostly yields the “best and most consistent” investment return.  NB! You always 

pay off your mortgage first, unless you can “reliably” get a better return on your investment 

elsewhere.   

 

Aside: In the long run, the cumulative interest on your mortgage adds up and so, at higher 

interest rates, one tends to pay two to three times the initial purchase price of the property.  

This means you may have paid at least as much, or more, in interest as you paid for the 

property.  It is easy to check this.  Just google “Mortgage repayment calculator”, punch in the 

figures for a monthly repayment.  Multiply that repayment by the number of months of the 

duration of the mortgage and subtract the amount you paid for the property, including costs. 

 

Ideally, when you apply for a mortgage, you should apply for either:  

➢ An access bond, which allows you to pay off your mortgage faster.  The advantage of an 

access bond it that any extra money you put in is available for emergencies and you are 

earning a premium rate on your savings.  Another advantage is that you can actually pay 

off your mortgage faster, which is not the case with the next option; or  

➢ An offset account, which is a savings account that runs in parallel with your bond, which 

pays the same rate or interest on any savings as you pay on your mortgage.  Effectively 

this also means that money you save is available for you to use for emergencies and it is 

effectively reducing the interest you pay on your mortgage.  The advantage if you are 

disciplined and do not dig into the above savings, is that you will have reduced your 

interest payments and, in so doing, saved at least as much as you paid for the house in 

the first place, by the time you finish paying off your mortgage. 

However, these are only useful if you are disciplined.  

 

Buying multiple properties for passive income 

As mentioned before, it may be better to consider investing in commercial property rather than 

residential property.  This is because the law favours the rights of residential tenants over the 
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rights of the landlord – a legacy of a socialist regime.  This is quite bizarre, because you can 

have a contract with the tenant, but if the tenant pays less, or does not move out at the end of 

the contract, it can be tricky to evict him.  Of late, people investing in complexes that provide 

storage for a fee seem to be doing really well. 

 

Before going into this you need to know that renting out properties can be frustrating.  The 

reasons include: 

➢ Tenants may not pay on time, which means you have to constantly be on their case. 

➢ They may not pay at all and you have to get them out – not always easy, legal costs. 

➢ They may damage or wreck the property which adds to maintenance costs. 

➢ Some tenants never stop whining about things that are not right. 

➢ The property requires maintenance from time to time, including some minor ongoing 

repairs and periodic major renovation, all of which creates supervision hassles. 

When looking at the financial viability of buying and renting, you need to allow for insurance 

costs, maintenance costs, rates & taxes, water & lights (usually recovered from the tenant), 

advertising for tenants, all over and above your monthly mortgage repayment costs.  If you 

use a property broker to let the place for you, you must add their commission to your costs.  

Therefore, you seldom break even from day one, and it is often only after a considerable time, 

5-10 years, that the escalation in rental rates starts to easily cover these costs.  That does not 

mean that you are not earning a return on your investment in those early days, especially if 

property prices are always rising in the long term, but it does not help your cashflow: 

 

When evaluating the expected investment return you are going to get on a rented property 

over time, you need to consider four aspects: 

➢ Capital appreciation, which is often a very long-term consideration and must be balanced 

against “actual”, not official inflation.  NB! This capital gain, comprising the selling price 

less the purchase price + maintenance, etc., could be subject to capital gains tax. 

➢ The value that accrues as the original purchase price of the property is “paid off” over 

time.  This comprises the purchase price less the outstanding mortgage, which amount 

increases progressively over time as you owe less and less. 

➢ The value of the accrued “net rent” i.e. The profit on all rental income after all bond 

repayments, maintenance, commissions, improvements and taxes.  Theoretically, rental 

rates should rise with inflation, as the annual escalation rate is usually agreed in advance, 

whereas bond repayments are typically fixed provided interest rates are not rising.  

➢ The implicit tax rebate that accrues to you because the interest on investment properties 

tends to be tax deductible.  This is part of the above “profit” calculation and is only relevant 

if you are in a position that you are paying tax. 

➢ Value that can be added by improving the property or changing its use from say residential 

to business. 

 

It is also useful to note the following: 

➢ The fact that the interest on properties bought for investment, tends to be deductible for 

tax purposes, which is to your advantage as it lowers the effective interest rate you end 

up paying on the bond/mortgage. 

➢ The fact that some countries allow you to depreciate the buildings over time, which is to 

your advantage, as it introduces an expense that reduces the tax payable by yourself, 

without any cash/expense outlay that impacts on your cashflow. 

➢ The fact that you could, and if possible should, own all your investment properties through 

property holding company that is owned by a Family Foundation (or trust), that has been 

set up in a zero-tax country.  
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CHAPTER 12 – INVESTING IN EQUITIES/SHARES 

 and HOW SHARE VALUES ARE DETERMINED 

 

Whenever one invests, one looks for the best average return, bearing in mind that one should 

never put all one’s eggs in one basket.  This suggests that your investment must be properly 

diversified (more about that in a later chapter).  The first level of diversification is that the bulk 

of one’s investments usually switch between the two biggest investment categories, which are 

aggressive “higher risk/higher return” Stocks/Shares/Equities and defensive “lower risk/lower 

return” Bonds/Treasuries/Gilts.  Over decades, Equities usually outperform Bonds, which 

makes them the bigger and most important part of your portfolio.   

 

The best way to illustrate how the price of any Share is determined is by way of the example 

below.  However, before we start, it is useful to memorise the broad principle that 

Equities/Shares “mostly” rise when interest rates trend down, and that Equities/Shares 

“mostly” fall when interest rates are in a rising trend.  It is also important to remember that, like 

property, any share can carry a desirability premium.  That premium is typically related to the 

future growth prospects, or competitive advantages, of a company, such as we saw with 

technology shares at the start of the Technology boom and after the Covid crisis.  However, 

as markets reach extremely speculative irrational levels, these desirability premiums have an 

increasingly tenuous link to reality.  It is said that “with frequent use, rumour assumes the 

guise of fact”, and so it is with the markets.  When everyone is talking about a share, its 

desirability driven premium no longer has any basis in fact, as it is driven only by perception. 

 

So, let us look at how share prices are determined, excluding any desirability premium.  I know 

this is a duplication from the “Role of Interest Rates” chapter, but it is important that you 

understand it really well.  That is why I have reversed the interest rate movement this time. 

➢ The Market’s benchmark for risk is the yield on 10 year Government Bonds (Treasuries), 

which are deemed “RISK FREE”, based on the assumption that that Government cannot 

go bankrupt.  Let’s imagine that these Bonds yield 10% at a time when inflation is say 7%, 

then your return after say a 25%-30% tax is likely to be at or just above the inflation rate. 

➢ At the same time, let us say that the Retail Shares category on the stock exchange is 

providing a 13% return.  Implicitly therefore, the Retail sector is trading at an average risk 

premium of 3% (13% - 10%) over those “risk free” Government Bonds, which means 

investors are prepared to buy those shares provided they get an additional 3% for the risk 

associated with investing in Equities in that sector.  However, if one looks at the individual 

shares in that sector, some may be trading at a lower risk premium of say 2.5%, while 

others may be trading at a higher risk premium of say 3.5%.  ASIDE: The difference 

between the risk premium of the latter share at 3.5% and the sector at 3%, namely 0.5%, 

is known as the Beta of that share (company’s risk differential vs the sector). The market 

calculates the Beta for each company’s shares and adds that to, or subtracts that from, 

the sector’s risk premium to determine the price at which that share should be trading. 

 

Now it is critically important to understand that any change in interest rates or, more 

importantly the “Risk Free Rate”, heralds an almost immediate change in each and every 

equity as the return provided by that Equity is either enhanced or diminished as follows: 

➢ Let us say that we have a share that is trading at a price of $100 and is yielding earnings 

of $13.50 per share (the abovementioned risk-free rate of 10% + sector’s 3% + Beta of 

0.5%).   

➢ Suddenly the risk-free rate falls from 10% to 5% almost overnight, because Equity 

markets crashed, and investors wanted to get out of Equities and into Bonds (an extreme 

case just to keep the illustrative calculations simple).  At this point it is important to 
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remember that interest rates can move fairly rapidly, share prices can fall rapidly, but that 

companies’ earnings mostly do not change rapidly.  Therefore, after the markets have 

corrected, all shares are re-priced and the above share’s value would rise.   

➢ The calculation is as follows:  That share still provides a return of $13.50 per $100 share.  

However, the market now dictates that the risk-free rate is 5%, which means the adjusted 

return expected from that share might be 5% + 3% + 0.5%, for an overall return of 8.5%.  

Therefore, we divide the $13.50 by 0.085 (8.5%) for a revised share price of $158.83.  

However, the share might actually trade higher, because lower interest rates may 

increase to profitability of the company.  This illustrates how falling interest rates will boost 

share prices, as the share price rose by 58.2% when interest rates halved. 

➢ Contrarily, if the risk-free Rate were to double, the price of the share would drop 

considerably.  For example, if the risk-free rate suddenly jumps to 20%, the adjusted 

return expected from that share would be 20% + 3% + 0.5%, for an overall return of 23.5%, 

so we divide the $13.50 by 0.235 (23.5%) for a revised share price of $57.45.  Again, the 

share may in fact trade lower because the higher interest rates would reduce the 

profitability of the company.  NB! These two examples are in principle correct, but 

somewhat simplistic as the complicated by the fact that risk premiums change continually 

and changes in interest rates affect companies’ future earnings as implied. 

 

Therefore, you can now understand why falling rates push equity markets up, whereas rising 

rates push equity markets down.  It is worth remembering the super low rates we are currently 

experiencing, particularly in the early 2020s, which favoured ever higher equities, are 

unsustainable in the long term.  It is also very important to remember that the current 

historically low, near zero and negative interest rates have driven share prices to levels 

they will probably not be seen again for a considerable time (many decades).  

Conventional wisdom suggests that those people who buy shares at extreme elevated 

are more likely to see negative returns on their investments over the next 10 years.  It 

is also worth remembering that, at some point in the future, when rates start to rise, this will 

have a dramatically “negative” impact on equity markets.  This could happen in the mid 2020’s. 

 

Desirability premium 

Now that we have the “share pricing” concept down pat, we can look at other considerations.  

Broadly, as mentioned above, a share’s price can exceed the calculated value, or be less than 

the calculated value, based on its future earnings prospects.  If future earnings prospects are 

looking bleak, the share price is likely to fall, if they are promising, the share price is likely to 

rise.  So, let us look at the latter.  This typically happens in situations where certain companies 

are growing very rapidly, or likely to grow very rapidly.  It can also happen if such companies 

embrace a new technology or buy another company that will suddenly make them 

considerably more profitable.  So, what investment fund managers do, is they try to 

project/estimate future earnings.  They then redo all the above calculations and decide they 

are happy to pay more than the current market price.  However, be warned, this can lead to a 

situation where everybody and his dog starts buying into Equity markets, at which point proper 

price discovery, as discussed above, goes out of the window and the markets are pushed 

higher by hype driven momentum.  

 

Exponential stock market growth driven to stock market peaks by irrational exuberance 

When such momentum is underscored by the public belief that the markets will simply continue 

higher forever, one enters a period where markets are driven exponentially higher by irrational 

exuberance, which inevitably ends in a speculative peak.  On a chart, this merely shows the 

growth in stock market indices going increasingly vertical.  Such speculative peaks are usually 

followed by a 50+% crash, which causes great investor pain and bankruptcies.  We saw such 
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a peak in the late 1990s into 2000, where-after the markets crashed 50% into 2003.  We again 

saw this in the late 2010s into 2020, where-after the markets are expected to crash 50+% into 

2023 (my prediction).  These are dangerous times and that is exactly the time to get out of 

Equities and adopt a more defensive strategy.   

The question is, how does one recognise such periods of irrational exuberance. 

➢ The first sign is that everyone, including book club and gym ladies, is talking about which 

shares to buy and how much money there is to be made.  We saw this in the boom leading 

up to the 2000/2003 crash, where everyone was investing in Information Technology 

shares, everyone was an expert, and everyone had a story to tell about how they or their 

friends were making fortunes.  We saw this in 2006/2007, when everyone was bailing into 

multiple properties and reselling these for a profit or letting these out.  We saw this again 

in the boom leading up to the 2020/2023 crash, where everybody was investing in 

technology shares like Tesla, Netflix, Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Microsoft, etc. 

➢ The next sign is that the markets keep going up, even in the face of bad news.  At this 

point, Financial market commentators often say: “Bad news is good news, good news is 

good news and no news is good news”.  That is a danger sign. 

➢ Everybody believes the markets will never go down.  I saw this in 1999, when a young 

fund manager told me the following: “The markets will never go down again, because 

pension and investment funds are pouring new money into the markets every month and 

that money keeps pushing share prices higher”.  What he did not allow for is that the 

capital in the Equity markets and the new capital entering the markets can be shifted 

elsewhere, into Bonds, Money Markets and even Gold.  The markets started a 50% crash 

the next year.   

➢ When multiple shares are breaking new records daily, prices of many shares are jumping 

5% - 10% daily, and their share prices have more than doubled monthly or annually. 

The lesson here is now obvious, even to you.  Based on our investment matrix, we know that 

money can flow out of Equities into Bonds, Cash and even other haven assets like Gold, when 

investors adopt defensive strategies. 

 

The trouble with buying stocks when the are expensive 

The higher the price you pay, the less likely you are to make a good return in the next decade. 

As discussed, you are always investing in the hope of earning an above inflation return.  To 

earn this return, you need to get back quite a bit more, after a time, than you originally invested.  

To make good returns, you need to buy into Equities when they are cheap.  Simply stated, it 

is as follows:  

➢ If you invest $19 today for the expectation/promise that you will get back $100 in 10 years, 

you will earn 18% per annum on your investment. 

➢ If you invest $32 today for the expectation/promise that you will get back $100 in 10 years, 

you will earn 12% per annum on your investment. 

➢ If you invest $46 today for the expectation/promise that you will get back $100 in 10 years, 

you will earn 8% per annum on your investment. 

➢ If you invest $100 today for the expectation/promise that you will get back $100 in 10 

years, you will earn 0% per annum on your investment. 

➢ THEREFORE, the more overinflated the prices the price you pay today, the lower your 

return on investment will be in the future and, worse still, 

➢ if you pay an extremely high price for your investment, you will mostly get back less than 

you invested, particularly after adjusting for inflation, which means you will earn a negative 

return.  This is simple arithmetic.   

The S&P 500 only beat the “expensive” 2000 dot.com peak 13 years later in 2013.  Mid 2020, 

equity markets are/were again at such extremely high valuations.  Everybody said this was 

justified because interest rates were so low.  While this may be true “based on our recent 
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illustrative calculations”, it does not bode well for the returns investors are likely to earn over 

the next 10 years.  This is because they are paying extremely high prices today and are 

unlikely to be able to sell for a considerably higher price in the foreseeable future.  It would 

be especially true that Equities are a bad bet as at mid 2020 if interest rates were to rise in 

the next few years.  This is extremely bad news for those passive investors who are jumping 

into ETF’s that track equity indices.  This brings us back to the point that you always need to 

establish/ determine that your investments offer good embedded value when you buy them 

and hold the promise of greater returns over time. 

 

How to know when to adopt Defensive, and when to adopt Aggressive strategies. 

Following the above, I think you already know.  At the end of the day, it is always the Equity 

markets that are providing the best signals. 

➢ The time to get Defensive is when the markets are toppish, which is when everyone is 

bullish and irrational exuberance prevails.  When everyone believes this time is different, 

the markets will never go down again.  Contrarily,  

➢ The time to get Aggressive is when everyone is fearful and slitting their wrists.   When 

everyone believes the markets will never go up again.  i.e. “The time to invest is when 

there is blood in the streets”.   

The only difficulty is getting the timing right.  To do this you ideally need to be friends with a 

few people who understand the markets but are not your fund managers.  This is because 

brokers and fund managers are never objective enough.  You then periodically ask your 

friends how the markets are doing and what people out there are saying.  Listen to their 

rhetoric for clues.  The press can also give you clues.   
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CHAPTER 13 – DIVERSIFICATION 

Done right, it ensures that you make, when most lose, money 

Done right, it ensures you optimise your returns most of the time 

 

The essence of diversification ties in with “do not put all your eggs in one basket”, which is 

what the periodic revision of your investment portfolio using the Investment Matrix shown in 

chapter 3 was all about.  However, it is also about constantly reviewing the performance of 

the various asset classes and shifting your money into those that are performing well, to 

optimise your returns, albeit without undue risk. 

 

The primary purpose of diversification is to protect your investments in the event the markets 

correct or crash.  The purpose is to be in a situation where the money you lose on the one 

hand, is offset by the money that you gain on the other hand.  As explained in chapter 3, this 

starts with having money in both Equities/Shares and Bonds, so that when markets crash, 

your capital losses in Equities will hopefully be offset by your capital gains in Bonds.  However, 

prudent diversification is far broader than just the four broad asset classes mentioned in 

Chapter 3, or the two key asset classes mentioned above, as will be revealed below and in 

subsequent chapters.  Broader diversification only becomes important when the markets are 

toppish or global risks are higher.  If you get both the timing of that broader diversification and 

your revised diversification strategy right, you should lose nothing or, ideally, become 

wealthier when markets correct or crash or crises manifest. 

 

Antifragile duplication: If you do this right, you become Antifragile, which is a concept 

pioneered by Nicholas Nassim Taleb.  He suggests that if something is fragile, it breaks when 

things go wrong.  Contrarily, in nature, the survival of the fittest is not just about survival, it is 

about adapting and evolving in such a way that the species emerges “both stronger and better 

able to survive” the next crisis.  Accordingly, Nicholas Taleb coined the word Antifragile and 

advocated that we should become Antifragile.  To become Antifragile, you must continually 

look to the future, identify “all” possible crises, then anticipate and prepare for these, so that 

you not only survive the next crisis, whatever it may be, but emerge stronger.  

 

To be financially antifragile, you do not just diversify, you continually review and fine tune your 

diversification strategy to protect yourself against crashes, significant corrections, wars and 

any other possible crises that could affect your financial wellbeing.  Furthermore, ideally one 

should do this in a way that enables one to make money when all about you are losing money. 

 

 

Beware 

Every broker and investment fund manager talks “diversification”.  However, their definition of 

diversification is mostly across a broad spectrum of shares and bonds, with most money in 

shares.  However, when the markets crash, “all” shares typically get knocked across the board.  

Therefore, that is not proper diversification, as it merely protects you against individual shares 

performing badly.   

 

Similarly, your broker was taught to keep you 60%/40% in Equities and Bonds and to ride out 

the dips.  This seems to be standard practice as prescribed by the Financial Services Board 

and other governing bodies around the world.  Therefore, he/she may be reluctant to go 

defensive in anticipation of a market correction, or crash, in case she/he gets the timing wrong 

and/or faces legal consequences for not abiding by “standard” practice.  However, this is partly 

because, it is human nature to deny things like Stock Market risks until it is too late, because, 

as Jean Monnet said, “Men only act out of necessity, and only recognise necessity when 
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crisis is upon them”.  Furthermore, your broker will be even more reluctant to, and does not 

understand why, he should put you into other asset classes that he/she is not familiar with, 

like say Gold and Silver.  I elaborate on this in a later chapter. 

 

It should also be noted that your broker and/or fund manager do not always have the expertise, 

or the mandate, to optimise that diversification strategy.  For example: If you invest in an Equity 

fund, the manager of that Equity fund keeps you in Equities no matter how long or hard the 

market is crashing, because that was your mandate to him when you chose that Equity fund.  

Therefore, it is not the fund manager’s responsibility to choose when to go defensive, it is the 

responsibility of both you and your broker to choose when to go defensive and to switch funds.  

NB!   There are balanced/optimisation funds that are mandated to move your money around 

as market risks justify more aggressive or defensive strategies, but these are in the minority.   

 

Before I elaborate, it should be noted that there are always “longer term multi-year or multi-

decade” up/down trends/cycles for each asset class, which are useful indicators when timing 

your investments.  If you get your timing right, there is “a lot of money to be made” by moving 

into these early and out of these when they are mature.  For example:  

➢ There is a time to be aggressively in Equities, such as when the markets are rising, and 

a time to be in defensive asset classes, such as when markets are likely to correct.  

➢ There is a time to be aggressively in Bonds, such as when interest rates are falling, as 

they did from 1980 to 2020, and there is a time to shy away from Bonds, such as when 

interest rates are rising, as they did from 1965 to 1980, and may do from 2023/5 onwards.  

➢ There is a time to be in commodities, such as when commodity prices are rising, and there 

is a time to avoid these, such as when commodity prices are falling.  NB!! Commodities 

are a sub-category of the aforementioned Equities, that is arguably contra-cyclical in that 

they mostly perform better when inflation manifests, whereas conventional Equities don’t.    

➢ There is a time to be in Gold, such as when Equities are crashing and “negative real” 

returns prevail, and a time to be out of Gold, such as when Equities are offering wonderful 

returns.  One can considerably improve one’s investment returns and build a lot of 

additional wealth, by simply playing this game well. 

➢ There are times to be offshore, such as when the national currency is weakening and 

there are times to be onshore, such as when the national currency is strengthening.  

Again, one can considerably improve one’s investment returns and build a lot of additional 

wealth, by simply playing this game well. 

➢ There are also “contra-cyclical” assets that do better during times of crisis.  Discount 

suppliers of those essential things we need to survive, including food, clothing, fuel, 

energy.  Entertainment also does well during depressing times as it facilitates escapism. 

➢ There are also assets that are highly valuable and highly portable, such as Gold, Art and 

Rare Coins.   

 

When appropriate, which tends to be when local/global markets are in disarray or facing a 

major correction, diversification should always embrace a wider range of asset classes than 

the classic four and be conceptually broader to include the following concepts: 

➢ Periodically diversifying into defensive Tangible “haven” assets like Gold and Silver.  I 

elaborate on this in later chapters.  The wealthy add Tangibles like rarities and antiquities, 

but you should only consider these if you have the appropriate expert evaluation skills. 

➢ Aside from your own home, expand your investment exposure into another Tangible, 

namely Property, but “in your own name” because Property is usually only a tiny fraction 

of your Equity portfolio.  NB! Getting the timing of your entry is important here, because it 

can more difficult to jump out and back in.  
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➢ Clearly identify contracyclical sectors that do well during recessions and crashes, such as 

discount suppliers of basic/essential needs like food and clothing and get into these if you 

feel the markets are toppish and likely to correct. 

➢ Consideration for currency risks in countries with rapidly devaluing currencies.  For 

example, if you live in a country with a weak currency, consider export-oriented 

companies that earn foreign exchange and offshore investments in asset classes like 

commodities, Gold and Silver, all of which serve as currency hedges. 

➢ Consideration for currency fluctuations.  There are times when you should have greater 

exposure to assets that are “Currency Hedges” like global export manufacturing concerns, 

commodities, Gold and Silver, to protect yourself during times of currency weakness. 

➢ Consideration for and protection against the inevitable longer-term competitive 

devaluations of all Fiat Currencies, which all lose their “real” worth over time.  The only 

assets that truly protect you against this are Tangibles like Property, Gold and Silver, and 

ownership of, or in, manufacturing concerns that have a good profit history and supply 

specialised goods for which there will always be a need.   

➢ Consideration for Sovereign risk.  Having all your money in one country may not always 

be the best thing.  The wealthier you are the more important it is to have some or most of 

your money offshore.  If you live in a country like Argentina or Zimbabwe, which 

experience virtually perpetual currency devaluations and recurring insolvencies, emigrate 

financially.  This means you have all, or most of, your money offshore and bring it back 

onshore as and when you need it.  

➢ Give due consideration to third party risk, which is discussed in a later chapter.  This 

means that you should own the asset in your own name, insofar as possible, and not 

through an institution that can go bankrupt due to mismanagement.   

➢ Right now, Futurism is going to bring about some major paradigm shifts and market 

disruptions, so I would have more monies in invested in companies that specialise in 

Technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, Biotechnology and Nanotechnology.  

Many are long-term plays, but that is where the future growth and money will be. These 

will recover faster after crashes. 

 

Regardless, I would ensure that “that” part of my wealth that I will rely on in my retirement is 

“secure” and use any surplus for more speculative investments if you are so inclined.   
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CHAPTER 14 – BEYOND NORMAL – REVISED INVESTMENT APPROACH 

 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6, dealt with Fiat money, manipulated statistics and corruption in, and 

between, government and corporate businesses – the corporatocracy.  These dishonest 

practices have destabilised both the free markets and capitalism.  This has created a situation, 

where the investment playing field has been tilted in favour of enriching a minority comprising 

the wealthy, corporate executive and senior politicians, at the expense of the poorer majority.  

This means that the traditional investment paradigms need to be revisited and our traditional 

risk/reward matrix needs to be reviewed, “especially” when markets are toppish and defensive 

strategies are prudent. 

 

Just as a reminder, this was our original Risk/Reward matrix, which applies in “normal” times. 

 
 

Due to the countless aforementioned dishonest practices, and particularly the artificially 

manipulated low/negative “real” interest rates which have resulted in the mispricing of assets, 

the traditional “risk/reward” picture has changed.  Accordingly, I post a revised graphic from 

Chris Hart, in which he suggests that Cash and Bonds are now “underwater”.  This is because 

interest rates are super low and negative, therefore, they guarantee a negative “real” return, 

after adjusting for inflation.  Therefore, this suggests Cash and Bonds are no longer as 

attractive (or risk-free) as they previously were.  He also suggests this made defensive assets 

expensive and Equity/Property cheap, because “it makes no sense to earn negative returns, 

so your property and equities are relatively better places to put your money. 

 

Revised RISK/REWARD trade-off/perspective 
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Accordingly, we are in a unique situation.  Due to the historically and artificially low rates, both 

Equities and Bonds are at record highs simultaneously, which is not normal.  This means that 

Bonds no longer offer an adequate or attractive “risk-free” return alternative and, so, shifting 

out of Equities into Bonds is no longer the obvious safe play, particularly in the longer term.  

Therefore, our traditional trade-off between “Risk on”, mostly in Equities, and “Risk off”, mostly 

in Bonds”, is no longer sufficient.  However, that said, Bonds will always be a better defensive 

“short term” play than Equities, particularly at the start of major market corrections and 

crashes.  However, global interest rates are now far lower than they were when Chris Hart 

drew the above chart.  Moreover, trade wars, currency wars and social unrest are increasing. 

 

Therefore, I have added another dimension to the above revised Risk/Reward matrix 

NB!! This was the situation as at January 2020.  Equity markets have been in the longest bull 

run in history, which suggests that there is probably more downside than upside.  Furthermore, 

because governments have incurred ever increasing levels of debt, they have a vested interest 

in keeping their debt service costs low, which means they have a vested interest in keeping 

interest rates artificially low.  Accordingly, they are now buying their own bonds.  This means 

that the market’s risk assessment mechanism is broken, because interest rates are no longer 

“freely” set by the markets.  It also means that the markets have been mispricing assets, since 

the cost of adopting risky investment strategies is unnaturally low.  In addition, Governments 

are manipulating inflation, GDP growth and unemployment statistics to make them look good.  

Furthermore, a plethora of new disruptive technologies have made the old metrics for 

measuring economic performance increasingly meaningless, as much of economic activity is 

now off the radar.  This is because many products and services are now digital/ dematerialised 

and free/demonetised.  All of this means that the investment community has no idea how the 

economy is really doing, all of which makes establishing a fair price for an asset, aka price 

discovery, extremely difficult, if not impossible.  Therefore, we are faced with a situation where 

investment fund managers are sort of flying blind.  Accordingly, I have redrawn the above 

investment matrix map as follows:   

 
 

Essentially, this suggests that Tangibles like Gold, Silver, Rarities and Antiquities are now 

cheap and likely to offer superior returns.  Commodities are also an essential tangible building 

block that tends to do well during periods of rising inflation/rates.  In fact, Gold and Silver could 

now be considered lower risk haven assets, which are likely to perform better far than Bonds. 
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Below we see an illustration of just why Commodities are a good investment when Equities 

are not, it is because they are contracyclical.  On this chart, Equities are doing better than 

Commodities when the blue line is low and Commodities rule when it is high.  This chart as at 

September 2020 suggests the next commodity boom is about to start – in the next few years? 

 
 

I explain and elaborate on each of these “tangibles” in subsequent chapters. 

 

Portfolio management 

The essence of the activity of portfolio management is the continual adjustment of your 

risk/reward strategies to compensate for all political, economic, market and other risks.  The 

typical investment fund manager says that you should on average hold 60% of your money in 

Equities, with the remaining 40% in Bonds/Treasuries and some cash.  However, when times 

are good, they may adopt a more aggressive strategy and push exposure to Equities and 

Property up to say 75% and when times are bad, they may adopt a more defensive strategy 

and drop this to as low as 50%.  I personally think that when markets are extremely 

overbought/toppish, they should drop equities to as low as 20-30%.  In fact, the more extreme 

the market overvaluation (top), the closer I would move to 10-20% in carefully selected 

Equities or Equity sectors.  

 

Regardless, with Bonds offering near zero/negative returns, which is likely to last for the next 

5-10 years, and Equities almost certainly offering negative returns over the next 5-10 years, 

the investment future looks bleak.  By definition, this suggests that the normal 60/40 or a 
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defensive 40/60 strategy are in trouble and that the solution is going to be way outside the 

conventional investment matrix.  I address some alternative considerations in a future chapter. 

 

Furthermore, any money remaining in Equities should be in sectors that do well during troubled 

times, which are mostly those related to our basic needs.  Therefore, I would invest in 

companies that supply basic needs like food, clothing and shoes at discount prices.  Those 

that are leading edge technologies, are also likely to recover quickly after crashes, or continue 

to do well, because technological progress stands still for no man.  Companies that are in 

entertainment, like sport, movies and theatre, also tend to do well during depressions as 

people want to be “uplifted”, to escape the negative. 

 

Current status as at January/February 2020 

So here we are in an environment where there is considerable uncertainty about the direction 

of inflation and interest rates, in the longer-term future, and clever investors are probably 

saying something along the following lines: 

➢ Since 2009, Equity markets have been in the longest bull market in history.  Therefore, 

they are likely to tank sooner rather than later. 

➢ If that is the case, the markets are in a situation where I have to weigh up the benefits of 

limited upside potential against considerable downside risk.  Please read that sentence 

again, as it is insightful and important.  Therefore, 

➢ I am going to “hedge my bets” and adopt a more defensive strategy.  i.e. In the short term, 

it is likely that sitting in cash and bonds will be better than sitting in equities.  However, 

even cash and bonds are not great, so I will also diversify some of my money into Precious 

Metals, and maybe even Rarities and Antiquities (only if you are an expert in either).  

 

In essence, it is a time to reduce third party risk and, if this is true, how can Investors hedge 

while still remaining diversified, especially in a time when global diversification is being 

discouraged with legislation and bureaucracy, particularly in the US and developing countries.   

 

I think, investors are increasingly looking at these additional “Tangibles” levels, as they have 

driven prices of rarities and antiquities to record levels and are starting to look at Gold and 

Silver.  I also think they may be looking at Commodities as these are also tangibles and seem 

to have bottomed when measured relative to equities.  NB! Commodities will only really do 

well when inflation and higher rates manifest, as both are bad for Equities and Bonds and 

good for Commodities.  This scenario can manifest if the US Dollar weakens considerably, as 

that makes commodities and imports more expensive, which is inflationary.  Remember, both 

commodities and precious metals are quoted in Dollars, so a weak dollar tends to favour them. 

 

I also think we may soon see inflation, because some of the money they are perpetually 

printing will get into circulation and be inflationary.  However, this may only start mid 2020s.   

 

I THINK!!!   

At this point in time, early in 2020, that Gold and especially Silver are a good bet.  I will 

elaborate on this in a subsequent chapter/episode.   

➢ My target for Gold is $8 000 to $10 000 by say 2025-2027;  

➢ My target for Silver is $400 to $500 on the assumption that the Gold:Silver ratio will revert 

to 20 from its current level of 85, as it always does when Gold truly peaks. 
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CHAPTER 15 – TANGIBLE WEALTH, OWNERSHIP, CONTROL and THIRD PARTY RISK 

Some important questions 

“What is the intrinsic value of the assets you own? 

How secure is your claim of ownership? and 

How much control do you have over those assets?” 

 

I will start with a discussion of Intrinsic Value, which I call the Tangible aspect of any asset.  

Next, we move to Ownership and Control.  For example, If you own an asset and have physical 

control over it that is better than owning it and not having control over it.  The further that 

Ownership and Control moves away from you, the more you have introduced 3rd Party Risk. 

This is something you should avoid in this era of rising government interference, incentive 

bonuses, corporate shenanigans and rampant dishonesty at all levels of society.  

 

Tangibles 

Historically, value was created through the production of things.  Therefore, I think the first and 

most important way to determine the intrinsic value of assets is in terms of the cumulative man 

hours needed to produce that asset, and I explain why forthwith.  However, in this modern era 

many assets may not be physical products, as we move away from these in this futuristic 

dematerialised world where many things are moving online.  Instead, they can be intangible 

time savers such as software programs, in that they reduce the time needed to do things and, 

therefore, free you up to create value elsewhere.  Such software platforms are valued by virtue 

of the income stream they produce, which is the equivalent of profit per share.  Now it is 

important to remember that many Tangible assets are “forever”, whereas profit can/will dry up. 

 

Let us presume that all the world’s Fiat currencies fail in 2030.  This raises the question “How 

does one re-value the assets in the new currency”?  It all starts with the ancient “Barter” 

concept, as that is where relative value was determined, and the value exchange concept 

originated. Money is still/merely the tool that facilitates that exchange of goods.  Barter is the 

exchange of tangible goods or services (time savers) that are deemed to have equal value, 

and that value is usually the sum of the effort expended to produce that item, coupled with a 

desirability premium/discount.  For Example: If one artisan can make four chairs per day and 

another can make one sword per day, arguably those have equal value as each is worth a 

day’s effort.  However, if the man who makes swords wants to exchange one of his swords for 

four chairs, the man who produces chairs may not want to make an equal swap if he already 

has a sword.  Contrarily he may be prepared to give 6 or even 8 chairs if he desperately wants 

a sword to protect his family.  This means that the value of an item is the sum of the effort 

needed to produce that item plus a desirability premium or discount.  However, it all starts with 

measuring relative effort, which can be translated into units of currency. 

 

Therefore, the value of a house will be the sum of the cumulative “input” hours/effort expended 

to produce that house, multiplied by the ruling wage.  i.e. The labour hours needed to get the 

iron out of the ground, added to the hours needed to make the steel, added to the hours 

needed to make a skill saw, added to the hours needed to cut the lumber, added to the hours 

needed to construct and paint the house.  Note! A contractor’s profit is merely another form of 

man hours, in that you are paying for the hours for another to supervise the job while you are 

at work.  Therefore, at any point in time, if a new currency is introduced, the value of the house 

will always be equal to the cumulative total of all the effort/hours needed to build it, times the 

hourly wage paid in the “new currency”.  This means that the value of a house never changes 

in the long term, when related to cumulative man hours at the ruling wage rate, provided it is 

properly maintained.  NB! It may fluctuate in the short term as property markets do.   
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NB! This does not consider location or other desirability factors.   

Likewise, the value of Gold will be the sum of the cumulative effort expended to excavate the 

mine, get the gold out of the ground, build the refinery, refine the gold and produce the bars, 

coins or medallions.  Again, this suggests that Gold will hold its value relative to the cumulative 

hours at the ruling rate, which is interesting because new gold is becoming harder to find/mine.  

Remember, Gold produces no income, it is merely a store of value that holds its value better 

than any other asset.  However, it can be held for a capital gain if prices are rising.  Gold has 

a huge advantage in that it is very liquid and can be converted to cash overnight. 

 

A second tier of purely tangible assets that that are more difficult to “price” as they mostly have 

value based on desirability, include such things as Rare Artworks, Rare Coins, Antique 

Furniture, etc., which no longer represent “effort”, but almost exclusively “rarity/desirability”.  

Again, these produce no income until they are sold for a capital gain.  Such products are 

frequently very illiquid, provided they are truly “rare”, which means there are virtually none like 

it.  Remember, you should only invest in these if you have the necessary expert knowledge to 

properly value these or have a close friend who will do this for you “honestly”. 

 

A third tier of tangible assets would be ownership of something like a Gold mine or a 

manufacturing concern, because it is an investment into fixed assets that produce something 

and that have a resale value.  At this point, one is investing in physical assets that produce an 

annual income stream, which income stream has value in its own right, that could and usually 

does exceed the value of the tangible asset.  However, I would like to stress that while owning 

a gold mine/manufacturing concern is implicitly another form of tangible asset, in that it has 

equipment, it is a riskier one as it comes with operational risks, even if the shares are held in 

your name.  These would include risks like slack management and dishonest personnel.  

Therefore, owning a majority or minority share in a gold mine/manufacturing concern that has 

significant assets, is a tangible, provided you can trust the management 100%.   

 

NB! It is important to own the above assets “free of debt” insofar as possible, because debt is 

usually accompanied by the lender’s claim on your assets, which introduces another layer of 

3rd party risk if you are ever unable to service that debt.  You should also preferably own them 

“in your own name”, failing which they belong to the organisation who invests on your behalf 

and you lose if it is bankrupted. 

 

And so, one progresses down the tiers to companies that have zero tangible assets and only 

have value by virtue of their income stream, such as some modern IT companies like Twitter 

and Facebook.  NB! That income stream has real value, but that value is less secure and can 

be transient if another company comes along with a better product/service.  In this digital era, 

companies that are predominantly digital can be dethroned virtually overnight.  We saw this 

when Google overtook Yahoo in the space of a few years.  We saw this with the sudden 

demise of Nokia and Kodak.  That said, in this era of rapid technological change, this can now 

increasingly happen to almost any company. 

 

In summary! During troubled times, one should limit investment in companies that have few 

assets and only have value based on a discounted income stream, to those that are 

outstanding.  Naturally, if you have more wealth than you need to retire, any surplus can be 

used to speculate in shares related to new technologies as these are likely to prosper 

regardless of the economic times.   
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CHAPTER 16 – OWNERSHIP and CONTROL vs THIRD PARTY RISK 

 

The next important concept is your rights to ownership and ability to control these tangible 

assets.  The minute you do not have absolute ownership and control, you are introducing risk.  

However, the quality of that ownership should also be questioned.  Owning a property in a 

country that has poor property rights, like Zimbabwe, is the same a owning a resource 

business in a country like Venezuela where all Oil Wells were nationalised.  South Africa is 

legalising the confiscation of property without compensation and keeps threatening to 

nationalise all gold mines.  In the early 1930’s the USA confiscated all Gold bullion coins from 

its citizens, supposedly in the national interest, but actually to restore US Gold reserves.  

NOTE! We are moving into an era where our rights are increasingly being subjugated to the 

state, supposedly for the greater good of the people, which is a seemingly compelling but 

convenient lie.  The last chapter addresses this frequently quoted and abused “social contract” 

that is continually used by the state to disenfranchise (screw) the citizens of most countries. 

 

Regardless, it is my contention that one should preferably own the assets in your own name 

insofar as possible, failing which you may have to contest your rights in court.  This is 

becoming increasingly difficult in the case of Equities and Bonds, as these are mostly held in 

a “street name” belonging to the fund you have invested in.  The minute you do not own your 

investments in your own name, you mostly become a concurrent creditor who has to prove 

his claim on the assets of the company or fund, in the event that company or fund is liquidated.  

This inevitably means you will get little or none of your money back in the event the company 

or fund is liquidated.  Remember, there are now two+ layers of third party risk, namely with 

the company whose shares the fund holds, the bank that owns the fund and sometimes even 

the fund itself. 

 

Third Party Risk – should be avoided, especially when markets are toppish 

The next important concept is that of third-party risk as other people cannot always be trusted 

with your money or be trusted to serve your best interests.  If I own Gold Coins and hold them 

in my safe at home, I have control over these.  The better that safe is hidden and the better 

the security company, the more secure my asset.  If I hold it at a safe deposit box at the bank, 

I can be compelled by the state to open it and reveal its contents.  If I pay a third party to buy 

Gold Coins and ask them to store them for me, I have introduced third party risk.  Recently 

Deutsche Bank and JP Morgan, who were asked to store Gold for their customers, were found 

to be holding Gold Futures Contracts, which gave them the right to purchase future production 

from mines.  In so doing, they introduced a second tier of third-party risk, over and above that 

of bank solvency, which is exactly what those investors were seeking to avoid.  They did this 

to make additional profits and still had the audacity to charge storage and insurance fees.   

 

Similarly, you may own a company, but if you are not in the office running it, you are introducing 

3rd Party risk, in that your employees can steal money, inventory, consumables, and/or 

embezzle the books.  Furthermore, the bigger the company the bigger that risk.   

 

Similarly, buying shares in companies or by way of Equity investment funds, means you are a 

minority shareholder in a business.  This introduces 3rd party risk because you are now at the 

mercy of the majority shareholders, the management and the employees of those companies.  

However, as you know, virtually any company can become insolvent for reasons other than 

third-party risk as we saw with Nokia and Kodak.  The reasons are many, including the 

following: 

➢ Management inadvertently made incorrect strategic choices, which resulted in a loss of 

market share or the loss of some other competitive edge. 
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➢ Management deliberately incurred excessive debt, which made the company vulnerable 

during times of crisis or higher interest rates. 

➢ Management becomes complacent and no longer runs a tight ship. 

➢ Management indulged in practices that were not in the interests of the shareholders.  This 

is currently extremely common, because incentive bonuses typically reward management 

based on the share’s performance.  This performance can frequently be boosted by share 

buybacks, manipulation of the accounts, the adoption of short instead of long-term goals 

and many other outright dishonest practices. 

➢ Management or underlings engaged in fraud/theft of company funds. 

 

Conclusion 

The greater your exposure to 3rd Party risk, the less secure your asset.  However, one should 

be especially wary of investments in companies when markets are toppish, as corrections and 

crashes tend to bring down those potentially unstable companies that have engaged in the 

riskiest business practices.  This is why Anthony Deden avoids listed companies in favour of 

private companies, focusses on owner managed businesses and avoids companies with 

excessive debt. 

 

Below is a Blog I did on Honesty and Integrity, which is worthy of consideration considering 

the above. 

 

HONESTY AND INTEGRITY, Ethics and Morality 

You cannot be half pregnant, nor can you be half honest.  You either are honest or you are 

not.  You cannot measure Honesty or Integrity on a scale of 1-10.  Nor can you draw the clear 

line between white lies and real lies.  Remember, one lie is all it takes to destroy trust forever.  

When you find that your employee, newfound friend, or best friend of 40 years lied to you, no 

matter how small the lie, that breach of trust can never be repaired, and all future utterances 

will be suspect.  Note! I truly believe even white lies can be avoided.  Similarly, lying by 

omission should be avoided, so if someone says you did well, when it was in fact another, say 

so. 

 

I believe we have entered and age of ignorance, where “that which is wrong is deemed to be 

right and that which is right is deemed to be wrong”.  We now live in a world where incentive 

bonuses created a new morality where: “if you can get away with it, it is OK”, which must be a 

moral low as it says “I lack the strength of character to take a moral stand”.   

 

Therefore, I challenge you to lead by example.  Each of us can and should choose to become 

truly Honest and Ethical.  Until we as members of society take a stand and rigorously condemn 

the actions of our less honest peers, a preferred more honest society will never gather 

momentum.  The modern youth have the power to effect change using social media.  Future 

technology and the emerging rateocracy imbedded in modern software platforms may aid us 

in this endeavour.   However, before you are compelled to do so, I challenge you to personally 

choose the eulogy “He was a person of integrity”! 

 

It is said that a person of integrity is one who always does the right thing, even when nobody 

is watching.  Ethics refer to rules provided by an external source.  Within ethics, integrity is 

regarded as the honesty and truthfulness or accuracy of one's actions.  i.e. Integrity is a 

personal choice to consistently hold oneself to one’s own “high” moral and society’s 

prescribed ethical standards.  In our increasingly global society, Honesty, Integrity, Ethics and 

Morality should not vary from country to country or from East to West.  The essence of the 10 

Commandments are pretty universal across all religions.  
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CHAPTER 17 – INVESTING IN GOLD, SILVER and PLATINUM, the ultimate tangibles 

 

Before I start, let me just clarify something.  Economists and Investment Brokers are quick to 

say: “Gold does not pay dividends, or interest, so it does not provide any income”.  Keynes 

said, “Gold is a barbarous relic of a forgotten era”.  Contrarily, I contend that gold does hold 

its real value over time, which is more than can be said for most investment funds.  From 2000 

to 2020, it outperformed every other asset class, so, even though it provided no income, it did 

provide handsome capital gains.  Therefore, it is wrong to cast it away as being of no value in 

a portfolio.  Yes, there is a time to own Gold and a time not to own Gold, there is a time to buy 

and a time to sell, but to discard it with the above flippant statements is stupid.  The chart 

below, by Jesse Felder who puts out amazing commentary and charts weekly, confirms that 

there are times when Gold outperforms Equites and times when Equities outperform Gold.   

➢ The left box and arrow show Gold outperforming the S&P from 1970 to 1980 (10 years). 

➢ The 2nd box and arrow show the S&P outperforming Gold from 1981 to 1999 (18 years). 

➢ The 3rd box and arrow shows Gold outperforming the S&P from 2000 to 2012 (12 years). 

➢ The 4th box/arrow shows the S&P outperforming Gold from 2013 to 2019/2020 (7 years). 

➢ As at early 2020, it seems we are entering the next phase where Gold is likely to 

outperform the S&P for the foreseeable future, as Gold has broken all records.  I contend 

that this outperformance will last until at least 2025/2026 (5-6 years).  If inflation manifests 

at that time, it could last a further 10 years beyond that date (combined total of 15+ years). 

 
 

The chart below from Daniel R Amerman tells the same story using a different visual graphic, 

as it too confirms that there are times when Gold outperforms Equites (green bars) and times 

when Equities outperform Gold (yellow bars).  The years correspond as outlined above. 

https://thefelderreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Screen-Shot-2019-05-14-at-2.31.01-PM.png
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In an earlier chapter, we concluded that bank notes no longer constitute wealth since their 

value is continually eroded by inflation.  It’s a proven fact that most currencies have lost 99% 

of their buying power in the past century, because it now takes almost 100x more money to 

buy the same item today than it did in the 1920’s.  Similarly, it was not Gold that went up by a 

factor or 100x from $20 in the early 1900s, to $2,090 in 2020, but the currencies that went 

down. This is irrevocable proof that Gold, the ultimate tangible, is the perfect inflation hedge.   

 

When is gold a great investment? 

NB! Gold has held its “Real” value over the millennia, with fluctuations either side of the mean, 

particularly during periods when Fiat Currencies prevailed, as they do now.  Therefore, it is 

never a mistake to hold Gold long term, provided you managed to buy when the price was 

below the mean.  This was/is typically when the Gold:SPX ratio was/is well below 1, as 

reflected in the lower graphic of the 1st chart, and as was the case around 1929, 1967/1970, 

1999/2002 and 2016/2020.  NB! These reflect the times when Gold is “relatively” undervalued 

when compared with Equities, which contrarily suggests times that Equities were “overvalued”. 

 

For as long as Fiat Currencies prevail, as is currently the case, and increasingly in 2020, there 

are only two key drivers that precipitate significant Gold Bull Markets, namely: 

 

➢ PROTRACTED MAJOR & “ECONOMICALLY DISRUPTIVE” CRISES (EDC’s) – Seldom:   

We are talking major protracted wars where people’s wealth and assets are at risk of 

destruction or confiscation, that see considerable, lasting price increases.  We are not 

talking minor wars that are “localised”, or “of short duration”, that caused brief price spikes.  

We currently don’t seem to be at risk of a conventional Third World War, but we do have 
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countless small wars that could disrupt commodity supplies, prices and markets, and 

there are numerous financial wars like currency wars, trade wars, sovereign strategic 

acquisition wars, etc.  Contrarily, there are currently significant risks of major EDC’s due 

to events like an enduring Systemic Collapse, Economic Collapse, Sovereign Debt Crises, 

Fiat Major/Hard Currency Collapse, Banking Collapse, Derivatives Collapse, Pension 

Fund Collapses, etc. to name but a few.  Each of these could precipitate an Equity Market 

collapse and protracted global economic reset, and many could unfold concurrently.  Even 

the current transition from the old industrial era economy into the present/future disruptive 

“fourth” multi-tech industrial revolution is massively disruptive. However, due mainly to the 

wide range, subjective and uncertain nature of these risks, it is not my intention to explore 

these any further in this analysis; More importantly is the current reality of: 

➢ PERIODS OF NEGATIVE “REAL” RATES/RETURNS ARE THE ONLY TIME GOLD 

“PREDICTABLY” RISES IN A SUSTAINED GENERATIONAL BULL MARKET: 

➢ Gold only really rises “materially” when the “after tax” returns of both Bond and Equity 

markets are, or are expected to be, less than inflation for a considerable time.  Such 

periods of “Negative REAL Returns” (NRR) give rise to “generational” Gold bull markets, 

which only happen when the following two conditions are met simultaneously:   

1. Equities are not offering positive inflation beating “Real” returns, which typically 

happens during major stock market crashes and/or significant/protracted corrections.  

During such crashes or corrections, there is usually a flight to the safety of Cash and 

Bonds, but that does not work if,  

2. Both Interest rates and Bonds are not offering positive inflation beating “Real” returns 

because either: 

▪ Interest rates are nominally negative as they currently are in the EU and Japan, 

or negative nett of inflation and tax, as we currently see in the USA and UK; or 

▪ Inflation is rising rapidly, and interest rates are lagging/playing catch up, as we 

saw during the 1970-1980 Gold boom, and may see again in the mid 2020s.  

Therefore, we only need to determine when the above two conditions will be met, namely that 

both Equities and Bonds are yielding NRRs, if we wish to know when to invest in Gold.  For 

the record, Bonds are already yielding NRRs in the early 2020s, and Equities are likely to peak 

in the mid to late 2020s, where-after they too are likely to yield NRRs. 

 

NB! They say Gold yields no income, yet investors are happy to invest in Bonds that produce 

zero or negative income as they yield Negative Real or Negative Nominal (actual) Returns. 

 

NB! The Gold’s price is not really influenced by Supply/Demand considerations, in that almost 

all the gold ever mined is still available and being held as a store of value (or in Jewellery).  

This means that mine supply shortages quoted by some analysts do not affect the Gold price.  

Therefore, there is always sufficient Gold available, the only question is, at what price.  This 

does not hold true for Silver, because Silver is more of an industrial commodity and most of 

the Silver that is mined every year is used up in industrial applications like computer chips a 

solar PV panels. 

 

Silver 

Historically, in the days of the Gold Standard, Silver was the chosen metal for lower 

denomination coins.  This is why Silver was and is known as Poor Man’s Gold. However, today 

it is more of a commodity with industrial uses, than a store of value.  Its role as Poor Man’s 

Gold only comes into play when Gold is in a confirmed major Bull market, as Gold is then 

costly, whereas Silver is more affordable for the masses.  Therefore, Silver is only a good 

investment when the Gold price is in a confirmed Bull market.  This is partly because, the price 
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of Silver is always far more volatile than that of Gold, which means the price moves, both up 

and down, are far more exaggerated than those of Gold.  That said, because of those 

exaggerated moves, it tends to offer far higher returns than Gold into that final Bull market 

peak.  Before the bull market starts, the Gold to Silver ratio is typically closer to 80-100 and at 

the peak it is usually closer to 16-20.  We saw this ratio hit 17 when Gold peaked at $850 and 

Silver peaked at $50 in January 1980.  This suggests that the price of Silver moves up 4x – 

5x more than the price of Gold.  Early 2020, the Gold/Silver ratio is at 100, which suggest a 

5x greater move. 

 

Platinum and Palladium (P&P) 

Platinum and Palladium are more of an industrial metal, that is mostly used in catalytic 

converters in petrol and diesel driven internal combustion engines (ICE).  This accounts for.  

over 50% of the demand for P&P.  With the rapid adoption of Electric Vehicles, most ICE cars 

are going to be phased out by say 2030-2035, which suggests that demand for both Platinum 

and Palladium will drop considerably in the near future.  The demand for both Platinum and 

Palladium as a precious metal used in Jewellery, and in Bullion coins exists mostly in the East, 

but their appeal is growing in the West.  Therefore, I am more comfortable with both Gold as 

a long-term store of value, and Silver as a speculative rapidly appreciating alternative to Gold 

during Generational Bull Markets, than with Platinum.   

 

How and where to buy Gold & Silver?   

Always stick to buying Bullion coins that are usually readily available and sell for a small margin 

above the ruling daily spot metal price.  Only buy from large reputable dealers, to avoid the 

risk of purchasing forgeries.  Examples of Gold bullion coins include British Sovereigns, South 

African Krugerrands, American Eagles, Canadian Maple Leaf’s, Australian Nuggets and 

Austrian Philharmonics, to name but a few.  Most of these have Silver bullion coin equivalents.  

Gold/Silver bars are more likely to be forgeries and many dealers decline to trade in these or 

buy them back from you.  Therefore, you are better off sticking to the more liquid Bullion coins. 

There are various ways of investing in Gold (applies to both Gold & Silver), namely: 

1. Buying Physical Gold bullion coins and storing these yourself.  This is the lowest risk 

option, provided you feel you can safely store it, which is difficult in South Africa.  

Unfortunately, Silver bullion coins create storage problems, because their weight: value 

ratio is high, which means it takes up a lot of space. 

2. Buying Physical Gold/Silver that is held in your name for you by a “specialist” Bullion Bank 

storage company.  There are many such companies all over the world, including Global 

Gold in Switzerland, SilverBullion in Singapore and Das Safe in Austria that hold the 

physical metal in your name, which physical holdings are audited annually.  This is a fairly 

low risk option and allows you to easily hold precious metals offshore.  In South Africa, 

ABSA’s NewGold holds the Gold for you, albeit in the UK.  ABSA’s NewWaveSIlver does 

not hold physical metal, it is a Silver price index tracking ETF.  This means you do not 

own a physical asset.  

3. Buying Banks’ Paper Gold, namely physical gold supposedly held for you by a commercial 

Bank.  Beware, numerous Banks have been known not to hold the physical Gold, but 

futures contracts.  This introduces third party risk, which is exactly what you do not want. 

4. Buying Exchange Traded Funds (ETF’s) that hold Physical Gold/Silver.  I am suspicious 

of these, possibly for no good reason.  You can get better leverage (returns), if you hold 

Shares/Equities, although that again introduces third-party risk. 

5. Buying Gold Shares through a broker that are held in your name – safest route if you want 

to hold equities.  However, you must actively “manage” this portfolio as share performance 

varies.  There are now many online platforms that allow you to do this.  If you are going 

to do this, you may be better off with the next option? 
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6. Buying an Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) that holds Gold Shares/Equities – better than 

points 7 and 8.  Probably one of the best now is GOAU, which hand picks the shares it 

invests in for the dividend return.  Then there are various funds, with unhedged shares, 

like the HUI (better), with hedged shares like XAU (worse) and some with a mixed bag, 

that are index tracking funds (similar mix to the index), such as ABSA’s NewWaveSilver; 

7. Buying Gold Shares through a bank, that are held in the bank’s “street” name – not a good 

idea, as you have nothing if the bank goes belly up. 

8. Buying Gold Shares through an investment fund, that are held in the fund’s “street” name 

– not as safe as the next option, as funds often poorly managed. 

 

CONCLUSION: Current NRR evaluation situation – 2020!   

The bigger “debt laden” countries, starting with the US, Japan, UK and the EU, followed to a 

lesser extent by the rest of the world, can’t afford “higher interest rates” and will use any 

dishonest tactic they can think up to avoid these.  This is because higher interest rates will 

drive up their already high debt service costs, which would threaten the solvency of both those 

countries and, maybe even, the global financial system.  Therefore, central banks will 

“collaboratively and collectively” do everything in their power to keep global interest rates low, 

or even negative, for as long as they can get away with it.  The implication is that both global 

interest rates and “official” inflation will remain low for the time being.  As mentioned before, 

these very same lower interest rates are killing the incentive to save and the ability of pension 

funds to remain solvent. 

 

Equities are currently expensive by most measures, which suggests future investment returns 

are likely to be negative.  At the same time, Equities have been in the longest bull run on 

record, which is not sustainable. Therefore, we could soon see a major correction or, more 

probably a 50+% crash that would be accompanied by declining interest rates, which could 

even raise the likelihood of renewed QE, all of which would once again depress rates below 

inflation or even zero. 

 

Consequently, we will have entered an era where we will, almost certainly, have negative real 

returns in both Equities and Bonds, which will be the perfect platform for Gold to launch the 

final leg of its Generational Gold Bull market.  What I am suggesting is that 2020/2021 is a 

good time to buy both Gold and Silver.  Silver will, almost certainly, outperform Gold  4-5 fold.   
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CHAPTER 18 – INVESTING IN RARITIES & ANTIQUITIES (R&A) 

 

Rarities and Antiquities (R&A) are mostly the preserve of the rich.  My advice is not to invest 

in any of these, unless you are an expert in the category/field you choose to invest in, or you 

have a good friend who is an expert and can advise you unbiasedly because he has nothing 

to gain.  Even this is dangerous, since he may be in cahoots with the dealer.  That said, using 

the internet, even lay people can research and then gradually specialise in R&A, until they are 

experts, and then hunt for undiscovered bargains.  The advantages of being a dealer is that 

these bargains often come to you and you can then buy them at cost.     

 

I will illustrate why this is critically important, by way of an example:  When I owned the coin 

dealership that dealt in both rare coins and bank notes, a man walked into my shop and 

proudly showed me a coin he had just bought from another dealer for R90 000 ($9 000 at the 

time).  At that moment, I had an identical coin in the safe, which was of the same year and a 

slightly better grade/quality, which I was selling for R3 500 ($350).  In situations like this one 

has little recourse, because the law cites “Buyer beware” and you will have a hard time proving 

that you were misled when you went to consult an “Expert”.  The bottom line is that some 

dealers are unethical and will exaggerate the rarity of the product to entice ignorant customers 

with promises of stellar gains.  Such dealers will readily sell you a product for 10x its usual 

value.  

 

It should also be noted that the buy/sell spread on rarities and antiquities is significant.  

Whereas a Gold or Silver bullion coin may sell for a few percent over its cost price, the mark-

up on rarities and antiquities tends to be closer to 50%, unless they are super expensive.  This 

means that when you buy R&A, the price usually needs to rise by 50% before you break even.  

Conversely, when you sell rarities and antiquities, you will frequently only get paid 65-70% of 

catalogue value.  In modern times, it may be worth selling these on the internet to reduce the 

dealer’s cut. 

 

It is also important to note that age has nothing to do with value, it is the rarity and the condition 

of the product that give it value.  For example, there are many Roman coins that are 2 500 – 

3 000 years old, that sell for a pittance, as more are found most every time they excavate a 

foundation for a new building in Italy.  With regards to rarity, every painting is obviously unique, 

whereas with things like coins, bank notes and stamps their value is linked to both how few 

there are and the condition of the item.  A coin in perfect condition will easily sell for 100x more 

than the same coin in poor condition.   

 

Finally, it is important to know that Rarities and Antiquities tend to have price runs like property, 

in that their value will remain stagnant for protracted periods and then prices will suddenly rise 

considerably in a relatively short time.  R&A will usually perform well when Equities are 

overvalued, or correcting, whereas they will usually perform poorly when Equities offer stellar 

returns.  This is probably because they are a “Tangible” asset that is owned free of debt and 

third-party risk.  Furthermore, they are deemed an “alternative”, when there is a flight to haven 

assets. 

 

All that said, Rarities and Antiquities can be a good long-term investment.  They are, in some 

ways, the ultimate “Tangible” after Precious Metals like Gold and Silver. 
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CHAPTER 19 – “REAL” INVESTMENT RETURNS vs MANIPULATED INFLATION STAT’s 

 

THE BIG QUESTION IS:  In an era of manipulated inflation statistics, “how do you determine 

if your wealth has truly increased year on year”?  Earlier, we concluded that inflation is 

manipulated, which means that the annual increases in our wealth are overstated and that we 

are not doing nearly as well, in “REAL” terms, as our brokers and fund managers would have 

us believe.  i.e. The annual increases in our Wealth, would be considerably less if discounted 

at the correct “actual” inflation rate.  Investment fund managers are constantly bragging that 

they are beating inflation.  However, beating 2.5% inflation after tax is entirely different from 

trying to beat 10% inflation after tax.  Almost no investment fund manager achieves a 13%-

15% annual compound growth consistently.   

 

So, let us say you are making a positive return on your investment.  However, as suggested, 

you must ask if you are making a “REAL” return after adjusting for inflation, fund management 

fees and taxes.  This is more complicated than one would think, mostly because the inflation 

rate experienced by the poor is closer to 10.0% per annum, or higher, whereas the figure for 

the rich is considerably lower, albeit definitely higher than the official US figure of 2.5%.  For 

people in the middle-income group, it is probably somewhere in between, but certainly closer 

to the 10% as most of our costs are in the higher inflation class.  

 

Let us start with an example.  You invest $1 000 with a fund manager and earn a return of say 

6%, which seems to be the norm of late and means the money in your account at year end 

has increased to $1060, or, let us $1 040 after-tax for a net return of 4%.  This sounds good if 

you believe the official inflation statistic of 2.5%.  However, if actual inflation is 10% that means 

that most $1000 items now sell for $1100, so you can no longer afford that $1100 item that 

cost $1000 last year.  i.e. Your money has lost its purchasing power. 

 

Therefore, you need to be aware of and consider the following: 

➢ That the actual inflation rate is an elusive figure, almost certainly, higher than you think. 

➢ That you need to pinpoint the inflation rate you feel you should be beating. 

➢ That you must be looking at your return after all broker fees, fund fees and taxes.   

I have always erred on the conservative side, so I aimed for the highest possible return, which 

meant I always felt I needed to beat the actual inflation rate of 10% p.a., after tax.   

 

However, it is not useful if you only beat your target investment return sporadically, you must 

beat say average 10% p.a. after-tax, compounded over time.  You may have a year or two 

that you do not beat this target, but overall, you should average better than your target rate in 

the long term.  For example, I took my total wealth as at 1999, just before the end of the tech 

boom as a benchmark and insisted I wanted to earn better than 10% p.a. compounded after 

tax. I achieved that into 2020, despite the two intervening crashes.    

 

Regardless, you now have the challenge of trying to choose what the “actual/right” inflation 

rate is and determine whether you are making made a “REAL” return on investment every 

year.  This is exceedingly difficult in this modern era of “smoke and mirrors” where almost 

everything is manipulated.  This may be where my key “Tangibles” concept comes into play, 

as it goes some way to revealing the essence of “intrinsic/sound” Wealth. 

 

Now there is another problem.  You can measure your wealth in say Zim dollars, but if these 

are continually losing value faster than the inflation rate, you may be bluffing yourself.  Imagine 

what shares were trading for if a loaf of bread cost Z$100 quadrillion.  I discuss this in the 

chapter on measuring your wealth.  
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CHAPTER 20 – THE POWER OF COMPOUNDING – Please study carefully 

 

The power of compounding only works for you if you keep re-investing your returns in the long 

run.  If you do that, it is a powerful accumulation tool for building your wealth.  You can do this 

with both equity investments and property, provided you keep re-investing your profits. 

 

So, let us talk about the power of compounding by way of an example spread over 20 years. 

If you invest say US$1 000 = R20 000 for a period of 20 years, in an era where the average 

“official” US inflation rate was about 2.5% and the actual rate for the majority of people was 

closer to 10.0%, different compound returns will yield significantly different returns as follows: 

 
The biggest problem is that it is impossible to make a 15% compound return if your broker and 

investment fund managers sticks to their “tried and tested” 60%:40% buy and hold strategy.  

You can only make a 10% - 15% compound return if you and your broker adopt defensive 

strategies when markets are overbought/toppish, before major corrections/crashes, and 

aggressive strategies when markets are oversold, after major corrections/crashes.  Moreover, 

your defensive strategies should consider alternative asset classes like Gold and Silver, when 

appropriate. 

 

Just for interest sake, let us look at the power of compounding using different investment return 

rates.  If you invest just $100 per month for 20 years, you end up with the considerable totals 

shown below on the left.  I did the same in Rands at the ruling exchange rate of R20 per US 

Dollar, on the right.  Notice how an increase in your compound return from 10% per annum to 

15% per annum virtually doubles your gains after 20 years. 

 LEFT TABLE – Example in Dollars RIGHT TABLE – Example using Rands 
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However, that $100 that you are contributing is continually being eroded by inflation, so ideally 

you should put away more every year, provided you have the self-discipline to do this.  i.e. If 

you increase your $100 monthly contribution by 5% per annum, you will earn returns as per 

the table on the left and, if you increase them by 10% per annum, you will earn the returns on 

the right. 

 

LEFT TABLE = $100/mth inflated at 5% p.a.     RIGHT TABLE $100/mth infl. at 10% p.a.  
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CHAPTER 21 – TIERING OR RANKING YOUR ASSETS – by asset class. 

 

It is important to understand that not all your assets are equally secure, especially now when 

the World Central Banks’ “Fiat” money experiment may be approaching its climactic end.  

Therefore, you should be able to “tier” or “rank” your assets on the basis of “risk”.  To do this, 

you must understand the “tangible” wealth and “third-party risk” concepts, I elaborated on in 

an earlier chapter. 

 

It is difficult to give a conclusive formula, as the value of each asset class fluctuates over time 

and depending on the political and economic situation, which is why you continually review 

your portfolio mix.  Contrarily, my take would be that it starts with outright ownership and 

control and deteriorates based on the degree of third-party risk.  For example, what is a sound 

investment if you live in a country like Argentina, where hyperinflation has manifest repeatedly 

and their economy has become insolvent repeatedly.  Well it starts with being currency hedged 

and ends with outright ownership, which is why Gold would be a sound investment in the face 

of such rollercoaster uncertainty. 

 

I rank the asset classes below, from the safest to the least desirable, based on a number of 

considerations as follows: 

1. Gold/Silver.  Over the “very” long run, Gold has outperformed most assets, provided you 

did not buy at the peaks.  Physical ownership and control over your Gold and Silver is the 

first cardinal rule, as any other form of ownership introduces 3rd party risk.  If you are 

holding these in the very long run, regardless of whether Gold is in a Bull market, you 

should only own physical Gold and preferably not Silver, as the latter is more a commodity 

than a store of value.  If you are holding both Gold and Silver during a Generational Bull 

market, you should hold the physical under your control.  However, keeping Gold at home 

presents storage risks, so you may want to store the Gold in a safe deposit box at the 

bank.  Contrarily, Silver takes up a lot of space.  Therefore, your next option would be an 

organisation that specialises in holding Precious Metals only, on condition that these 

physical holdings are audited annually.  This introduces a very low level of 3rd party risk, 

because such organisations have all the controls and insurance to circumvent theft.  Do 

not trust commercial banks, because many banks that undertook to hold physical 

Gold/Silver for their customers, were eventually found to hold futures contracts, 

comprising future deliveries from mines, instead of physical metals.  This introduced the 

very 3rd party risk investors were trying to avoid.  I will discuss Gold and Silver shares 

further down. 

2. Rarities and Antiquities such as Rare Coins, Artworks and other Collectibles:  This 

category is, in my opinion, reserved for the “very” rich and mostly introduces huge annual 

insurance premiums.  That said, I have seen experts in their field, make a lot of money by 

searching antique stores and trawling online trading websites for bargains.  Regardless, 

if you do not have expert knowhow, stay away from collectibles, as dealers will quickly 

exploit your ignorance by selling at ridiculous prices, or underpaying you when you sell 

back to them.    NB! You may own a rare artwork, rare coin or a diamond that is catalogued 

at $1m, but you will not get more than 60-70% of that value when you sell, so find out 

what the buy/sell spread is and allow for that. 

3. Property:  Like Gold, Property tends to hold its value over time, provided you bought at 

the right time, due to cumulative labour costs.  You should always own properties in your 

own name, or through property holding companies that you, your Trust or Foundation own 

outright.  Your aim with your primary property, which is your home, should be to own it 

bond free as soon as possible.  Remember too, that the Banks rip you off with Bond and 

Property insurance, so you should preferably outsource that insurance privately.  Any 
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secondary properties should have good tenants, which are often and increasingly difficult 

to find.  Renting out secondary residential properties is becoming increasingly tricky since 

the law frequently protects the tenant over the landlord.  For secondary properties, I favour 

industrial properties, because you have no problem throwing the tenant out.  Remember 

too, property rights differ from one country to the next, so make sure you clearly 

understand your rights and preferably own properties in countries with good property 

rights.  One can Google “list countries by property rights index”.  Another thing to 

remember is that bonded properties can be confiscated by banks in the event mortgaged 

payments fall behind due to rising interest rates. 

Remember, you may have a property that you think is worth R2m, but you will only know 

its true value when you sell it, so get a few free valuations and allow at least 10% for 

overvaluation and sales commissions.  We saw properties decline 10+% in value during 

the Covid pandemic.  Remember to deduct what you still owe on the mortgage and you 

should also allow for future Capital Gains and other taxes. 

4. Equities:  These mostly offer higher returns, except when markets are correcting.  You 

should preferably own these in your own name, rather than through a fund, which owns 

them in a street name.  However, that is not always practical.  Remember too, that equities 

inevitably bring third party risk to the table, particularly with respect to poor management 

and embezzlement, which is why you diversify across many Equities.  However, because 

managements’ incentives bonuses are usually linked to the share price performance and 

profits, the biggest risk is manipulation, with management stacking the deck in their 

favour, at the expense of their investors and customers.  This is why Anthony Deden 

prefers owning a small stake in each of a variety of family business as the above 3rd party 

risks are far lower. 

For example:  Many big corporations are buying back their own shares with borrowed 

money, which adds debt and reduces the value of the company while pushing up the 

share price, in order that their bonuses are bigger.  Eg. Goldman Sachs was fined for 

round tripping shares within group portfolios, so they could charge admin fees every time 

the shares were moved from one portfolio to another and another and then back again.  

In addition, banks are increasingly favouring shorter-term decisions that favour the bottom 

line and their bonuses, instead of those decisions that would be better for the company’s 

future in the longer term. 

5. Bonds and Treasuries:  These should be grouped into Government and Corporate 

issue.  Theoretically Government bonds are risk-free, so that is the place to be, provided 

interest rates are falling, or equities are correcting or crashing.  On the other hand, 

corporate bonds often offer higher interest rates.  However, unless you know what you 

are doing, you should not invest in corporate bonds.  

6. Cash:  In the short term, when equities are correcting or crashing, Cash is a good haven 

asset, since it does not usually lose considerable value in one or two years.  However, it 

is not an investment and one should always view it with suspicion.   

For example:  The value of your money is constantly being eroded because, for the past 

decades money in the bank has yielded both negative “nominal” and “real” returns.  Worse 

still, when banks became insolvent in Greece, depositors who had more than €100 000 

on deposit, had a significant percentage of their savings confiscated to restore their banks’ 

solvencies.  While the depositors did receive bank shares in return, the value of the shares 

did not equate to the money they lost.  Essentially, the depositors paid for the losses 

incurred when the incentive bonus driven Bankers took imprudent risks with depositors’ 

money.  Such “Bail-Ins” have now become accepted, even legislated, practice worldwide.  

Furthermore, just because an asset such as a Share portfolio is worth X today, does not 

mean that it cannot be worth considerably less than X tomorrow, such as when Equity 

markets crash.  Furthermore, you may deem your house to be worth Y, but it is only worth 
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what you can get for it in the market when you sell it.  Therefore, at any point in time, your 

wealth is no more than an estimate of a total, so it is best to view your valuations 

conservatively.   
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CHAPTER 22 – INVESTMENT RISK MANAGEMENT vs AGE and WEALTH 

 

Investment strategies are all about adopting the correct risk profile and actively managing this 

using the Risk/Reward strategies listed in earlier chapters.  As mentioned before, there is a 

trade-off, namely the higher the risk, the higher the return and the lower the risk, the lower the 

return.  That said, it is useful to remember that “if the return is “significantly” higher than the 

average market return, it is highly probable that it is a pyramid scheme” i.e. If it is too good to 

be true, it probably is.  Desperate pensioners, who have set aside too little often get conned 

into investing in these Ponzi schemes and end up losing most or all of their wealth. 

 

Every person wants their wealth to grow continually, so the primary goal must be to achieve 

this while properly managing risk.  However, every person has a natural risk profile, with some 

being more aggressive and others more risk averse.  With the exception of the truly rich, it is 

obvious that one’s appetite for risk should diminish with age as one tries to preserve one’s 

wealth.  i.e. When you are young you can have a higher appetite for risk as you have plenty 

of time to start all over again if you lose it all.  Contrarily, when you are old, you cannot afford 

to lose it all as you do not have the time to start again.  The tragic situation is the one where 

people are old and have not accrued enough to support them in their “pension” years.   

 

Most investment consultants are pretty good at taking your risk appetite and prudent risk 

profile into account.  However, they tend to use diversification across the board as their main 

risk management strategy, with a secondary strategy of increasing the weighting in favour of 

equities for riskier strategies and increasing the weighting in favour of bonds for lower risk 

strategies.  These very same lower risk strategies are now creating problems, because their 

returns are well below historic norms in this super low interest rate environment.  Furthermore, 

all things being equal, they are not inclined to take “bubbles” into account, which can be very 

destructive if they happen at the wrong time in your older years.   

 

It is beyond me that they will adapt your strategy as suggested above with your risk strategy 

in mind long-term, but do not take into account intermediate and short-term risks like the risk 

of significant market corrections and crashes.  Avoiding losing money during these corrections 

and crashes is the key to achieving inflation beating returns.   

 

Remember, when one adopts risky strategies, your entry into and exit from those markets 

should be managed even more carefully than normal strategies.  i.e. Higher Risk investments 

should be monitored and managed far more regularly and carefully than Lower Risk 

investments.   
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CHAPTER 23 – WEALTH, what is it and how do you measure it 

 

Your “Wealth” is the reserve that you are accumulating, or have accumulated, to support/carry 

you for the rest of your life, which could start at any time if you suddenly become unemployed 

or incapacitated.  Therefore, you should build this from an early age, because it takes a lot of 

time, willpower, and self-discipline.  The greater and more secure your accumulated Wealth, 

the more secure and better your later life and retirement lifestyle. 

 

The value of your “Wealth” assets 

Your “Wealth” is the total of everything that you own, completely “Free of Debt”, with some 

awareness of third-party risk.  i.e.  Your assets, less our liabilities.  This would include all your 

Investments, Property, Gold, Silver, Rarities, Savings and Retirement Policies.  Arguably you 

should initially exclude your primary residence, but it only serves as a possible source of 

income in your frailer years.  I would exclude vehicles, as these depreciate over time, although 

they could always be sold in the event of an emergency.  I would also exclude Life Insurance 

policies because they are of no use for as long as you are alive, although they count as wealth 

for those you leave behind.   

 

In which currency do we measure the growth of our wealth 

Now it is also important to ask yourself, “how can I measure the growth in my wealth over time, 

without bluffing myself, in this era of inflation manipulation where the currency units we use to 

measure our wealth are continually losing value”.  For example: Having Trillions of Zim Dollars 

in 2009 was meaningless as that would only buy you a loaf of bread.  In Weimar Germany a 

wheelbarrow of money was worth less than a wheelbarrow of coal, so people burnt the money 

to stay warm.  Therefore, you cannot use fiat currencies to measure the growth in our wealth, 

over time, because with every year that passes, you are increasingly not comparing apples 

with apples.  So, how do we overcome this “reliable unit of measure” problem. 

 

For starters, we have to be ultra conservative.  What I have done of late is to measure my 

wealth in tangibles, which are physical assets.  For example, I start of by annually dividing my 

wealth by the price of an ounce of Gold.  This gives me my wealth in ounces of Gold, and 

ideally this should at least stay the same, or increase annually.  Similarly, I divide my wealth 

by the price of my house, as this gives me my wealth in equivalent houses.  One can also 

divide one’s wealth by say the S&P 500 stock market index to give one a sense of how well 

one is doing relative to other investors.  Again, this should ideally stay the same, or increase 

annually.  I think these are probably the three best units of measure.  Finally, I measure my 

wealth in all the “supposedly hard” currencies, namely the US Dollar, Euro and Swiss Franc.  

However, each of these fluctuates in value, so your wealth may fluctuate by each of these 

measures.  The trick is to ensure through the correct diversification strategies, that your wealth 

measured in ounces of Gold never decreases and actually increases, even when the Gold 

price corrects.  Similarly, your wealth measured in equivalent houses should preferably 

increase when house prices correct.  Ditto for the S&P 500, especially when markets correct.  

In this way, in the absence of an accurate “measurement tool”, you are hopefully able to, “on 

balance”, get a sense of the consistency of the growth in your wealth. 

 

The aim therefore is that your wealth should stay the same, or increase on average, in each 

of these, every year.  This can only happen if one continually adjusts one’s investment portfolio 

by adopting a defensive strategy when one sees that some, or all of these markets are 

overbought.  What I mean by this is that “when either or all of these markets are overbought”, 

one needs to adopt a more defensive strategy which shifts your focus away from that market, 
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or those markets.  i.e. Regularly shifting your focus from the “the return ON your capital”, to 

one of ensuring “the return OF your capital”.  As it is, I review my strategies every 3-6 months. 

 

So, easier said than done, or is it?  Late 1999 early 2000, before markets corrected into 2003, 

I sensed that the markets were overbought, because shares were going up to stellar levels 

driven by investor hype, rather than fundamental value.  Tech shares were doubling almost 

daily, as they were in July 2020.  Accordingly, I got out of equities and into “safe” haven assets, 

namely, 50% Gold Shares and 50% bonds.  When the markets crashed into 2003, both my 

chosen haven assets performed wonderfully, and I made money when all about me were 

losing theirs.  In 2004, I got back into equites, albeit to a lesser degree, as I intuitively kept 

much of my money in Gold Shares because I believed Gold was in a bull market.  Fortunately, 

Gold did well.  Late in 2006 early 2007, before the markets corrected into 2009, I again sensed 

that the markets were overvalued.  By now I had discovered a number of websites where 

people posted market commentaries, and many were writing about the sub-prime mortgage 

bubble.  Accordingly, I got out of equities and into safe haven assets, namely, 70% Gold and 

Gold Shares and 30% bonds.  When the markets crashed into 2009, both my chosen haven 

assets again performed wonderfully, and I made money when all about me were losing theirs.  

Accordingly, I made money by each of the above 3 measures.  Now I accept that no investment 

advisor will advocate such “supposedly aggressive” strategies.  The key message here is that 

as the irrational exuberance peaks reach stellar levels, there are enough people writing that 

markets have no business being at those levels.  Therefore, it is possible for lay people to 

heed these signals and adopt defensive strategies timeously.   

 

Early 2020, we are again at a point where the markets are at irrational levels.  Furthermore, 

the bull market was at that point the longest on record, which suggests that the potential for 

upside gains is lower than the likelihood of downside losses, and that it was time to become 

defensive again.  This suggests that the haven assets like Gold, Silver, Cash, Money Markets, 

Bonds and Treasuries (short duration bonds) are, once again, the place to be.  Remember, it 

is tricky to get the timing for the switch to a more defensive strategy right, but it is better to be 

too early and lose nothing, than to be too late and lose significantly. 

 

So, when do we have enough? 

Investment brokers always confuse the picture with assumptions about policy growth and 

inflation.  It has always been my contention that, with luck, one’s investment growth will exceed 

the official national inflation statistic the brokers refer to, although this is not always the case. 

Using that assumption, one multiplies the number of years you still expect to live (bigger is 

better) by 12 months to get the total expected remaining months.  Now determine what is the 

least amount of money you need to live off if you lead a normal life, until you become too old 

to do so, and what is the least amount of money you need for a retirement home when you 

lead a sedentary life in your frailer years.  Determine how long you expect each of these to 

last and multiply the months of each by the respective monthly need for each.  Add the two 

together and you have a rough indication of what you need.   

Trust me, it will be a scary number, which is good, as that will galvanise you into action.  Now 

subtract your current wealth from this number and divide the result by the number of months 

you expect to work until retirement.  This will give you a rough estimate of the amount you 

need to save every month – AFTER TAX.  Odds are you will have to work longer than you 

thought.  Now figure out how to earn this with your monthly wages and supplementary incomes 

from property rentals and the like.  i.e. Set up passive sources of income, such as rent.  
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CHAPTER 24 – INVESTMENT BROKERS’ and FUNDS’ FEES – Cumulative impact 

 

When investing, it is extremely important to keep cumulative fund/managers’ fees as low as 

possible.  The reason for this is that the fee is charged annually, and the cumulative effect is 

considerable over time, as shown below.  Anything over 1.0% is, in my opinion, not OK.  

Preferably one should be closer to 0.8%. 

 

In the tables below, I used 1.0%, because it is easy to halve or double.  Commentary below. 

 

LEFT TABLE - $1.0m for 45 years  RIGHT TABLE - $1 000/mth inflated @6% 

 
 

LEFT TABLE 

Impact of $1.0m invested when you leave school, and left invested for 45 years.  Assuming 

your broker and investment fund manager can earn an average return of 6.0% per annum, 

and charge combined fees of 1.0% per annum, this adds up to an effective 18.7% of your 

money over time.  NB! This may be in addition to any tax if you have to pay tax on the 

income. 

 

If the fee is say 0.8%, you can multiply the 18.7% x 0.8% = 14.9%. 

 

NB! The higher your portfolio growth, the lower the fee percentage, albeit not drastically.  

Contrarily, in the event your portfolio did not grow over 45 years, which is unlikely, your 

cumulative fees would be 36.4%, of your original investment. 

 

If you wanted to know the totals for higher growth rates, you would have to duplicate the table. 

 

RIGHT TABLE 

Impact of $1 000 invested per month, which contribution is increased by 6.0% per annum.  

Again, assuming the investment fund manager can earn an average return of 6.0% per annum, 

and charges combined fees of 1.0% per annum, this adds up to an effective 14.4% of your 

money over time. 

 

If the fee is say 0.8%, you can multiply the 14.4% x 0.8% = 11.5%. 
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CHAPTER 25 – CHOOSING your BROKER and INVESTMENT FUND MANAGER 

THE PROBLEM WITH MOST INVESTMENT FUND MANAGERS – Written end 2019 

 

I always maintain one should not highlight problems without presenting solutions.  Therefore, 

this writ, that highlights major problems, presents a few solutions.  However, it is followed by 

an absolutely extra-ordinary article, that presents Anthony Deden’s “40 invaluable lessons 

when investing”, which elaborates on how investment fund managers should be thinking and 

what they should be doing.  While they can’t mimic him exactly, their attitudes need adjusting. 

 

All this is extremely important to understand well, as it will help you select the correct 

investment broker and/or investment fund manager(s).  Regrettably, some brief duplication of 

key concepts was needed to paint the full picture, but reinforcing these is never a mistake. 

 

Introduction 

The true purpose of an investment fund manager should be to “Preserve and GROW your 

“REAL” wealth CONSISTENTLY”, and to do so with your interests in mind, particularly with 

respect to better managed, relatively lower risk, strategies.  Regrettably, greed and incentive 

bonuses have brought about a culture where 95% of fund managers serve their fees and 

bonuses first and their customers last.  Therefore, you need to be extremely careful about your 

selection of a fund manager.  Find one who is forward, not backward looking.  One who does 

not presume that the historic bullish trends will project forwards indefinitely.  One who is 

pedantic about keeping your fees and tax obligations low.  One who is prepared to go very 

defensive when markets are clearly overbought, such as we saw in 1999/2000, 2006/2007 

and especially in 2019/2020 after a 10+ year bull market run. 

 

The BIGGEST problem with investment fund managers is their lack of ability to both 

Preserve and consistently Grow your “real” capital/wealth 

 

1. Recovering from significant corrections or major crashes is a big deal – Critical to grasp: 

 

Equity markets must gain 100% after a 50% equity market correction/crash, just to break even.  

Furthermore, such recoveries can take a considerable time.  Therefore, significant corrections 

and crashes should be avoided virtually AT ALL COST.  A case in point would be the US 

Equity markets.  After the S&P 500 peaked in the year 2000 at 1 550, it took the S&P 13 years 

before it again broke above 1 550, because of the 2000/2003 (-50%) and 2007/2009 (50+%) 

crashes, which were both foreseen by many.  Worse still, it took at least 17 years for it to break 

even after adjusting for say average 2.5% inflation and 19 years to beat 3.0% (see below).  

Therefore, when the markets look toppish, fund managers should progressively start adopting 

more defensive, lower risk, strategies as a matter of course.  i.e. When markets are toppish, 

it is time for them to be more concerned with the return OF your capital, than the return ON 

your capital.  However, the attitude of “lazy” fund managers, who are more concerned with 

their commissions and incentive bonuses, is that “eventually the markets recover” and, 

therefore, you should ride out the dips.  How stupid.  Why would you ever want to risk losing 

50% of your capital, especially if you are older?  Why would you want to wait 17 years from 

2000 to 2017 to recover???  Why would you accept the lower return shown below, when you 

can have the higher return shown below with a little bit of common sense and effort.  NB! As 

at 2020, it is again time to go defensive. 

 

Therefore, when it is clear that markets are toppish, a better strategy would be to get out of 

Equities entirely and adopt a more defensive position in the Cash, Money, Bond and Gold 

markets.  Yes, you may only make 2-4% p.a. instead of 4-7% p.a. for the next year or two, but 
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at least you do not lose 30%, 50%, or even 80%.  Think about it, if you lose nothing when all 

about you lose 50%, you are 100% better off than them, in relative terms, after the correction.  

You can then re-enter the equity markets after the correction/crash.  

 

The Chart below illustrates the performance of the S&P over the past 3 decades.  The 

horizontal dotted line illustrates the 2000 peak level at 1 550, with the two subsequent very 

significant crashes below that line.  The vertical dotted line marks where the nominal 1550 

level is broken for the first time in 2013, 13 years after that level was first reached.  

 

 
 

The table below compares the abovementioned defensive/aggressive strategy, with the more 

conventional buy and hold strategy that is favoured by most fund managers.  This strategy 

yields a compound cumulative return of over 11% per annum over 19 years, compared with 

the 3.6% p.a. the conventional buy and hold strategy yielded over that time.  Now, it is 

important to remember that this is a theoretical exercise, so your returns may be a bit less, but 

still far better.  It is also important to remember that this is a minimalist defensive strategy that 

merely moves into interest bearing Cash and Money Markets.  Therefore, the 11% yield would 

be considerably higher if one allowed for increases in Bond values as Bond yields fall.  It would 

be even better if the defensive strategy embraced Gold/Silver, provided the circumstances 

justified this as they did in the 1970s, 2000s and 2020s.  Could be a year or so later.  As I see 

it, the above chart is suggesting that it is once again time to go “very” defensive. 

 

Using the S&P500’s values, the table below, reflects the gains using the “buy and hold” 

strategy on the left, and the above “defensive/aggressive” strategy on the right.   

➢ On the left, you see that the 2.5% inflationary breakeven (marked in yellow) which 

happened in 2017, whereas the 3.6% after tax inflation beating, breakeven only 

happened in 2019 (marked in green).   

➢ On the right you see that going defensive when markets are toppish and going 

aggressive when there was “blood in the streets”, yielded a far higher return of 11% 

before tax. 
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NB! This purely interest driven 11% return can be improved significantly with better 

diversification in Bonds/Treasuries and more selective diversification into things like 

Gold/Silver when appropriate. 

 

2. Diversification is not properly understood and applied, which increases risk 

 

The current investment fund manager’s mantra is that a 60/40 strategy has proven effective 

over the long term.  This means they recommend you hold 60% in mostly Equities and some 

in Property funds, and 40% in mostly Bonds and some in Money Markets (Cash).  

Furthermore, they mostly recommend that one should just ride out the corrections and crashes 

and your money will, over time, at least hold its value after adjusting for inflation.  Mostly this 

strategy results in considerable losses when markets correct/crash. 

 

That does not equate to growing your wealth, it merely equates to preserving your wealth and 

that only works when you time your investment entry and retirement exit right.  For example, 

if you need to retire when the markets are at the bottom, that is not good. 

 

It is important to note a few “very important” issues, relating to the fact our brokers and/or fund 

managers mostly do not have the mandate, and/or the expertise/experience to correctly time 

or optimise your diversification strategies to optimise your profit.  A few examples suffice:  

➢ Your broker agrees to put you into say a “Technology” fund.  The manager of that 

fund’s mandate is to keeps you in Technology Shares no matter how toppish the 

market is, or how long or hard the market is crashing, because it was your choice to 

get into that.  Therefore, they keep you in regardless, never going defensive into cash.  

This applies to most dedicated funds.  It is up to your broker and you to get in and out 

at the right time. 

➢ Similarly, your broker was taught to keep you 60%/40% in Equities and Bonds and to 

ride out the dips, because the system says 60/40 always wins in the long term.  

Although all brokers understand defensive plays, they are frequently reluctant to 

deviate in case they get the timing wrong.  Their definition of defensive is to go 40% 

Equities / 60% Bonds, in the hope that your losses in Equities will be offset by your 

gains in Bonds.  Therefore, it is important for you to encourage, or even push, them to 

be more aggressive about going defensive.   
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➢ Regardless, the codes of conduct of the bodies governing professional investment 

brokers tend to be prescriptive.  Deviating from these could expose brokers to 

delinquent conduct lawsuits.  Which may explain their reluctance to better protect your 

interests.  Therefore, choosing the right broker, establishing the correct relationship 

with him and knowing how and when to push him is important. 

➢ Few brokers truly understand economic fundamentals, which is why they are mostly 

not good at anticipating when defensive strategies need to be adopted.  Furthermore, 

they, and few others in the world, properly understand the economic fundamentals, 

underpinning the role of Gold and Silver, let alone when it is prudent to diversify into 

these.  This is why brokers, and to be fair, many others almost universally do not 

understand “when” and “why” Gold and Silver are an important asset class.  Therefore, 

you need to choose a broker who does understand Gold and Silver. 

➢ This lack of understanding of global economics also makes it more difficult for brokers 

to properly understand why and when to diversify internationally to manage or exploit 

political risk and currency movements.  Therefore, you need to choose a broker who 

does understand when to go offshore and when to stay onshore. 

➢ Few brokers are engaged in Technical Analysis, which is the science of analysing 

charts to determine trends to accurately pinpoint the correct times to enter and exit the 

various markets and sectors.  This means they have to rely on common sense and 

market rhetoric to determine when markets are overbought or oversold.  While these 

are useful, Technical Analysis is hugely useful to get the timing right.  However, it is 

not critical if you get all the rest right. 

 

I re-iterate that markets only “trend” up about 50% of the time, which suggests that you should 

only be “aggressively” invested 50% of the time and that you should/could be Defensive as 

much as 50% of the time.  This suggests “Defensive” is not a swearword and should be an 

integral part of your conversation/options every time you review your portfolio.  As mentioned, 

this is easier said than done, but it is an important concept to remember and always be open 

to considering.  Remember too, just because you are defensive, does not mean that you are 

not making any money, it merely means you are making less for as long as the markets are 

rising while you are defensive.  With luck, you are making better returns that the rest of 

investors because they are losing or going nowhere.   

 

When I get into Gold, classic brokers say I am being aggressive, so your defensive strategy 

by just be a different aggressive strategy that is correctly timed. 

 

Regardless, diversifying across a lot of shares does not protect you when Equity markets tank 

or crash.  Therefore, one needs to diversify across all asset classes.  Traditionally, these are 

Cash, Bonds, Property and Equities, with the former being the more defensive/conservative 

and the latter the more aggressive.  Ideally, one should also diversify one’s investments 

internationally, to protect yourself against currency fluctuations, and adverse local regulations 

and politics.  This is particularly essential if you live in an unstable country like Zimbabwe, but 

also prudent if you live in a developed country like the USA.  However, when markets are 

extremely overbought, one should diversify into tangibles like Gold and Silver bullion.  The 

truly wealthy also diversify across tangible rarities such as “rare” coins, stamps and artworks.  

 

More importantly, your broker should continually review this broader diversification strategy 

and be willing to make minor or major adjustments depending on shifts in market conditions. 

 

Bearing in mind that the Equity markets have been in a 10+ year bull run since 2009 into 2020, 

which is the longest on record, it would clearly be prudent to consider a defensive strategy.  
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This is because the potential for considerable losses to the downside, far outweighs any 

possible upside potential.  However, modern convention holds that you then go say 40/60, 

with less in Equities and more in Bonds, as bonds are the traditional flight to safety destination.  

Agreed, in the event Equity markets enter a major correction or crash in the next year or two, 

bonds should again perform better than equities, so your losses in Equites will be offset by 

your gains in Bonds.  However, this is more like hedging your bets a bit and not a clear winning 

strategy as most sovereign bonds are already delivering negative returns, especially after 

adjusting for inflation.  Therefore, Bonds are arguably not the place to put your money in the 

longer term, except just before and during the earlier part a correction/crash.  Any significant 

correction/crash will probably drive even US interest rates into negative nominal territory, 

global equities into negative returns and global economies into a depression.  i.e. Negative 

GDP growth.    

 

Given the fact that Equity markets are long in the tooth and also likely to deliver negative yields 

in the very near future when markets correct or crash, you have to ask “where do I put my 

money”?  The answer is put some of your money in “Physical” Gold/Silver and in Gold/Silver 

Equities, as these are the ultimate safe haven, particularly during periods of negative returns.   

 

3. ACTIVE INVESTING vs PASSIVE INVESTING 

“Passive” investing = chasing a dream of capital gains from perpetually rising share prices,  

and it is inherently far riskier than 

“Active” investing, which is based on intrinsic value, established via due diligence studies 

 

Shares either go up because investors are chasing good value, or because investors are 

chasing the dream of perpetually rising equity prices, or both.  Of late, in 2019/2020, investors 

were mostly chasing the dream of ever higher prices, with little regard to the underlying value, 

much like they did during the dot.com boom in the late 1990s.  Furthermore, this momentum 

trade is largely being driven by the FOMO belief that “if you are not in, you are missing out on 

massive profits”.  This is dangerous, because when the market loses faith in the rising price 

trend and reverts to inspecting true value, some of these shares can be found to have little or 

no value.  This will, in turn, exacerbate any correction or crash, as it did in 1929 and the 2000 

dot.com bust.  Below I elaborate on the difference between the two. 

 

Active investing – always re-emerges/manifests after major market crashes  

Ben Graham’s definition of an investment is that: “An investment operation is one which, upon 

thorough analysis, promises safety of principal and an adequate return. Operations not 

meeting these requirements are speculative.”  

 

Good investment fund managers carefully study the companies they wish to invest in, to 

establish the underlying value, based on the earnings of the companies and the fundamentals 

of the markets those companies operate in.  More importantly, they truly understand balance 

sheets and are always assessing the financial viability and future prospects for both the 

companies and the markets they operate in.  This is called “active” or value investing as one 

is investing in the intrinsic value of the company, its consistently positive cashflow and its role 

in the global economy.  These shares typically have a strong asset base, low debt, earn good 

money and pay considerable dividends, even and especially during tough times.   

 

One advantage of investing in companies that offer clearly identified underlying value, based 

on all the above-mentioned criteria, is that they frequently lose less during and recover more 

quickly from Stock Market corrections and crashes.  As at the end of 2019, it is estimated that 

only 10% of investments are under the control of Active fund managers and that 90% of 
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investments are in Passive funds.  Furthermore, some 17-20% of companies in the S&P 500 

index are Zombie companies, which means they do not earn enough profit to service their 

debt. 

Passive investing – is mostly the dominant force that prevails before massive corrections 

Contrarily, however, the modern trend of late has been to simply invest in Exchange Traded 

Funds’ (ETFs), which hold a basket of equities and/or track the index, of a particular sector.  

These are often managed by Artificially Intelligent Algorithms, which focus more on price 

action and less on intrinsic value.  This means that most fund managers do not have to do all 

that time-consuming due diligence work.  This is why it is called “passive” investing.  Passive 

fund managers often do not truly know how to read a balance sheet and assess the financial 

viability of companies.  Thanks to algorithm driven momentum trading, passive funds have 

been outperforming the more conservative active funds in the late 2010’s into 2020, purely 

because the markets have been rising.  However, in the long term, active funds always beat 

passive funds, because passive funds do not do well when markets are correcting/crashing. 

So, do not to get sucked into this temporary phenomenon, particularly as at early to mid-2020. 

 

The problem with passive investing is that it is subject to the vagaries of momentum trading.  

Momentum trading is trading that is driven by share price performance and not the intrinsic 

value of the company, and it works well for as long as the stock prices and markets are rising.  

This is where the share keeps going up and everyone says you better get in before it is too 

late.  This is where everyone focuses on the capital gains, but that only works for as long as 

the shares are going up.  However, such irrational exuberance pushes shares way beyond 

their intrinsic value and the problem with that is that when the markets turn, they come down 

very quickly and considerably.  This is particularly true of the Passive Investment Algorithms, 

because when they start selling, there are no buyers, because the algorithm is looking for a 

clearly defined bottom.  We saw this after the Dotcom crash, where many shares fell from 

stellar prices to near zero.  For example, we have many technology companies that are 

persistently making losses, yet their share prices continue upwards as these are “fashionable” 

stocks to hold.  Why would you want to hold onto a company like Netflix, that has publicly 

stated it will never be cashflow positive as all its money is going to making new films?  

Furthermore, many other companies are setting up in competition to Netflix, because the 

barriers to entry are relatively low, which is a characteristic of this Fourth Industrial Digital 

Revolution.  Why would you want to own WeWork that owns no assets?  As at mid 2019, some 

15% of companies in the S&P 500, are so called zombie companies that do not make enough 

profit to cover their debt service costs. 

 

Below I post a chart from a market commentator called Jesse Felder, which shows the gap 

between the stock markets (blue line) and the underlying value in the stock markets (red line).  

You can see how markets crashed in 2000, when this gap became very big.  You can also 

see that markets were at a similarly overvalued situation early 2020, which suggested another 

huge crash was likely.  I accept you will not have access to such charts, but they illustrate the 

principle that speculation pushed prices beyond reasonable valuations.  Both were 

accompanied by hype where every lay person was jumping in and/or expert.  
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Mini Conclusion 

Therefore, in the longer term, it is always better to stay with active investment fund managers, 

unless you truly understand the differences explained above and are able to time your entry 

into, and exit from, passive funds.  It is also important “not to fear” being defensive. 

 

4. Fund Managers are not good at hedging against all that can “unexpectedly” go wrong 

 

I previously mentioned the Antifragile concept.  To be Antifragile, one needs to continually 

review one’s portfolio and be prepared to diversify across “all” asset classes and hedge 

against every market “quake” eventuality, when the time is right.  Accordingly, both you and 

your investment fund manager need to anticipate all the things that can go wrong with your 

investments and adopt strategies that will help you emerge financially stronger, not weaker.   

 

He coined the phrase “Black Swan” for unforeseeable events.  However, this term is now 

misused.  For example, countless analysts foretold the 2007-2009 Sub-prime Mortgage crash, 

yet it was labelled a “Black Swan”.  The fact that the lazy self-absorbed Fund Managers 

ignored the warnings and hid behind the unforeseeable “Black Swan” excuse is unforgivable.  

They should have been gravitating to defensive strategies in 2006, latest 2007, long before 

the crash.   

 

Some potential black swans 

In this regard, we need to worry about the fact that this 100 year Fiat money experiment, which 

led to out of control deficit spending, spiralling record debt, negative interest rates and, 

subsequently, misallocation of investments/assets will one day come to an ugly end.  This is 

why asset classes like Gold and Silver should be on your horizon, because they have held 

their value for 5000 years and truly withstood the “safe haven” test of time.  In fact, Gold and 

Silver have not gone up in price, it is the currencies have gone down, which is illustrated by 

the fact that Gold was $20 in the 1930’s and is now over $1500.  Similarly, Gold has easily 

outperformed both the global Equity and Bond Markets since the 2000 Crash.   
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Government interference has led to a situation were markets were not allowed to correct, 

despite the fact that such corrections are healthy because they allow the markets to eliminate 

the excesses that build up during the booms.  Because of their interventions, the amount of 

things that are currently “wrong” in the markets is as never before seen highs, which suggests 

we face a massive economic reset some time in the near future. 

 

One also needs to consider risks like the impact of massive climate change, rising sea levels, 

huge earthquakes with attendant Tsunamis, protracted volcanic eruptions with attendant 

climate destructive ash clouds, virus and other pandemics.   

 

Depending on the country you are in, you sovereign risk like dictatorships and hyperinflation 

need to be considered. 

 

NOW!!  Ideally - Please 

I would really prefer that you take the time to read Annexure 1, which encapsulates Anthony 

Deden’s Wealth Management philosophies, because he is one of the most successful Wealth 

Managers out there.  He communicates these by way of his list of 40 important considerations 

when investing.  More importantly, is that his approach differs significantly from that of most 

Wealth Managers, for very sound reasons.  While we cannot invest through him, or emulate 

his approach, some of his points are critically important. 

 

Conclusion 

The year 2020 is a time to adopt Antifragile strategies.  This is a time to convince your 

investment fund manager to go defensive or change your fund manager.  Now, more than 

ever, it is important to ensure that your diversification strategies are comprehensive and that 

you are biased in favour of actively managed funds.  Having a second passport, having money 

offshore, having property offshore (if you can afford it), are all important considerations.   

 

Wealth Management by Anthony Deden 

I have put the summary of Anthony Deden’s 40 Investment Rules into Annexure 1, purely 

because it is a fair bit of reading.  Trust me, these are essential reading, so do not miss reading 

it.  Remember, Annexure 1 is even more importantly than Annexure 2. 
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CHAPTER 26 – INSURANCE – Requires an intelligent approach 

 

Insurance is mostly a grudge, but necessary purchase needed as a hedge against crises.  

Unfortunately, the combined cost of all your insurances can add up to a considerable number, 

which is why it is important that you properly understand it and learn how to manage the cost 

down.  Proper management can bring the cost down and increase your wealth considerably 

 

Insurance supposedly had its origin in the barn building days.  When one person's barn burnt 

down, all the neighbours used to bring materials and help him rebuild it.  Subsequently, as the 

community grew, this became impractical, so some people only sent materials or money, 

which could result in surpluses of materials and/or money.  Naturally, it is preferable to put 

money away monthly for such an eventuality than to end up spending a lot of money 

unexpectedly.  The final outcome was that people pooled money on a monthly basis, with an 

insurance company, which money was then used as and when the disaster happened.  This 

eliminated the surplus problems. 

 

True insurance is about spreading the cost of a disaster among the community, on the 

understanding that we help each other in this way.  So, let us imagine there are 1 million 

houses insured by one company and that the risk of a house being destroyed by fire or flood 

in that area is 2 houses per annum.  This means that the 1 million people would have to cough 

up for the equivalent value of two houses per annum, or 1/500 000th the value of the average 

house, per person per annum, plus admin costs.    

 

It is critical to understand that the less we claim, the lower the premiums.  Unfortunately, the 

cost of insurance has spiralled because some people see insurance as a “deferred savings 

account”.  I heard this repeatedly when I was a barman during my student days.  Some guy 

says to himself "I have been paying for three years and have claimed nothing back".  He then 

puts in a false claim for a watch that has been lost and uses the money to buy his wife a new 

watch for her Birthday.  In the same way, a businessman who is in financial difficulty may burn 

down his restaurant or factory to collect the insurance.  What they have just done is stolen 

from all the other contributors, who will in future have to pay higher premiums to cover both 

the legitimate and the frivolous unnatural claims.  Therefore, the more we claim the higher the 

premiums and vice versa. 

 

Therefore, what we need to understand is that we are directly responsible for the cost of our 

insurance.  If we work together to only insure against absolute crises and to 

eliminate/discourage fraudulent claims and theft, our premiums will come down.   

 

It is also useful to note, that small claims dealt with under the “All Risks” umbrella merely serve 

to push up premiums.  Strictly speaking, small losses are not disasters and one should not be 

able to insure against these as they push up the aggregate cost of our insurance.  The 

insurance companies do not care, since they are trying to grow their premium income. 

 

Insurance in general – including self-insurance 

Done right, you can probably save enough in your lifetime to buy a house 

 

The wealthier you are, the less dependent you are on insurance, as you can survive most 

losses.  For example, if your TV is stolen, you simply buy another one.  The poorer you are, 

the less you can afford insurance and the more vulnerable you are during times of crisis, 

particularly with respect to personal health considerations that cause long term incapacity.   
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By being clever, you can reduce your insurance a lot, and by saving, you can wean yourself 

off a lot of most insurance.  We did this.  For the first 5-10 years of our lives as a married 

couple, we put away the money we would have spent on medical, car and home content 

insurance in a separate account.  We did this because we were healthy, had little to lose and 

were living in safe areas.  Eventually, we had enough in the kitty that we could self-insure for 

everything except the bigger ticket items like Car and Life Insurance.  Over your working life, 

the savings you could affect could easily add up to the cost of a modest retirement house at 

the beach, provided you never draw against it in times of crisis.  I elaborate on these below. 

 

Medical insurance 

This is made increasingly tricky by the multitude of exclusions.  If you can afford the occasional 

doctors’ visits, go for hospital cover only.  This is because when you take the difference 

between full cover and hospital insurance, and multiply it by 12, you will find it is a huge 

number.  Now ask yourself if you will visit the Doctor, Dentist, Optician, etc. that often and 

whether your medical aid would have covered the full cost – probably not.  Ideally, you should 

put this difference away into your dedicated insurance savings account, in the event you ever 

need it for chronic medication or the like.  If you never draw on it, which is unlikely since you 

will probably have some medical expenses, you will have a wonderfully big nest egg when 

you retire, which will pay for the bulk of your cottage at the beach. 

 

It is also useful to note that Medical Aids are increasingly offering incentives for healthy living, 

which can easily be monitored with wearable devices like Fitbits and other social media 

platforms.  These savings can either be in the form of lower premiums, or discounts at 

participating retail outlets.  In this regard, it is useful to note that someone who smokes 20 per 

day, probably smokes away more than half a house in their lifetime.  Similarly, one who drinks 

excessively, probably drinks away more than half a house in their lifetime.  Now I am not 

suggesting you have no life but practicing moderation and having the self-discipline to put that 

money away in your insurance savings account can makes that beach house more likely.  

 

Disability insurance 

While this is arguably part of medical insurance, it is usually pretty cheap and worth taking, as 

it insures you will have an income if you become incapacitated.  This becomes even more 

importantly if you are self-employed, the breadwinner and/or have a family. 

 

House insurance and contents: This is one of the biggest areas where you can save.   

House contents:  With your house contents, the biggest saving in your insurance premiums is 

if you increase your excess.  Let us imagine you say you will cover the first 5% of the value of 

your house contents.  This literally drops your premiums by way more than half, since they 

know you are not going to ask them to entertain frivolous claims.  i.e. You are literally treating 

insurance as it is supposed to be treated – as a hedge against major losses.  i.e. You are only 

going to claim in the event someone rocks up with a pantechnicon and cleans you out.  

 

You can further reduce your home content insurance considerably by excluding many things.  

For example, you may have a huge collection of books.  However, you probably cannot and 

will not replace them, so why insure them.  You probably have 2-3 times more clothes than 

you need, so exclude your clothes.  You can then put those saving away in a separate account 

for self-insurance.  Alternatively, if you lose all your clothes in a fire, you can live on a few 

outfits for a time.  Optimally, you should exactly specify the more costly/irreplaceable things 

you wish to insure, like camera equipment, furniture, appliances, jewellery, cutlery, crockery, 

to name but a few.  However, if you go this route, you must carefully manage that list annually, 

by adding and subtracting things from the list as it changes or ages.   
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You can usually also reduce your cost a bit with better security, although the saving probably 

offsets the cost, which is worth the effort as it mostly saves you the hassle “of” being burgled.  

This starts by having good physical, electronic and armed response security, but it is more 

than that.  For example, our house is Never, and I mean Never, left unattended.  We always 

ensure when we are out, that our maid is in.  We simply do not want to take the risk, deal with 

the emotions of invasion of our privacy, the hassle of claiming, the hassle of replacing, etc. 

 

House insurance: 

One needs to discuss this in detail with your broker and ask for advice, because it varies from 

area to area and city to city.  For example, if your house is on a hill, you can exclude Flood 

insurance.  If your geyser is above the bathroom and the bathroom floor has a drain, you can 

exclude geyser flooding insurance.  If your house is not close to forests, you may consider 

excluding fire insurance, although that is cheap and excluding it is risky, because you can lose 

all in an electrical fire.  Again, the object is to think about all the things that could happen that 

could destroy your house and insure against those.    

 

Averaging: 

Insurance companies tend to inflate the value of the assets you insure with them every year, 

with your approval.  This can be disastrous in the long term, as your assets can become 

overinflated, which raises the risk of over-insuring.  Be warned against over and under 

insuring, as the insurance company will reduce your claim if they feel you did either.  Therefore, 

it is important that your carefully scrutinise this to ensure you are “correctly” insured.  In this 

regard, the question of market value and replacement value can also come into play.  i.e. If 

your furniture is very old, is it insured at replacement cost – upmarket or downmarket?  In this 

regard it is worth getting your insurance company to send out an assessor once in a while.   

 

Car Insurance – This should and probably will account for the bulk of your insurance cost 

This is likely to fall away in future as we increasingly rely on Transport as a Service with the 

advent of Driverless Electric Vehicles and services like Uber, Lyft, etc.   

 

The real question is, do you go for balance of Third Party or comprehensive insurance.  

Balance of Third Party is only a consideration if you cannot afford comprehensive, but then 

your vehicle is lost if you have an accident.  Regardless, your insurance typically only 

reimburses you for the trade in value of your car, which drops every year. 

 

Life Insurance 

Life insurance is particularly useful if it is used to hedge against either parent dying, so the 

remining parent can afford a caregiver.  The key here is to take it out just after you leave 

school and/or start working, even if you are not married, because the younger you are, the 

cheaper it is.  When you get married, you simply change the beneficiary. 

 

Marriage insurance – Ante-nuptial contract 

Remember, your ANC is an insurance policy that costs nothing.  However, since some 50% 

of marriages fail, it is probably the insurance with the highest failure/claim probability, which 

makes it one of the most important to get exactly right.  I know, it is difficult to be objective 

when you are in love, but it is essential as it is there to protect the financial and future interests 

of “both” parties and the “children” in the event that things go wrong.  Therefore, one needs to 

give considerable attention to doing it right, probably with assistance and advice from Google, 

friends and professional advisors.  The key here is to be objective and not emotional. 
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One of the difficulties with the above is that your circumstances can change dramatically 

during your marriage and one needs to anticipate as many scenarios as possible.  For 

example, one or both of you may accrue considerable wealth.  One or both of you may become 

medically incapacitated.  Each scenario needs to be considered and provided for.  I for 

example, have a handicapped son, so if my wife and I were to consider divorce, I would have 

to provide for both of us and our son. 

 

Unemployment insurance – as opposed to disability insurance 

This is tricky, as unemployment insurance can be costly.  The key here is to constantly invest 

in, or pursue, a broader experience and knowledge.  The more experienced and educated you 

are, the more indispensable and/or marketable you are.  Creating sources of passive income 

and/or running another business on the side, are probably the second most important ways to 

insure against the lack of income associated with unemployment.  There are no guarantees.  

Even if you are self-employed, your business can fail.   

 

Saving 

A culture of saving makes you Antifragile and less vulnerable in times of crises, so it is 

definitely an important form of insurance. 

 

Conclusion 

You can insure against virtually anything.  However, you need to ask if it is necessary.  You 

also need to use your intellect when negotiating your premiums.  In this regard, the cheapest 

is not always the best – check their claims settlement/payment record, which is easier now 

that everything is rated on social media.   

 

Do not underestimate the power of compounding over a lifetime if you plan to self-insure.  
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CHAPTER 27 – INVESTING FOR RETIREMENT – best not in pension funds? 

 

Before we start, let me say that longevity is in the pipeline and, because we will live much 

longer in the future, we will have to work far longer/retire later.  Furthermore, people will, in 

future, increasingly be working for more than one company at once as independent outsourced 

contractors.  This means they will not be conventional employees who are compelled to 

contribute to the companies’ selected pension funds.   

 

Pensions and Pension funds 

It is my contention that the days of the pension and provident funds are numbered and that 

these will be virtually obsolete by 2030.  The reasons are outlined below. 

 

First some background.  Pension funds employ actuaries to calculate the “probable”:  

➢ Number of future contributors that will support the number of future pensioners.  

➢ Future inflows from contributions vs. the future outflows to pensioners. 

➢ Returns on investment expected from the monies already in the fund. 

➢ “Constantly changing” life expectancy of the members, which is will be longer than 

expected in the future. 

➢ Estimated amount of money needed to provide an income for all its members “for life”.   

➢ Based on this they can then calculate how much they can or should pay pensioners.   

 

Sadly, most pension funds in the world are “actuarially” insolvent, which means they will not 

be able to meet their pension payment obligations at some point in the future, amongst others, 

for the following reasons: 

➢ The number of workers who are contributing to pension funds is continually declining, 

while the number of people who are retiring and drawing from these funds is growing.  In 

the past there were about five workers per retiree and this trend has dropped below 2.5 

in most countries and is projected to drop to 1.6 in some countries by 2030.  Clearly 1.6 

workers cannot be supporting one pensioner, as it is nearly at the point of self-funding.  

Consequently, funds are increasingly obliged to either lower the pensions they pay out, 

or raise the age of retirement. 

➢ People are living longer due to rising incomes and medical advances, which means ever 

more money must be set aside to cover future “extended” retirements.  This in turn 

compels pension funds to reduce the pensions they pay out, or raise the age of retirement. 

➢ Pension funds are struggling to earn the necessary 7.5% return on their investments, 

mainly because global interest rates have been near zero and/or below inflation for the 

past few decades, which has compelled them to take imprudent risks.  Normally, pension 

funds adopt a conservative investment strategy, which includes considerable investments 

in Bonds and Money market accounts.  Because these are near zero, they have been 

compelled to adopt unusually aggressive higher risk strategies, to achieve the required 

average 7.5% growth in investments.  This search for yield has driven them into more 

volatile risky emerging markets and higher yielding corporate junk bonds.  This emprudent 

strategy works until it does not.  When equity markets crash pension funds’ losses will be 

higher than usual, which will compel them to reduce the pensions they pay out, or raise 

the retirement age. 

➢ Many corporate mega pension funds have invested in themselves, or in other companies 

that are likely to be gone in this rapidly changing world.  This too works until it does not. 

➢ In Third World countries the pension fund reserves have been raided by governments. 

 

Historically, the pension recipe was a sound idea, provided everyone played the game.  

However, with time, this model has become progressively unworkable and dated.  Bearing in 
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mind that the future is about more temporary and transient employment trends, pension funds 

could become a thing of the past.   

 

The majority of pension funds are already actuarially insolvent, which means most pensioners 

will be left stranded to a greater or lesser extent.  This is obviously not an acceptable situation, 

which means governments will have to step in.  This gives rise to the question, “Will pensions 

be replaced by a guaranteed Universal Basic Income (UBI)?”.  Even if they are, you can be 

sure that the UBI will not be sufficient for comfortable retirement, only for basic survival. 

 

You are on your own – mind/paradigm shift needed 

If pension funds are a thing of the past and UBI is not going to be adequate, this suggests you 

are on your own.  If so, it is all about disciplined saving.  However, longevity is now a serious 

factor in your retirement planning because people are living longer due to medical advances.  

It is estimated that most people born after 1990 will live to be well over 100 years old.  

Therefore, we need a shift in mind-set i.r.o. retirement and pension planning.  Instead of 

working for 45 years (from 20 to 65) to save enough to retire for half that (22.5 years from 65 

to 87.5), people must become accustomed to the idea that they may have to work for at least 

60 years (from 20 to 80), to save enough to retire for 30 years (from 80 to 110). 

 

Therefore, you need to Self-Fund your retirement.  For this you should be putting away 15% 

to 25% of your after-tax income.  If UBI becomes the norm, 15% may be sufficient, provided 

everyone gets it.  If not, I would be inclined to put away 25%.  Remember, this could be into a 

range of asset classes, like income producing properties, or investment funds.  Furthermore, 

as discussed in earlier chapters, we will need to better manage our monies to ensure our “real” 

wealth is not diminishing. 

 

Note:  When you change jobs, you should never cash out the money in your pension fund, 

unless you are going to re-invest it, as you will spend it and have less available for retirement.  

Therefore, you should always transfer it to another provident fund or to a provident 

preservation fund.   
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CHAPTER 28 – DEBT = FUTURE CONSUMPTION BROUGHT FORWARD 

 

“Debt is future consumption brought forward” is a well-known economic concept. 

 

Essentially, we have two choices in life.  Either we Save first and Buy later, or we Buy now 

and Pay later.  Obviously, there is a financial cost to buying now, in that the interest we pay is 

higher than the interest that we would earn on savings and, during the recent period of super 

low interest rates it made more sense to borrow, not save. 

 

Fiat money, coupled with ultra-low interest rates made it possible for Governments, 

Municipalities, Companies and Individuals to indulge in deficit spending to the point where 

global debt in every category is now maxed out and at record levels by any measure.  This 

gives rise to a couple of questions, namely what happens when interest rates inevitably start 

to rise and what happens when debt unwinds (deleveraging).  Below I present a very simplistic 

chart, followed by an explanation. 

 

 
 

Had we stuck to the Gold standard and/or “tight” budgetary constraints, economic growth 

would have followed the lower red line.  However, with fractional reserve banking and Fiat 

Money, which facilitated Deficit Spending and Debt maximisation, we were able to “buy” 

considerable growth for a period.  This is reflected by the rising red dashed line – think 1970 

to 2000.  However, we are now at the point where the world is maxed out on debt and growth 

has at best slowed to resume the pace of lower red line in the upper red line.  In fact growth 

has slowed and/or stalled because of debt service costs.  The key lesson here is twofold.  

Firstly, at some point in the very near future, interest rates are going to rise, debt service costs 

are going to rise and markets are going to correct.  A that point, disposable income will shrink 

and we are going to have a significant decline in consumption, as depicted by the descending 

red dashed line.  Secondly, Governments and Municipalities have burdened future 

generations with debt service responsibilities and costs that can never be repaid. 

 

If you want further insights, the Article Below is a classic from John Mauldin. 
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DEBT IS FUTURE CONSUMPTION BROUGHT FORWARD – by John Mauldin 

 

Debt Be Not Proud 

By John Mauldin | Feb 24, 2015 

Some things never change. Here is Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk, one of the founding intellectuals 

of the Austrian school of economics, writing in January 1914, lambasting politicians for their 

complicity in the corruption of monetary policy: 

We have seen innumerable variations of the vexing game of trying to generate political 

contentment through material concessions. If formerly the Parliaments were the guardians of 

thrift, they are today far more like its sworn enemies. Nowadays the political and nationalist 

parties ... are in the habit of cultivating a greed of all kinds of benefits for their co-nationals or 

constituencies that they regard as a veritable duty, and should the political situation be 

correspondingly favourable, that is to say correspondingly unfavourable for the Government, 

then political pressure will produce what is wanted. Often enough, though, because of the 

carefully calculated rivalry and jealousy between parties, what has been granted to one 

has also to be conceded to others — from a single costly concession springs a whole 

bundle of costly concessions. [emphasis mine] 

 

That last sentence is a key to understanding the crisis that is unfolding in Europe. Normally, 

you would look at a country like Greece – with 175% debt-to-GDP, mired in a depression 

marked by -25% growth of GDP (you can’t call what they’re going through a mere recession), 

with 25% unemployment (50% among youth), bank deposits fleeing the country, and a political 

system in (to use a polite term) a state of confusion – and realize it must be given debt relief. 

But the rest of Europe calculates that if they make concessions to Greece they will have to 

make them to everybody else, and that prospect is truly untenable. So they have told the poor 

Greeks to suck it up and continue to toil under a mountain of debt that is beyond Sisyphean, 

without any potential significant relief from a central bank. This will mean that Greece remains 

in almost permanent depression, with continued massive unemployment. While I can see a 

path for Greece to recover, it would require a series of significant political and market reforms 

that would be socially and economically wrenching, almost none of which would be acceptable 

to any other country in Europe. 

Sidebar: Japan would still be mired in a depressionary deflation if its central bank were not 

able to monetize the country’s debt. As Eurozone members the Greeks have no such option . 

However, the rest of Europe is not without its own rationale. To grant Greece the debt relief it 

needs without imposing market reforms would mean that eventually the same relief would be 

required for every peripheral nation, ultimately including France. Anyone who thinks that 

Europe can survive economically without significant market reforms has no understanding of 

how markets work. Relief without reforms would be as economically devastating to the entirety 

of Europe as it would be to Greece alone. Ultimately, for the euro to survive as a currency, 

there must be a total mutualization of Eurozone debt, a concept that is not politically sellable 

to a majority of Europeans. (The European Union can survive quite handily as a free trade 

zone without the euro and would likely function much better than it does now.) 

 

Kicking the debt relief can down the road is going to require a great deal of dexterity. The 

Greeks haven’t helped their cause with their abysmal record of avoiding taxes and their 

rampant, all-too-easily-observed government corruption, including significant public 

overemployment. 

 

In this week’s letter we will take a close look at the problem that is at the core of Europe’s 

ongoing struggle: too much debt. But to simply say that such and such a percentage of debt 

to GDP is too much doesn’t begin to help you understand why debt is such a problem. Why 
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can Japan have 250% debt-to-GDP and seemingly thrive, while other countries with only 70 

or 80% debt-to-GDP run into a wall? 

 

Debt is at the center of every major macroeconomic issue facing the world today, not just in 

Europe and Japan but also in the US, China, and the emerging markets. Debt (which must 

include future entitlement promises) is a conundrum not just for governments; it is also 

significantly impacting corporations and individuals. By closely examining the nature and uses 

of debt, I think we can come to understand what we will have to do in order to overcome our 

current macroeconomic problems. 

 

Now let’s think about debt. EELCO NOTE!!  From the article, concepts to take away include: 

➢ Debt is future consumption brought forward; and therefore,  

➢ Debt is future consumption denied (as it was brought forward). 

➢ What is not said but maybe implied is that You can issue “X” amount of Debt to bring 

“X” amount of consumption forward, but it is a one-time event – i.e. that block you 

brought forward remains static if your total debt remains static.  To bring more 

consumption forward, you need to issue more debt.  Therein lies the rub – it can only 

be done in a Fiat environment, never under a Gold Standard.  You can have the benefit 

once, but not on a continuous basis.  Therefore, in my opinion, Debt Extension can be 

used as a tool to stimulate the economy when times are bad, but must be reined in 

when times are good so that the tool is once again available for future use in times of 

crisis.  That is where the current Fiat strategy has gone wrong.  They did not rein it in, 

so they had to issue more debt every time times got tough – on top of the constant 

increase driven by deficit spending. 

 

Debt Be Not Proud 

Debt is future consumption brought forward, as von Böhm-Bawerk taught us. It is hard for 

me to overemphasize how important that proposition is. If you borrow money to purchase 

something today, that money will have to be paid back over time and will not be available for 

other purchases. Debt moves future consumption into the present. Sometimes this is a good 

thing, and sometimes it is merely stealing from the future. 

This is a central concept in proper economic thinking but one that is all too often ignored. Let’s 

tease out a few ideas from this concept. Please note that this letter is trying to simply introduce 

the (large) topic of debt. It’s a letter, not a book. In this section we’ll deal with some of the 

basics, for new readers. 

 

First off, debt is a necessary part of any society that has advanced beyond barter or cash and 

carry. Debt, along with various forms of insurance, has made global finance and trade 

possible. Debt fuels growth and allows for idle savings accrued by one person to be turned 

into useful productive activities by another. But too much debt, especially of the wrong kind, 

can also be a drag upon economic activity and, if it increases too much, can morph into a 

powerful force of destruction. 

 

Debt can be used in many productive ways. The first and foremost is to use debt to purchase 

the means of its own repayment. You can borrow in order to buy tools that give you the ability 

to earn higher income than you can make without them. You can buy on credit a business (or 

start one) that will produce enough income over time to pay off the debt. You get the idea. 

Governments can use debt to build roads, schools, and other infrastructure that are needed 

to help grow the society and enhance the economy, thereby increasing the ability of the 

government to pay down that debt. 
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Properly used, debt can be your friend, a powerful tool for growing the economy and improving 

the lives of everyone around you. 

Debt can be created in several ways. You can loan money to your brother-in-law directly from 

your savings. A corporation can borrow money (sell bonds) to individuals and funds, backed 

by its assets. No new money needs to be created, as the debt is created from savings. Such 

lending almost always involves the risk of loss of some or all of the loan amount. Typically, the 

higher the risk, the more interest or return on the loan is required. 

 

Banks, on the other hand, can create new money through the alchemy of fractional reserve 

banking. A bank assumes that not all of its customers will need the immediate use of all of the 

money they have deposited in their accounts. The bank can loan out the deposits in excess 

of the fraction they are required to hold for depositors who do want their cash. This lets them 

make a spread over what they pay depositors and what they charge for loans. The loans they 

make are redeposited in their bank or another one and can be used to create more loans. One 

dollar of base money from a central bank (sometimes called high-powered money) can over 

time transform itself into $8-10 of actual cash. 

 

A government can create debt either directly or indirectly, by borrowing money from its citizens 

(through the sale of bonds) or by directing its central bank to “print” or create money. The 

money that a central bank creates is typically referred to as the monetary base. 

Debt can be a substitute for time. If I want a new car today, I can borrow the money and pay 

for the car (which is a depreciating asset) over time. Or I can borrow money to purchase a 

home and use the money I was previously paying in rent to offset some or all of the cost of 

the mortgage, thereby slowly building up equity in that home (assuming the value of my home 

goes up). 

 

Oh Debt, Where Is Thy Sting? 

Let’s start with a simple analogy and then get more complex. When someone borrows money, 

they agree to make principal and interest payments over time. For instance, $25,000 borrowed 

at 5% interest over three years to pay for a car would require a monthly payment of $749.27. 

Not a problem for someone making $100,000 a year ($50 an hour) but a serious, almost 

impossible commitment for someone making $10 an hour. After taxes, the car payment would 

gobble up almost 50% of that person’s income. 

 

All but the most disciplined of us have encountered the unpleasant reality of running up too 

much credit card debt, typically when we were young. For those outside the US, credit card 

interest rates can often run 18% or more, and the penalties for late payment can increase the 

net amount substantially and cause the interest rate to be jacked up even higher. The 

unpleasant reality of paying far more in interest each month than you are paying on the 

principal can be quite the eye-opener. 

 

Sometimes debt can be overwhelming. In many countries, individuals can file for bankruptcy 

and get relief from their debt (as well as losing any remaining assets). In the middle of the last 

decade, the US bankruptcy laws were changed to make it more difficult to declare bankruptcy. 

As the chart below shows, bankruptcies fell precipitously but are now back to where they were 

just a few years before the law passed. Clearly the financial crisis contributed to the new steep 

rise in bankruptcies. (The 2005 spike in bankruptcy filings was from people rushing to file 

bankruptcy ahead of the new law’s taking effect.) The vast majority of bankruptcies are now 

filed by consumers, not by businesses. In 1980, businesses accounted for 13 percent of 

bankruptcies, but today, they are just 3 percent. 
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Personal bankruptcies can happen for all sorts of reasons, but in the US they are caused 

primarily by overwhelming medical expenses, accounting for around 60% of bankruptcies 

(depending on the year). Other causes are (in order of prevalence) job loss, out-of-control 

spending, divorce, and unexpected disasters. 

 

Bankruptcy is designed to keep people from being literal slaves to debt. We have come a long 

way in our civilization from the days of debtor’s prisons. Texas actually wrote into its 

constitution that a debtor could not lose his horse, tools, or homestead, the principle being that 

a person needed to be able to move on from bankruptcy and make a living. That sort of basic 

protection has since evolved nationally into a rather complex but reasonable system for letting 

people move on from untenable financial situations. 

 

I say that we’ve come a long way from debtor’s prisons. There is a qualifier to that statement. 

In the US, student loans cannot be discharged in bankruptcy. They are with you until you 

finally pay them off. In Spain, you cannot get out of a mortgage debt through bankruptcy. Even 

though the bank can take your home from you, you are still obligated to pay the debt forever. 

There are exceptions to bankruptcy protection everywhere. 

 

Debt Is Future Consumption Denied 

Why go on and on about personal bankruptcy when we are talking about government debt? 

Because the same principles apply, with a few caveats. 

 

Governments have outright defaulted on their debt nearly 300 times in the past few hundred 

years. Spain is the all-time winner, with six defaults in the last 140 years and 12 if you go back 

to 1550. Italy and Argentina have made a sport of defaulting this last century, if you count 

monetization as a form of default, which it is. While I can find no statistics, inflation and loose 

monetary policies have almost surely destroyed far more buying power than outright defaults 

have. 

 

There are times when a government simply cannot pay its bills and must either default outright 

or change the terms on its debt, just as individuals do. 

 

If an individual or corporation or country has a significant amount of debt and their income 

drops by 25-30%, it may become impossible to pay that debt and also cover the necessities 

of life. Greece, as a current example, has not really added to the outstanding total of its debt 

over the past three years since its last debt default; but the growth of the country (and therefore 
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of its tax revenues) has collapsed by about 25%. Even if tax collection can be improved, the 

interest rates Greece is forced to pay today may make the repayment of the country’s debt 

untenable. 

 

Debt is future consumption brought forward into the present, but a corollary is that debt is also 

future consumption denied. If you will have to pay both principal and interest on debt in the 

future, then you are setting aside and spending money on debt service that is no longer 

available for current consumption. And, yes, that debt service goes to bondholders, but their 

return of capital does not necessarily express itself in consumption or further lending. 

Further, when economies are debt-constrained, capital looking to be invested in fixed-income 

assets finds fewer creditworthy opportunities available and begins to take lower interest 

payments in a search for yield. The current low-interest environment is not just a 

product of the Federal Reserve and other central banks; it also stems from a lack of 

demand from creditworthy borrowers. 

 

Dr. Lacy Hunt of Hoisington Asset Management has been documenting the drag on growth 

that over indebtedness creates. He recently wrote (emphasis mine): 

 

Poor domestic business conditions in the U.S. are echoed in Europe and Japan. The issue for 

Europe is whether the economy triple dips into recession or manages to merely stagnate. For 

Japan, the question is the degree of the erosion in economic activity. This is for an economy 

where nominal GDP has been unchanged for almost 22 years. U.S. growth is outpacing that 

of Europe and Japan primarily because those economies carry much higher debt-to-GDP 

ratios. Based on the latest available data, aggregate debt in the U.S. stands at 334%, 

compared with 460% in the 17 economies in the euro-currency zone and 655% in Japan. 

Economic research has suggested that the more advanced the debt level, the worse 

the economic performance, and this theory is in fact validated by the real-world data. 

There are a host of reasons for debt-related economic drag, but the primary cause is that the 

debt was of the non-productive kind. The debt was incurred primarily to fund current 

consumption, whether to pay benefits or for defence spending or what have you. 

 

Deflation Is the Enemy of Debt 

Deflation is the general condition where prices go down. This can be caused by increased 

productivity or decreased demand. We all like it when the cost of our latest technological 

goodies and indeed everything else we buy goes down. We are generally not happy when the 

economy falters and prices fall because of slack demand. One of the primary debates among 

economists is whether economic slowdowns are caused by insufficient demand or insufficient 

income and productivity. 

 

There have been periods in many countries when there has been economic growth in the 

midst of general price deflation, but we more typically think of deflation as occurring in periods 

of economic retreat. Recessions – and certainly depressions – are almost by definition 

deflationary. 

 

In a growing, increasingly productive world, the trend for prices should be down, that is to say, 

deflationary. But that assertion assumes one necessary condition: a stable monetary base. 

Proponents of a gold-backed currency point out that gold offers a stable monetary base, while 

fiat currencies are subject to expansion or contraction by central banks and governments. It is 

often said that all fiat currencies will eventually explode or implode in value, but that is not 

necessarily true. A carefully constrained central bank and government will maintain the value 

of a country’s money. Think Switzerland (the primary example, but there are others). The value 
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of the Swiss franc in relationship to currencies around the world has continued to rise even as 

the Swiss economy has grown, and their standard of living is among the highest in the world. 

(Of course, as the Swiss have learned, an overly strong currency can be problematic, too, in 

this era of intensifying curre ncy wars.) 

 

But while a generally deflationary environment reduces the prices of things we buy, it does not 

reduce the cost of servicing debt – quite the opposite. Deflation is the enemy of debt. The 

obvious example, currently, is Greece, as noted above. The deflationary depression the 

Greeks are in has increased the value of their debt in relation to their income, even though the 

nominal value of the debt has hardly risen. And because they have not had the benefit of an 

increase in buying power (stuck, as they are with the euro as a currency and having no control 

over Eurozone monetary policy), deflation has ravaged their economy. 

 

To put it in personal terms, if your real income drops 25%, then whatever debt service you’re 

carrying will be a correspondingly larger portion of your income. 

In a world where incurring government debt is allowed only when and if that debt is deemed 

productive, deflation would not be a problem, as incomes would rise with increased 

productivity. But debt that is non-productive will grow in absolute cost to an economy in periods 

of deflation. 

 

One can argue with John Maynard Keynes, and I do so rather aggressively at times, but he 

did have some valuable insights. If an economy is in recession, the government can lean 

against the drag on demand by increasing spending. That of course means increasing debt, 

and Keynes argued that government should borrow and spend in times of recession. 

Governments everywhere have taken that dictum to heart. 

 

What they have ignored is his second point: a government should pay back that debt during 

the good times that follow. That discipline allows it to borrow and spend again in when 

recession recurs. The very concept of a balanced budget is now considered anathema in much 

of what passes for academic economic circles. It is perjoratively labelled as “austerity.” As if 

balanced budgets were the cause of economic pain and suffering… 

 

Following the historic budget compromise between Clinton and Gingrich, the United States 

began to run actual surpluses in the late 1990s, and indeed we were talking about what would 

happen if we eliminated government debt altogether, so rapidly were we paying it down. The 

surpluses were accumulated during a rather remarkable economic time. Then the Republican 

Congress, aided and abetted by George W. and Karl Rove, came along and squandered that 

surplus. Dick Cheney famously said that deficits don’t matter, in defense of the Bush 

administration’s policies of cutting taxes and increasing spending in order to curry favor with 

voters. (Refer again to the quote from von Böhm-Bawerk at the beginning of this letter.) 

 

Absent those large increases in debt and deficits, the Obama deficits, while violating the rule 

of only accumulating debt for productive purposes (to mention only one violation of principle), 

would have been manageable in the grand scheme of things. But we are now rapidly 

approaching a time when debt will once again become an important issue in the US, as it was 

in the ’90s. Too much debt will become an ever larger drag on the US economy, just as it 

already is in Japan and Europe. 

 

This rising debt in the US and around the world is one of the primary reasons that central 

bankers fear deflation. A little inflation plus a little GDP growth helps reduce the overall burden 

of debt in an economy. While central bankers everywhere seem to think that 2% inflation 
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should be a target, many of them would accept a somewhat higher number. I personally take 

issue with the 2% figure, because that’s an inflation target that will reduce the purchasing 

power of any saved dollar by 50% in 36 years. A 2% inflation target is essentially a tax on 

savings and investment, no matter how you look at it. In a low-interest-rate world, 2% inflation 

means conservatively invested savings are losing buying power every year. But a little inflation 

does make debt more manageable, and central bankers seem to be more concerned with 

making sure that debt can be serviced than that savings can earn an adequate return. Current 

central bank policy is tantamount to financial repre ssion of savers and retirees. 

 

Neo-Keynesians would argue that debt and deficits are not a problem, in that the central bank 

can ultimately monetize the debt if necessary. And they point to Japan, whose central bank is 

doing just that. They look at our own national balance sheet and GDP numbers and ask, so 

what’s the problem? 

 

But debt is future consumption denied. If you monetize your debt beyond the real growth rate 

of the economy, then you are reducing the value of your currency and thus reducing your 

potential future consumption. The fact that this reduction doesn’t happen all at once and may 

not happen in the immediate future does not remove the reality. In the fullness of time, 

quantitative easing will result in the reduced buying power of the US dollar. 

 

Yet the US monetary base has expanded significantly, and there has been no real increase in 

inflation, and the dollar is actually getting stronger. “So what’s the problem?” Mr. Krugman 

asks. Inflation is brought about by not just an expansion of the monetary base but also by a 

stable, concurrent rise in the velocity of money. It’s complicated, I admit. I have devoted more 

than a few letters to the concept of the velocity of money. The current period of low inflation 

has been caused by a rather dramatic fall, over the last eight to ten years, in the velocity of 

money. As I predicted almost five years ago, the Federal Reserve was able to print far more 

money than anyone could imagine without the threat of inflation rearing its head. 

 

The problem is that the velocity of money is a very slow-moving statistic. It is what we call 

mean-reverting, in that the velocity of money can’t rise to the heavens unless you have a 

Weimar Germany-type situation, and it can’t fall to zero. It oscillates over long periods (think 

decades) around an average or mean. Right now the velocity of money is falling, which allows 

the US Fed to have a very loose monetary policy without having to worry about inflation. When 

the velocity of money begins to rise, the Fed will have to lean against what could quickly turn 

into soaring inflation with a tighter monetary policy than it otherwise would have, because of 

its recent, extreme episodes of quantitative easing. Think Paul Volcker in the early ’80s, 

turning the screws on 18% inflation. That was not exactly a fun time. 

 

Of course, economists think that we can avoid any big mistakes. But sadly, there is no such 

thing as a free monetary lunch. Today’s quantitative easing (in a period of reduced velocity of 

money) will mean tomorrow’s much tighter monetary policy – or much higher inflation. Or both. 

 

The Black Hole of Debt 

Debt, when used properly, can overcome obstacles to productivity and bring on a warm day 

of sunshine, fostering life and growth everywhere. But if debt increases too much, just like a 

massive dying star it can collapse upon itself, explode like a supernova, and become a black 

hole instead, sucking in all the life around it. 

 

Without a massive increase in debt, present-day China would have been impossible. Clearly 

that debt has improved the life of its citizens. But in recent years China has used debt to 
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maintain a strange new form of growth and is increasingly using debt to build and consume, 

heading toward an ever less productive outcome. As in many other places in the world, each 

new dollar of debt is producing less in terms of GDP growth. 

 

There has been a massive explosion of global debt since the beginning of the Great Recession 

in 2007. Normally, after a banking and financial crisis, one would expect a period of 

deleveraging and a reduction of debt. This time is truly different. Next week we will look at the 

actual growth of debt around the world and what it has accomplished. 

Have a great week, and if you are in the northern hemisphere, try to stay warm. 

Your thinking about debt and productivity analyst, 

 
John Mauldin 

subscribers@MauldinEconomics.com 

Do you enjoy reading Thoughts From the Frontline each week? If you find it useful and 
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CHAPTER 29 – BORROWING ON CREDIT vs SAVING TO BUY FOR CASH 

 

First you should remember that Debt is future consumption brought forward, which we 

addressed in the previous chapter.  i.e. You borrow to buy something now and pay it off over 

time, instead of saving until you can afford to buy it late.  It is truly important that you 

understand this, as it is always better to save first and buy later as shown below. 

 

Next you should know that when you borrow, to buy a house, a car or furniture you make 

someone else rich because you are paying that person interest, administration costs, 

insurance etc.  Therefore, you should never borrow unless it is absolutely necessary, and you 

should borrow as little as possible.  Better still, save and earn interest so you can pay for the 

item in cash.  However, this is tricky when buying an expensive item like a house, which you 

will probably have to buy on credit.  Ideally, cars should never be bought on credit and all other 

assets such as furniture etc. should definitely not be bought on credit.  This sound drastic, but 

the reason is illustrated by the following chart, which clearly shows how much extra you 

actually pay if you buy a house with borrowed money: 

 

Cost of property 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 

Interest rate 10% 12% 14% 16% 18% 

Years to pay off 20 20 20 20 20 

Monthly payment R 9,650 R 11,011 R 12,435 R 13,913 R 15,433 

Months to pay off 240 240 240 240 240 

Total Paid off 2,316,052 2,642,607 2,984,450 3,339,014 3,703,948 

Amt paid vs Cost 2.3 x 2.6 x 3.0 x 3.3 x 3.7 x 

Interest paid 1,316,052 1,642,607 1,984,450 2,339,014 2,703,948 

 

This illustrates that you pay off far more in interest than you paid for the house in the first 

place.  Because interest rates charged on hire purchase contracts for say furniture are mostly 

far higher, the amount you pay off pro-rata the cost is even crazier.  Mostly, when you add up 

all the extra interest that you paid over your lifetime, you will be horrified at your wastefulness.  

This is the biggest problem with credit in general, so it should be avoided at all cost, if possible. 

 

While the extra interest paid on your home mortgage is scary, the interest rate you pay on 

mortgage debt is probably the lowest of the lot.  Therefore, you need to be aware that the 

interest rate you pay on various forms of debt can vary massively, as follows: 

1. The highest by far is almost certainly the interest rate levied on say furniture and 

appliances bought on HP.  Therefore, you should never buy these on credit.  Effective 

Hire Purchase rates for furniture are as high as 75% per annum, which is much higher 

than the rate allowed in the Usury Act, due to a loophole whereby they load your 

payments with “Insurance” and “Admin” levies to boost the effective rate. 

2. Next highest is probably the interest rate paid on late payments or installment 

payments of credit card debt.  Therefore, you should always settle your credit card 

debt at the end of every month. 

3. Next highest is probably the interest rate you pay for a car bought on HP.  

4. Next, we probably have interest on overdraft, which you can usually negotiate down. 

5. The lowest is probably the interest you pay on your home mortgage loan. 

 

You will also notice from the table above, that higher interest rates have a dramatic impact on 

monthly payments.  Therefore, if you want to buy a house and interest rates are less than 
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15%, rather ask what your repayment would be at 15% and use that to determine the value of 

the house you can afford.  You can then choose to pay your mortgage off faster and your 

ability to repay off your debt will not be jeopardized if there is any increase in interest rates 

over time. 

 

If you must borrow, you should ask for an access facility, which means you can pay back faster 

if you wish.  In this way, it is possible to reduce the above multiple by paying back a little more 

every month.  i.e. You end up paying off your bond more quickly as shown in the following 

table - for the 18% scenario: 

Years to pay off Mthly pmt Months paid Total Paid Multiple 

20 R 15,433 240 3,703,948 3.7 

18 R 15,627 216 3,375,413 3.4 

16 R 15,913 192 3,055,211 3.1 

14 R 16,340 168 2,745,037 2.7 

12 R 16,991 144 2,446,732 2.4 

10 R 18,019 120 2,162,222 2.2 

8 R 19,723 96 1,893,429 1.9 

6 R 22,808 72 1,642,161 1.6 

 

You will notice that initially it only requires relatively small increments in the monthly repayment 

to bring about a considerable reduction in the total paid and the period you are in debt.  

Therefore, paying only 10% more per month cuts the loan repayment down to 12 years and 

saves you $/R 1,3m.  Therefore, it is useful to get an access bond and to pay off the house as 

if the interest rate is 18%, as this accelerates the repayment period and, at the same time 

protects you against the pain of rate increases.  It also pays to further increase the amount 

paid off monthly as your salary increases.  An access bond allows you to pay off your loan 

faster and you can even draw money out of the account if you have an emergency – so it can 

act as a savings account – although I do not advise you to ever draw money if you can help 

it.  Furthermore, when you have finished paying off your bond, you should continue making 

the payments into a savings account, as you are already used to managing without that 

money. 

 

Some banks do not allow you to have an access account to pay off your mortgage faster, but 

they give you an offset savings account, which runs parallel to you bond/mortgage repayment.  

Effectively, it earns the same interest rate that you pay on your mortgage, which is always far 

higher than the rate you would earn on normal savings.  The advantage here is that on the 

day you have repaid your house, you will have accrued a massive parcel of money in your 

offset account – up to the original value of your house. 

 

Therefore, it is always better to save and earn interest, insofar as possible, than to borrow and 

pay exorbitant amounts of interest.  Regardless, at retirement, it is critical that you should have 

“Zero” debt, as your pension is usually just sufficient to pay for your cost of living and, 

therefore, insufficient to cover bond, car and/or furniture repayment costs. 
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CHAPTER 30 – SPEND OR SAVE – the endless dilemma 
 
Most of us can live with far less than we think.  More than 90% of what we have in the house, 
we do not need.  Go hiking for a month with only a backpack and you will see what I mean, 
because you will realise how little you actually need to get by.  My wife did the Camino de 
Santiago pilgrimage in Spain with a 6Kg backpack.  Look at the poor and you realize they are 
still mostly happy despite the fact that they have nothing.  Happiness is a mindset.  Look on 
the bright side.  NB! I am not suggesting you that become a hermit, or that you forgo a social 
life, or that you should not enjoy your life, I am merely suggesting you can do it all for less, 
provided you are not trying to keep up with the Jones’. 
 
I was always a saver.  Whenever I wanted to buy something, I used to ask myself “Is this a 
need to have, or a nice/want to have”.  If it was a need, I used to buy it, if it was a want, I would 
not.  Similarly, if I saw something in the shops that I liked, I used to ask myself “if I had not 
seen it, would I have needed it”.  Mostly the answer was NO! and I used to walk past.  
Obviously, you must be honest with yourself as you may convince yourself that you “need” it, 
simply because the sense of “want” is so strong. 
  
Each person has to decide for himself if he just wants to spend it all living it up, or to save 
some for tough times including incapacity or unemployment and, of course for retirement.  
Effectively, it is a choice between living constantly with debt vs living debt free.  It is a choice 
between spending on “need to have” vs “nice to have”.  It is a choice between having enough 
or too little for retirement.  However, an example of the difference between the two may help. 
 
Let us assume two people who are the same age, have the same job and earn the same 
amount of money.  They spend it as follows: 
       Spender Saver  Saving 
Income after tax     25 000  25 000 
Cheap Property Rental        4 000    2 000 
Expensive Property Rental      6 000 
Medical aid, medical costs, insurance    5 000    5 000 
Necessary living – Food, Fuel & Clothing    3 000    3 000 
Discretionary living – Food, Holiday & Clothing   5 000    4 000    1 000 
Cheap Car          4 000    2 000 
Expensive Car          6 000   _____   _____ 
Savings       ZERO    5 000    5 000 
 
Saving this over a working lifetime means that the saver will eventually be R5 000 x 12 months 
x 45 years = R2.7m better off than the spender – before capital appreciation arising from 
interest and prudent investment strategies.  This saving can be increased by prudent choices 
relating to your choices relating to Medical aid schemes, insurance excesses, etc.  
 
One also needs to make decisions about discretionary spending on non-productive habits like 
smoking.  For example: If you spend R1 000 per month on smoking, or alcohol, that would 
add up to R12 000 per annum or 55 x R12 000 = R660 000 at age 75, which is almost equal 
to the cost of another house.  Now I am not suggesting you should give up all pleasures, like 
the odd smoke or drink, just indulge in moderation as the difference between excess and 
moderation can be saved. 
 
Eventually, the spender may lead a more ostentatious, gregarious life filled with excess, with 
little provision for his old day, whereas the saver will have led a more balanced life enabling 
him to truly enjoy his retirement.  As mentioned before, ideally you should be saving at least 
15% per annum of your after-tax income, which is barely sufficient, but preferably between 
20% and 25% - including company pension contributions.  Decide how much you are going to 
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save every month and make it a monthly debit order, so it is simply not available.  That way 
you have to make do with what is left.   
 
Once you have decided to save, it is important to understand the power of compounding, 
which we dealt with earlier.  Compounding is when you continually re-invest your capital and 
interest earned so that you earn capital and interest on your capital and interest.  Just to 
illustrate, if your capital and interest growth is 15% per annum, you double your money every 
5 years.  Now you also need to remember that if the inflation rate is 15%, you have gone 
nowhere in real terms.  Therefore, it is important to keep ploughing your gains back in to 
maximize your returns.  I cannot stress enough that you should always be aware of the power 
of compounding. 
 
Now that you are saving, you can invest your money wisely and grow your wealth, or foolishly 
and lose your wealth, therefore you need to focus on managing your investments. 
 
SOME WAYS TO SAVE 
Analyze your accounts and you will find that we spend the bulk of our money on the higher 
inflation items such as food, fuel, heating energy, entertainment, utilities, medical aid, 
insurance, etc. Get into a frugal mindset where you try to keep any and all costs down and 
become frugal (not miserly) by nature.  Make it a challenge to: 

• See how little shampoo you really need to generate enough foam.  I need 4 drops. 

• See how little toothpaste you really need to generate enough foam.  Thin layer. 

• See how little toilet paper you really need – 2 x 4 sheets, 2 x 5 sheets? 

• Run water in the basin or shower to wet yourself, or your hands, and then switch it off 
while you are soaping yourself.  Then run water to rinse off.  Easier with a mixer tap. 

• Cook at home, rather than eating out or getting takeout. 

• Eat healthy – carbs and vegetables are often not that expensive. 

• Eat smaller portions, especially of red meat, because it is healthier and promotes 
longevity.  It is proven that we tend to eat at least 2x more than we need. 

• Smoke and drink in moderation, or not at all. 

• Entertain at home.  Do the “bring your own booze” thing and play games.  
Alternatively, meet for a picnic in the park. 

• Only go to the shops once a week, rather than making multiple trips.  Your car’s fuel 
efficiency is horrible when your car is cold and when you do countless short trips. 

• Drive moderately and try to anticipate traffic lights way ahead, as stopping and 
starting uses up both fuel and costly brake linings.  

• Look for discount coupons and specials and buy more to save more.   

• Avoid designer clothing, you can get good clothes and shoes for less. 

• Buy quality appliances that last 10-20 years instead of those cheap disposables you 
need to replace annually.  Buying cheap is expensive in the long run. 

• Manage your insurance costs down, as discussed. 

• Manage your medical aid costs down, as discussed. 
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CHAPTER 31 – FINANCIALIZATON OF OUR MARKETS 

 

The financialization of the markets (see explanation below), is a critically important concept 

that needs to be understood by all, because it facilitates, and even encourages, speculation 

and market manipulation by big corporations, particularly in the short term.  In a nutshell, the 

financialization concept refers to the fact that our world has moved away from producing 

goods, to providing services, but particularly with reference to Financial Services.  The digitally 

enabled banking system, which resides in the cloud, has created ever more devious tools with 

which to manipulate the markets and skim profits.  In essence, their tools are encapsulated by 

concepts like Derivatives, Naked Shorts, Leverage and Shadow Banking, to name but a few.   

All this is always to the advantage of management, mostly at the expense of shareholders and 

inevitably at the expense of the unsuspecting public. 

 

Financialization example:  Historically physical Gold was bought and sold on commodity 

exchanges.  Then derivatives were introduced, which allowed banks to bet against each other 

on which way the Gold price would move, which is outright gambling.  Now the commodity 

exchanges allow banks to buy and/or sell Gold even if they do not hold the metal, which are 

known as “naked” positions.  Worse still, they only need to put down a deposit of 2%-3% of 

the value of the contract, which means they can take massive positions that can move markets 

both up, or down, at virtually no cost.  This enables them to make huge profits with small 

investments.  However, while these practices can move the markets in the short term, they 

cannot manipulate the major fundamentals of the markets, such as those arising from physical 

shortages or surpluses, and, therefore, they cannot manipulate the underlying trends. 

 

This means that your investment strategy may be exactly right, but thanks to financial 

manipulation it may look like you have made a huge mistake.  There is a saying that is now 

truer than ever, thanks to the Financialization of the markets, and that is that “The markets 

can stay irrational longer than you can stay solvent”.  This is because the markets are now 

driven less by fundamental value and more by “other forces”.   

 

More importantly, it is likely to make the next crash bigger and more severe than usual, 

because it has created a world of smoke and mirrors which can be likened to a house of cards.  

Furthermore, the recent boom is built on significant leverage, which means that “small” 

amounts of money can be employed to adopt “huge and risky” positions. 

 

Therefore, we now in reality have two markets, namely the conventional market where things 

are produced, or services are offered, at fair value, and the financialized market, where people 

are making gains by speculation or skimming profits.   

 

Investopedia definition: “Financialization refers to the increase in size and importance of a 

country’s financial sector relative to its overall economy.  Financialization has occurred as 

countries have shifted away from industrial capitalism”.   The financial sector has grown to 

20% of GDP, compared with 3% in 1950.  This is also the market where incomes derived from 

incentive bonuses have outpaced all other incomes by 70% since 1980, almost exclusively at 

the expense of both customers and shareholders.  The financialization of the markets, inter 

alia, arose from the need for markets to find alternative cheaper ways to hedge their positions.  

This was facilitated by legislated changes to banking regulations at the behest of the lobby 

artists.  It started with the leveraging of the futures markets, where people could buy huge 

short or long hedging positions by putting down a fraction of the cost.  However, the fund 

managers then starting to use this power to manipulate the markets.  Another contributing 

factor of the growth of the financial markets is the growth in derivatives, which are index 
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tracking instruments that derive their value from an underlying asset.  People who use 

derivatives as hedging tools are essentially betting against one another on the direction of the 

markets, which is outright gambling.  Another aspect was that of High Frequency trading, 

where the speed of computers and the internet facilitated front running the markets, which 

would either drive prices up or down.  Bottom line, as opposed to the traditional banking 

industry (3%), which provided an essential service, the financialized market is entirely largely 

opportunistic, speculative and intangible.  You cannot attach an “hourly effort” value to many 

modern investments, such as derivatives, which merely have speculative gambling value. 

 

NB! Financialization is not all bad, as hedging protects investors, but, in my opinion, it is mostly 

bad - "...financialization is now mainly used as a term to categorize a completely new stage in 

capitalism, in which profits come not from exploitation in production, but mainly from financial 

expropriation (resembling usury) in circulation," writes economist Michael Roberts. Still other 

research focuses on the ways in which big firms have come to dominate economies due to 

financialization. Their dominance, according to research authors, is primarily a result of their 

ability to cater to and play in financial markets. The playing field is not level in this respect for 

small firms because they are unable to produce the massive monetary returns demanded by 

large investors”. Ex. Investopedia. 

 

Similarly, many equities are merely investments in “services” not “assets”, many of which 

represent payment for “convenience effort” that we can do ourselves if times get tight.  

Therefore, one should preferably own “tangible assets” outright (in your own name) and I will 

call these tangibles.  The best tangible assets are things like Gold, Silver, Commodities, 

Property, etc as their value can be fairly clearly expressed in terms of hours.   

 

Computer algorithms have also distorted financial markets, in that they facilitate automated 

“momentum” trading.  Modern Exchange Traded Funds (ETF’s), that are driven by algorithms, 

bear testimony to this.  In effect, the traditional approach to investing in equities was to do a 

proper due diligence and determine if the share offers value.  The algorithms of modern 

momentum trading on the other hand, merely say “the market is going up, so let us buy” and 

“provided the dip is not material, let us stay in the market”.  Today, most of the market action 

is driven by momentum trades.  This works for as long as the market is going up, but when 

the market is going down, there are no buyers as most algorithms are not programmed to look 

for entry points.  This means the next sell off could be more severe than needed.   
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CHAPTER 32 – THE IMPACT OF CYCLES ON INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 

Everything moves in cycles.  Political ideologies, economic activity, stock markets, human 

behaviour, climate, etc.  Being aware of cycles is important.  Included in this concept is the 

Contrarian Investor, namely one who understands that, “when everyone is talking about 

getting in, it is probably the best time to be getting out, and, when everyone is talking about 

getting out, it is probably the best time to be getting in”.   

 

CYCLES – LONG AND SHORT 

• Everything in life moves in cycles – Newtons law “For every action there is an equal and 

opposite reaction” – meaning that what goes up, inevitably goes down or if the pendulum 

swings one way, it will eventually swing the other way.  There are extremely long cycles, 

like the cycles of the Zodiac – we have currently moved into the age of Aquarius 

(Knowledge) – and there are cycles that run over millennia, centuries, multiple years, 

months, weeks, days and even hours.  To trade on fundamentals, we will ignore the very 

long and very short cycles and focus on those that run over say 5-20 years, down to those 

that run over at least a year or two.  The important thing to note about cycles is that there 

are times, when the trend is up, there are times when it is down and there are times when 

it is moving sideways.  The trick is to pick an uptrend. 

 

CYCLICAL TRENDS THAT EMBODY RISKS FOR INVESTORS 

• Some of the more subtle but important cycles are the following: 

1. Social Cycles – An Indian called Sarkar wrote a book in which he explains his theory 

called The Law of Social Cycles, in which he explains how National, Regional and 

Global power shifts between military, political, religious and commercial powers.  

These typically bring about the end of a national era, like the end of communism in 

the USSR.  This same Sarkar explained that we make the same mistakes every three 

generations, mainly because we learn something from our parents, very little from 

our grandparents and nothing from our great grandparents.  By then we have become 

cocky and presume that things are different now and that we know better.  More 

specifically, after a war or depression people live very frugally, where-after the second 

and third generation gradually raise the bar in order to give their kids “a better life”.  

They do this by saving less and spending more until the bar is too high.  Currently, 

middle class people drink coke not water, eat out 3-4 times a week, trade jobs up and 

incur debt, because they cannot imagine life without a residential home, holiday 

home, car, computer, cell phone etc.  However, eventually this wanton behaviour 

causes raised expectations, which cause excesses to build up in an economy.  This 

causes the economy to periodically auto correct to eliminate these excesses.  

Government printing to counter these corrections actually causes the excesses to 

accumulate and, when the correction finally happens, it will simply be bigger; 

2. The Kondratieff cycle.  Kondratieff was a Russian economist who found that the 

markets experience a major crash, usually followed by a depression roughly every 

3rd generation or 60 odd years, with frequent mini crashes every 30 odd years.  The 

last major crash was in 1929, which was followed by the depression of 1932-1935 

and a lesser crash from 1974-1980.  However, a generation was 20 years in those 

days, but people are now living longer and having children later, so this cycle may 

have become longer.  This suggests that a generation may be closer to 25-30 years, 

which suggests a major crash and depression 75-90 years later.  Therefore, the next 

major global crash/depression may happen in 2000, 2007 or 2020/21, or all three?; 

3. The 4 year cycle.  This has been around for centuries, but may arise from the 4 year 

USA Presidential cycles.  Essentially, the stock markets go down significantly every 
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4 years – typically during the middle of the President’s term.  This is probably because 

the Fed does everything in its power to ensure that the markets are looking good 

during the period leading up to the election, where-after the market corrects the 

excesses created by the Fed.  Inevitably, a correction in the American stock market 

leads to a correction in the rest of the world markets.  The next 4 year correction was 

theoretically due in 2010.  However, of late, the Fed has been printing money at a 

furious pace and crooking the inflation and growth statistics to float the economy 

higher on a sea of liquidity – effectively terrified at the thought of a 

recession/depression.  

4. Currency cycles.  Every currency goes through cycles where it is strong and then 

weak in relation to other currencies.  These cycles tend to play out over years.  One 

can make a lot of money by simply moving into and out of different currencies, which 

is often the same as moving investments offshore and onshore. 

5. Commodity Cycles.  The demand for raw materials has always been cyclical.  

During the past 200 years, the shortest commodity boom lasted 17 years and the 

longest 40 years.  Typically the total cycle lasts 33+ years and we have had 19/20 

down years ending 2001, so we should be in for at least 15 up years.  The current 

commodity boom is 10 years old (commencing about 2001).  Judging by the expected 

growth prospects for China and India, which look promising until about 2040, this 

boom could last 40 years, but let us bank on 15 years for the time being, which gives 

us another 6 years to 2016, when we can review progress. 

6. Economic Cycles.  There tends to be a link between commodity cycles and 

economic cycles.  Typically, one has say 15-20 years of rising inflation, interest rates 

and commodity prices, as we had during the period leading up to 1980, followed by 

say 15-20 years of falling inflation, interest rates and commodity prices, as we had 

during the period 1981-2001.  We now appear to be in another period of rising 

inflation, interest rates and commodity prices, which commenced in 2001 and will run 

for at least 15 years (I use words like seems or possible, since constant Fed 

interference can throw the timing of the inevitable).  Within these big cycles, there are 

smaller cycles of fluctuating rates and inflation.   However, during the time of falling 

rates and inflation, commodities do badly and general equities and bonds do well and 

vice-versa.  ie There are times when inflation and interest rates are going up (time to 

invest in cash & rand hedge stocks) and when they are going down (time to invest in 

bonds and equities).  There are times when the economy is in recovery or booming 

(time to invest in equities) and when it is slowing or in recession (time to be in cash 

and bonds).  Most importantly, there is the cycle of the strong Rand (get out of Rand 

Hedge Stocks) vs. the weak Rand (get into Rand Hedge Stocks).  Broadly, our 

investment portfolios have to change to fit into the cycles that follow each other with 

overlaps during transition phases – namely Equities, Cash and Bonds, Equities, Cash 

Bonds etc. 

 

The following map from Ian Brown’s report of 28 October on www.Gold-Eagle.com, Which I 

have seen used before by other, illustrates the cyclical nature of economics.  We are now 

moving into the “Winter” (bottom right) of this cycle.  However, falling inflation will be replaced 

by falling “Real values” of currencies (or collapse) as the money being printed is excessively 

inflationary and we will probably have higher inflation with negative economic growth 

sometime in the near future.  While this map gives you a feel for the cyclical nature of 

investments, it is not a blueprint to be followed slavishly.  Therefore, you need to keep your 

ears and eyes open and constantly review the global situation, trends and your portfolio. 

 

http://www.gold-eagle.com/
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Cause/Confirmation of Commodities Cycle - Clyde Harrison - Mar 24, 2008 - extracts 

…….In the 1950's the US was the world's largest creditor. Japan was beginning to industrialize 

with South Korea soon to follow. Europe was rapidly rebuilding. During the next 50 years 

Europe, followed by the US, became more and more socialistic. Equal results for unequal 

efforts defies the laws of nature. Socialism always has and always will continue to fail………As 

the US (and Europe) moved from capitalism to socialism, many third world countries were 

moving toward capitalism……..Today, 1 billion people in the world, G-7, use two thirds of the 

world's raw materials. Over 5 billion use the other third. Many are pursuing capitalism; China, 

India, Russia, Brazil and Vietnam. In China, to be rich is glorious. In the US, if you're rich, 

you're attacked. In China there is no capital gains tax and no corporate tax. Money and talent 

go where it's treated well……….In 1900, the US started to industrialize. We were using one 

barrel of oil per person per year. By 1970, we were using 27 barrels per person. In 1950, 

Japan started to industrialize, they were using 1 barrel per person. By 1970, they were using 

17. In 1965, South Korea started to industrialize. They were using one barrel per person per 

year. By 2000 they were using 17. Today, China uses 1.3 barrels per person per year and 

India uses 0.7   ……….  Today, 1 billion people consume two thirds of the world's raw 

materials. 5.6 billion people consume the other third and they are becoming more successful. 

The industrial revolution involved 300 million people. The emerging nation revolution involves 

3 billion………….Lead times to create raw materials are measured in years. 
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CHAPTER 33 – INVESTOR OR SPECULATOR – Very Good 

 

Ben Graham‘s definition of an investment: “An investment operation is one which, upon 

thorough analysis, promises safety of principal and an adequate return. Operations not 

meeting these requirements are speculative.”  

 

Main article below 

What is an “investment”? How do you define it? I think this is an important question to answer 

in my view. In fact, the markets may have never seen a smaller share of true investors than 

they do today. 

 

To back this statement up I’ll use Ben Graham‘s definition of an investment: “An investment 

operation is one which, upon thorough analysis, promises safety of principal and an adequate 

return. Operations not meeting these requirements are speculative.” This makes perfect sense 

to me. If you can’t be assured that your principal is protected and that you will receive a 

reasonable rate of return then you are not investing; you’re simply betting on higher prices. 

 

Now speculating in the markets is fine so long as you acknowledge the fact that you’re 

speculating. The best speculators are self-aware. They don’t pretend to be investors. They 

are great at riding trends and making money in all sorts of environments but the one thing they 

do best is take losses quickly. This prevents them from making really big and costly mistakes. 

And this is where a speculator who believes he is an investor is most at risk. 

 

A speculator who believes himself to be an investor does not adopt the most important rule of 

speculating: take losses quickly. He believes, mistakenly, that because he is investing rather 

than speculating he needs not worry about making really big and costly mistakes. 

 

A true investor who, through performing due diligence, is able to commit capital only to 

opportunities that allow for a margin of safety and in a reasonably diversified way can afford 

to take this approach. But one who avoids this sort of due diligence and also shuns the idea 

of taking losses quickly puts himself at risk of catastrophic losses. 

And when you consider how much money today is allocated to strategies that purport to be 

“investing” yet shun the due diligence required it’s not hard to see how many people are 

potentially setting themselves up for the sort of losses both intelligent investors and successful 

speculators assiduously seek to avoid. 

 

As the Financial Times recently reported, “Just one-tenth of the US equity market’s trading 

volumes now comes from fundamental stock investors.” Certainly, some percentage of the 

other 90% comes from self-aware speculators. But, with passive investing taking over 

the majority of funds last year, the share of speculators in the market that believe they are 

investing despite their lack of investment or speculative discipline is certainly greater than ever 

before. 

 

What is most worrisome about this is that while these speculators who call themselves 

investors do not appreciate risk today, they inevitably will once it materializes. As they say, 

“There are no atheists in foxholes,” and there are no passive investors in a major bear market. 

 

It’s one thing to trust your investment discipline when prices are crashing. A true investor has 

a strong idea of the fair value of assets in his portfolio regardless of what Mr. Market quotes 

them at in real time. But it’s something else entirely to watch prices crash and have no idea of 

https://amzn.to/2Pu89NT
https://amzn.to/2Pu89NT
https://www.ft.com/content/489345c6-0c6b-11ea-bb52-34c8d9dc6d84
https://qz.com/1623418/index-funds-now-account-for-half-the-us-stock-market/
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or any methodology at all for determining fair value and thus assessing further risk after 

significant losses have already been incurred. 

 

It’s only discipline and conviction, achieved by way of thorough analysis, that allow investors 

to take advantage of the rare opportunities presented by severe market stress. And the lack 

of conviction, produced by the lack of thorough analysis, is what turns speculators who believe 

themselves investors into panic sellers. 

 

So it might be a good idea to level with yourself and honestly acknowledge whether you are 

truly an investor or a speculator. And if you find you are a speculator who believes himself an 

investor then you might want to implement some sort of loss mitigation strategy whether it 

be hedging, trend-following, or just a broader form of diversification. After all, you take out 

insurance against your home and your car; why not take out some form of insurance against 

your financial assets? 

  

https://thefelderreport.com/2019/03/14/the-most-attractive-buying-opportunity-of-our-lifetimes/
https://thefelderreport.com/2016/08/15/worried-about-a-stock-market-crash-heres-how-you-can-tail-hedge-your-portfolio/
https://thefelderreport.com/2018/08/29/jerry-parker-on-finding-your-true-calling-in-life-and-the-markets/
https://thefelderreport.com/2016/01/08/the-simplest-and-most-effective-way-to-build-your-own-investment-portfolio/
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CHAPTER 34 – The social contract – what a crock of S#$T – Outstanding – Must read 

Ex Casey Letters – From Doug Casey 

The “Social Contract” Is a Fraud; Anyone Trying to Enforce It Is Acting Criminally 

The Room 

 

Paul Rosenberg, Editor, A Free Man's Take print email facebook twitter  google+ 

 

  

Ex Doug Casey – referred to these two articles 

A FREE-MAN's TAKE   with Paul Rosenberg | September 03, 2014 
 

The “Social Contract” Is a Fraud; Anyone Trying to Enforce It Is Acting Criminally 

When you hear the word “social,” it’s even money that 

you’re being snookered. 

 

“Social justice,” for example, is primarily a ruse for 

penalizing individuals without any finding of fact as to their 

individual guilt. Whether you actually did anything deserving 

of penalty is irrelevant… it’s “social.” And if you question the 

deal, you’re a bad person. 

 

The granddaddy of all the “social” scams, however, is the “social contract.” That’s what replaced 

the “divine right of kings” in the 17th and 18th centuries, when it was falling apart. This is, in 

Wikipedia’s (slightly edited) words, a theory or model that addresses the questions of the origin 

of society and the legitimacy of the authority of the state over the individual. 

 

In other words, this was the new explanation of why it’s right for one group of men to rule over 

other men. Wikipedia continues:  Arguments typically posit that individuals have consented, either 

explicitly or tacitly, to surrender some of their freedoms and submit to the authority of the ruler in 

exchange for protection of their remaining rights. 

 

So, a group of rulers gets to ignore our rights, take away our money (continually), punish us when 

it wishes, and even send us off to war. And that’s all okay because we somehow agreed to the 

deal. It’s a “contract,” after all. 

 

Except It’s Not  

If an adult wants to sign away his rights and make himself a serf to politicians, that’s his choice, 

and I won’t take it from him. But for the deal to be legit, a clear agreement and authorizations on 

both sides are required. 

 

A contract is (again per Wikipedia, with my emphasis): An agreement having a lawful object 

entered into voluntarily by two or more parties, each of whom intends to create one or more legal 

obligations between them. The elements of a contract are “offer” and “acceptance” by “competent 

persons” having legal capacity who exchange “consideration” to create “mutuality of obligation.” 

 

The social contract fails this standard in multiple ways. In fact, it is not a contract in any rational 

sense of the term. And if it’s not a contract, then the use of that word is fraudulent. 

 

 

http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=flkojQoVnV4U9n9PwF8wibXq-2F8JL1n1-2BeRHxW0SD9QStF0KwgaefNBbbmT6MOrVP_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7FfzEQBVA6wrg9z4yT7Rt2ER-2F7M-2F-2Fid7itn0EpTlYFZIDN1eDB6bfRLwRIll5b-2BXl-2Bq-2BkSBo6n8zVgMsVD3sxr6teiUO5b35zdv5T7iCE8Aq5VM7xodrdvmdRZujxt-2BA-2FGc-2FzwEEWvmWy1tGJH5RKvot0-2FO2gwk9qKYJe9e8MPBo0cFDSk7s-2BDJkqYyhLiJGqB4vQlSGx4TmvA1Ya2HZ0H21d-2BT5d8Z4y8tkDiSOa9nvJA-3D
http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=flkojQoVnV4U9n9PwF8wibXq-2F8JL1n1-2BeRHxW0SD9QTOVr-2BkkgDZZrc68l7H0hJF8ZCYCexs0AiGVneZx8hmMw-3D-3D_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7Ff0YU07Epqt-2BEjbachwsnJGEvnepcRXBaUTEwDqVUlbLbudUqmBAfnJG8xlUq4YptBq81YI6B3hODHKsq8i8VEP2cnaeBz0H5XWizWztrrtUm-2FSA13myYBzvhruIh2S4hIJ6kwoxF5B9wrQ4RUJAmcA6sxgNNiw0vwKh5kZU-2BaPbGsOvLTg4mHDN2ieL-2FdWDB8kDCbakH-2FA7TBxnQXB6-2F5fkuzOlOHhWIqwV1LykD74YE-3D
http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=flkojQoVnV4U9n9PwF8wibXq-2F8JL1n1-2BeRHxW0SD9QTaN92uBeMbpPgjEsgyfs1BbQT1vBNHxyk17BtxdQ1pNoj5T3D5BlZq4CXFJCUJkq8O7pJz9yXq7cR5rFHsNcFnaDN49Smk34H0tPW9TVT47bVydwLaKPCR-2BB-2BADPd0tzY-3D_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7FfdfOrr4qHhnA7p6bK9uDEdmmqNn0L-2BWaQyZ6kPyuIFdKA-2Flblbud-2FfqkG1eQjl2-2FVcINuUHYibtcs1dovRsEsFAKPLJPUXtuuqGow2MPU6REJmp26sqzTRsY7CD1PjXaDhXUWVXkOQ-2FsT0SpL7ZQpdxF0dhdPZX7hUOxVce6ziego29JZ5M-2B4XEEuqAkjW66Cw-2BgZqVye7hJR5HWwQ1L58skiIoWX6ywA2jq80wcKlqg-3D
http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=flkojQoVnV4U9n9PwF8wibXq-2F8JL1n1-2BeRHxW0SD9QTaN92uBeMbpPgjEsgyfs1BbQT1vBNHxyk17BtxdQ1pNoj5T3D5BlZq4CXFJCUJkq8O7pJz9yXq7cR5rFHsNcFnaDN49Smk34H0tPW9TVT47bVydwLaKPCR-2BB-2BADPd0tzY-3D_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7FfdfOrr4qHhnA7p6bK9uDEdmmqNn0L-2BWaQyZ6kPyuIFdKA-2Flblbud-2FfqkG1eQjl2-2FVcINuUHYibtcs1dovRsEsFAKPLJPUXtuuqGow2MPU6REJmp26sqzTRsY7CD1PjXaDhXUWVXkOQ-2FsT0SpL7ZQpdxF0dhdPZX7hUOxVce6ziego29JZ5M-2B4XEEuqAkjW66Cw-2BgZqVye7hJR5HWwQ1L58skiIoWX6ywA2jq80wcKlqg-3D
http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=flkojQoVnV4U9n9PwF8wibXq-2F8JL1n1-2BeRHxW0SD9QSmBqnNxyR-2BTBIn9hswPrLeKwsRman8FW2OXFfB9dftv9YLBGicdy5I-2FAf0AiNYUcR0UflnTdVR1VQBPvejHeDP8SWA8n-2BA6C86ln4EIfG7hbqLhb9Mp0tJztIJbK4JnjE-3D_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7FffL0oRZIr7m0zYXgvEe-2FuaAcAjmCmX1BYJTui7aDpr9K3ofoUXlIfHCjZCZWOKfD58xapzPLNXe-2BCfNN9L5b4CaFvNl1tXxbrHKBq2ZuTZ7xa3iKUZoduDgyF4AufKX9Xrbu9ecNOVRNr3WaU-2BV7J-2BTBoGFUhYYMzWCZXGh4lN0ViXhvft2an82oSLAldAEOZU0UDdJGjIOBxiZfhlctPuG9POcJKVF9GW1zIh2RcQ8o-3D
http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=flkojQoVnV4U9n9PwF8wibXq-2F8JL1n1-2BeRHxW0SD9QSmBqnNxyR-2BTBIn9hswPrLeKwsRman8FW2OXFfB9dftv9YLBGicdy5I-2FAf0AiNYUcR0UflnTdVR1VQBPvejHeDP8SWA8n-2BA6C86ln4EIfG7hbqLhb9Mp0tJztIJbK4JnjE-3D_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7FffL0oRZIr7m0zYXgvEe-2FuaAcAjmCmX1BYJTui7aDpr9K3ofoUXlIfHCjZCZWOKfD58xapzPLNXe-2BCfNN9L5b4CaFvNl1tXxbrHKBq2ZuTZ7xa3iKUZoduDgyF4AufKX9Xrbu9ecNOVRNr3WaU-2BV7J-2BTBoGFUhYYMzWCZXGh4lN0ViXhvft2an82oSLAldAEOZU0UDdJGjIOBxiZfhlctPuG9POcJKVF9GW1zIh2RcQ8o-3D
http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=flkojQoVnV4U9n9PwF8wiUXlBgmVmhNNpYGZc9FiFKk8upGzbrXJjfNdpN1MTT13EtgjARQGGdoMqNH53-2BRUW-2FHUlgoSgnj96Ykj9wtrgN0tP32P-2BcM7hg30avOA-2B-2FNP2Oan-2BiKhIP0837jhN1cQQ7lPjHkAAKiJwHnu-2BfkxxpW3zbU0Rg2aAUv0c8o0xWBqndXgjm1u6fbXs-2Fnf7AL7aKKddy2anck5ahwA1qK0qBQWcMJJ-2FXuqv2m-2F41JwIkWFu0gM5QyVGlsUdCBhVKB0t6YOXbZptR-2FQh-2FC-2BBxviFPEMyEZxnujaGZpVjsxK7F1G_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7FfWrWyJ7jwg8L-2FmGk2PnMfMXEO6H7-2FI7qESAp6YjONtIelmJ7CZjzS5FpLTO5P7rEab69oggM043-2B4anRg-2FgLDyPy88Upr-2Bvox2rVYS42U3SfEkP50-2FcM85M0JzvtgI1PNng5KyGbJEW4evCZ-2BWH4Dr-2BwP0VC4zglug3Mf2rVskqWEQsUYBZIC4cc082hsxAhCNSG7HUeQm9MIKyoKz2BH2U-2BubNdStMRPS6Ga90CDpPs-3D
http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=flkojQoVnV4U9n9PwF8wiUXlBgmVmhNNpYGZc9FiFKk8upGzbrXJjfNdpN1MTT13EtgjARQGGdoMqNH53-2BRUW-2FHUlgoSgnj96Ykj9wtrgN0tP32P-2BcM7hg30avOA-2B-2FNP2Oan-2BiKhIP0837jhN1cQQ7lPjHkAAKiJwHnu-2BfkxxpW3zbU0Rg2aAUv0c8o0xWBqndXgjm1u6fbXs-2Fnf7AL7aKKddy2anck5ahwA1qK0qBQWcMJJ-2FXuqv2m-2F41JwIkWFu0gM5QyVGlsUdCBhVKB0t6YOXbZptR-2FQh-2FC-2BBxviFPEMyEZxnujaGZpVjsxK7F1G_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7FfWrWyJ7jwg8L-2FmGk2PnMfMXEO6H7-2FI7qESAp6YjONtIelmJ7CZjzS5FpLTO5P7rEab69oggM043-2B4anRg-2FgLDyPy88Upr-2Bvox2rVYS42U3SfEkP50-2FcM85M0JzvtgI1PNng5KyGbJEW4evCZ-2BWH4Dr-2BwP0VC4zglug3Mf2rVskqWEQsUYBZIC4cc082hsxAhCNSG7HUeQm9MIKyoKz2BH2U-2BubNdStMRPS6Ga90CDpPs-3D
http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=qFkAzEsdAoxaTbHk5fpiSNQ9hL67hqfMhFBtR0GUlz1kFW5fh5qwmCJqWrviwgAa2sKxC6Z45umZlw61wApEn2Ka7l-2BkHzA6xmr3UsZlHcFbh8kfWw6Rb5-2F4z79PyWLt0Z83MXHNi9tYJ-2BytkIRoQc8zVSBkca3WgvWI8GfgvU7NlqIwZnHtxQnUgzWT0e35t-2Bx4IpQMMztiNrnuwCqnwHy3QAUSWypFboOu906ikTorM3262VSSXQrWnve1HjM57Ui0SMDodaII3WfoMqmI-2BE6HkgfuPL0BxKu7KonJ3ke-2FAHA2YzrjrmtnrfPzGqzW_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7Ff02cmo1bJx2w7qnyrU3zwBvLKHIr6UmKLjM95nY8b9pHUCo0-2FjlTVuZrGVC3jyHWjpoMHxPUrNtThKhcG-2FU4AA87TKIoLVD1rPS4LUtOz3pgUxkzQgeZ3Z3P5xzNkCbg7BsxJPmHl3vWLZYMU29v-2BRxg04lo0p4sZ2-2FydMwDzUtMEaJgU7JkOg9eZd1Sy1Twq6ENRfm9wPB4N0-2BrFffRAuUgu7AKO6TXaR2NKSL7M7T0-3D
http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=qFkAzEsdAoxaTbHk5fpiSNQ9hL67hqfMhFBtR0GUlz1kFW5fh5qwmCJqWrviwgAa2sKxC6Z45umZlw61wApEn2Ka7l-2BkHzA6xmr3UsZlHcFbh8kfWw6Rb5-2F4z79PyWLt0Z83MXHNi9tYJ-2BytkIRoQc8zVSBkca3WgvWI8GfgvU7NlqIwZnHtxQnUgzWT0e35t-2Bx4IpQMMztiNrnuwCqnwHy3QAUSWypFboOu906ikTorM3262VSSXQrWnve1HjM57Ui0SMDodaII3WfoMqmI-2BE6HkgfuPL0BxKu7KonJ3ke-2FAHA2YzrjrmtnrfPzGqzW_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7Ff02cmo1bJx2w7qnyrU3zwBvLKHIr6UmKLjM95nY8b9pHUCo0-2FjlTVuZrGVC3jyHWjpoMHxPUrNtThKhcG-2FU4AA87TKIoLVD1rPS4LUtOz3pgUxkzQgeZ3Z3P5xzNkCbg7BsxJPmHl3vWLZYMU29v-2BRxg04lo0p4sZ2-2FydMwDzUtMEaJgU7JkOg9eZd1Sy1Twq6ENRfm9wPB4N0-2BrFffRAuUgu7AKO6TXaR2NKSL7M7T0-3D
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Fraud is a “false representation with the intent of persuading the victim to part with property,” and 

that is precisely what is being done with the social contract, and on a gigantic scale. 

We have a supposed contract, and we have trillions of dollars changing hands, based upon its 

legitimacy. If, in fact, it is not a contract, then the entirety of the arrangement is a massive criminal 

fraud. 

 

So, is this the “social contract” legitimate? Let’s examine some crucial aspects of contracts: 

 

Competence 

In order to agree to a contract, one must be competent. You cannot, for example, make a contract 

with a hungry five-year-old, trading a few candy bars for a third of the child’s lifetime earnings. 

The child is not competent, and any such agreement is rightly considered invalid. 

 

The social contract, however, is held to be binding upon us from birth. How is that possible? Can 

an infant do what a five-year-old or even a twelve-year-old cannot?  

Verdict: The social contract fails. 

 

Voluntary agreement 

A contract must be agreed to. I was never given a choice to sign or reject such an agreement, 

and I doubt that you were either. There can be no contract at all without a voluntary agreement. 

(See the next point below for the standard objection.) 

Verdict: The social contract fails. 

 

Without duress 

A contract must be agreed to “without duress.” That is, without a threat of harm. 

The standard objection to my “agreement” point above is that people agree to the social contract 

by their actions: If you use anything provided by a government, you automatically agree to the 

entire social contract. That line of argument fails in several ways (entrapment for starters, followed 

by being informed), but the largest issue in my mind is that of duress. 

 

To get out of the social contract, we are told, we must leave the ruler’s territory. That places the 

ruler’s rights above our own as a starting point, which voids any semblance of “equal justice.” But 

I’ll pass up that discussion for today. 

 

Leaving the ruler’s territory means spending large amounts of money, a tremendous amount of 

time to make arrangements, leaving our jobs behind, leaving all our friends behind, and leaving 

our entire families behind. 

 

In other words, we can only escape the social contract by undertaking difficult, expensive, and 

heart-breaking actions. 

 

Imagine a Fuller Brush salesman coming to your door and offering you an assortment of brushes 

for thirty dollars. Then, when you politely decline, he pulls out a gun and says “No! If you don’t 

want the deal, you have to abandon your house. Either pay me or leave.”  Is this salesman’s 

demand criminal? If so, the social contract is criminal as well. Both seek to secure agreements 

by using duress. 

 

Verdict: The social contract fails, both legally and on grounds of cruelty. 
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Undue influence 

Undue influence involves “one person taking advantage of a position of power over another 

person.” 

 

Clearly, this applies to the social contract. First, we are compelled to attend schools run by the 

“other party” to the contract. These institutions teach us that the social contract is the way of the 

world and that any competing ideas would be crazy. And we are held in their classrooms five or 

more hours per day, beginning at five-years-old and running until adulthood. (If nothing else, 

consider the daily “Pledge of Allegiance” and try to count the number of times you were made to 

recite it.) 

 

On top of that, the “other party” employs legions of armed men and authorizes them to violently 

subdue those who oppose them and their rules. 

 

If these things are not undue influence, then nothing is. You can’t indoctrinate the other party, 

hold a sword to his throat, force him to sign, and still call it a contract. 

Verdict: The social contract fails. 

 

Mutuality of obligation 

With no “mutuality of obligation,” there can be no contract. If the other side of the contract is not 

meeting their obligations, there must be recourse. 

 

After the US government failed to protect New Yorkers on 9/11, all eight million of them should 

have been entitled to a refund. Clearly the other side of the deal failed to meet their obligations. 

(That, of course, didn’t happen: the loss of their rights only got worse.) 

 

And then we have the doctrine of sovereign immunity, which removes all the most serious 

consequences from the other side of the deal. 

 

There is no mutuality of obligation in the social contract. Therefore, it’s not a contract. 

Verdict: The social contract fails. 

 

I could go on, but I think my point is made. I have cited five clear violations of contract law and 

alluded to several others. If even one of these is valid, the “social contract” is invalid. 

If the terms of a contract are uncertain or incomplete, it’s no contract at all. And for one party to 

continue to seize the goods of the other, claiming a contractual right to do so, is criminal fraud. 

 

The Real Purpose of the “Contract”  

As with the divine right of kings that preceded it, the hidden and essential aspect of the social 

contract is to give subjects a reason to submit. 

 

The obvious reason for the subject to submit is that rulers employ thousands of armed men, who 

are authorized and prepared to punish disobedience. This, however, isn’t really enough for 

effective rulership. Policemen and jails are expensive, and many, many more than our current 

number would be required, if fear was the sole reason for obedience. 
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For governance to work, the subjects must believe that obeying is the right thing to do, and that’s 

where the social contract comes in: It gives people a reason to obey, beyond a mere threat. It 

saves them from having to face fear or even to consciously submit. 

 

Strange as it may sound, an effective ruler must equip his or her subjects to obey. It’s a 

fundamental factor in rulership. And that’s the true purpose of the “social contract.” 

 

So…  

By any legal standard, the “social contract” fails. That won’t cause any rulers to change, of course, 

but truth still matters to some of us. 

 

A Free-Man’s Take is written by adventure capitalist, author, and freedom advocate Paul 

Rosenberg. You can get much more from Paul in his unique monthly newsletter, Free-Man’s 

Perspective. 

Share or Comment on this article. 
 

 

The Hubris of the Monetary Social Contract  

Doug French, Contributing Editor 

 

Money was once in the state of nature. Goods were once bartered until especially saleable goods 

emerged to be used in indirect exchange. A variety of saleable items became money until gold and silver 

became the dominant currencies. 

 

It didn’t take long for government to take over the production of money and now it’s fully part of the social 

contract, the theory that the state has authority over the individual. Socrates, in the words of Williamson 

Evers, believed government “is valuable to people, a contention which he supplements by saying that 

political society could not function without civil obedience to the orders contained in the laws or in 

commands issued by officials.” 

 

People selected gold and silver as money. No government authority forced it upon the marketplace. 

Today’s individuals accept government’s fiat money because they are forced, by way of legal tender laws. 

Sadly, as individuals, our economic fates are, if not controlled, heavily influenced by the Federal Reserve’s 

PhD economists who desperately try to manage the economy. These wise men and women view 

individuals as being just data in their spreadsheets. These central bankers honestly think their job is to 

provide an orderly and prosperous economy with individuals gaining by giving up their rights and handing 

them to government. 

 

Yet, these economists are mere mortals who don’t have the tools to produce a designed outcome. They 

rely on erroneous equilibrium models that, as Jim Rickards writes in his new book The Death of Money, 

“assume efficient markets and rational behaviour that have no correspondence to real markets.” 

 

Janet Yellen and company believe they can push the right buttons and pull the right levers to make the 

economy hum, as if 314 million Americans are just that many unthinking, unfeeling particles in a science 

lab. F.A. Hayek explained in his 1974 Nobel acceptance speech, “such complex phenomena as the 

market, which depend on the actions of many individuals, all the circumstances which will determine the 

outcome of a process… will hardly ever be fully known or measurable.” 
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No single observer, or group of observers, could know all the factors determining prices and wages in a 

well-functioning marketplace. But because policy makers think they know, “an almost exclusive 

concentration on quantitatively measurable surface phenomena has produced a policy which has made 

matters worse,” Hayek said back in 1974. 

 

Controlling the price of money is an awesome responsibility. “Given this immense power,” writes Rickards, 

“the ideal central banker would be humble, cautious, and deferential to market signals. Instead, modern 

central bankers are both bold and arrogant in their efforts to bend markets to their will.” 

 

These aggressive monetary mandarins have so perverted markets that the axiom that money today is 

worth more than it is tomorrow has been turned on its head. Interest rates have been held near zero by 

the Fed’s scoping up Treasury securities, the source of collateral for the trillion-dollar repurchase-

agreement market, turning repo rates negative. 

 

In Europe, the euro overnight index average, or Eonia, a measure of borrowing costs in the euro zone 

calculated by the European Central Bank (ECB), turned negative (minus 0.004%) for the first time last 

week. 

 

Negative rates, either real or nominal, is A-OK with the Fed, pushing the citizenry into making more 

purchases, or buying stocks. Meanwhile, according to a Gallup poll earlier this year, Americans, by a 

62%-to-34% margin would rather save money than spend it. 

 

“Higher equity prices will boost consumer wealth and help increase confidence, which can spur spending,” 

said then Fed Chair Ben Bernanke, back in 2010. It’s all a part of the plan—the central plan—the social 

contract. Trust your government better; they have your (and your country’s) best interests at heart. 

Ploughing your money into big-screen TVs and high beta stocks makes America strong. Never mind that 

the Fed’s zero-interest policies have cost savers $758 billion since the end of the Great Recession, 

according to MoneyRates.com. 

 

“Low-interest-rate policies have helped bail out banks, the stock market and real estate, but the Fed has 

not publicly acknowledged the cost of those policies,” Richard Barrington of MoneyRates.com says. 

The central bank is run by Keynesians who are unshakable in their belief in a couple of things: the wealth 

effect and the paradox of thrift. The Fed heads figure if stock and home prices go up, people feel richer 

and spend more. Keynesians believe spending is good for the economy and savings is bad. Buying goods 

keeps people employed, we’re told, while hoarding savings does the opposite. 

 

After 9/11, President Bush even urged, “It’s to tell the traveling public: Get on board. Do your business 

around the country. Fly and enjoy America’s great destination spots. Get down to Disney World in Florida. 

Take your families and enjoy life, the way we want it to be enjoyed.” 

 

Central bank-engineered low rates give the nation’s compliant subjects the incentive not to save but to 

spend the country back to riches. And the Keynesians figure that’s good because savings must just 

disappear. Except they don’t. Mark Skousen explains, “Savings do not disappear from the economy; they 

are merely channelled into a different avenue. Savings are spent on investment capital now and then 

spent on consumer goods later.” 

 

Savings are good for individuals and also build prosperous societies. Chris Casey explains in a piece for 

Mises.org:  examine any economic success story such as modern China, nineteenth century America, or 

post-World War II Japan and South Korea: did their economic rise derive from unbridled consumption, or 

strict frugality? The answer is self-evident: it is the savings from the curtailment of consumption, combined 

with minimal government involvement in economic affairs, which generates economic growth. 

http://sg2.caseyresearch.com/wf/click?upn=flkojQoVnV4U9n9PwF8wiUkTpALCUQ9KotEUDAFOk-2Ba-2FtDSuQ8GmjLBF8Tf2VAJjmPsh2K5sZ3VvZKK6OooX-2B2JnEQ-2FAvof4nZS5rclfA7wFX423H1WH3MpNEOFp3l3HVkq8LbnpWQuRNNB-2BU0ziTw-3D-3D_Gj1vveNBXpgq-2BKN7KLtRVmm-2BndrrG3jkBEEcAr3AHibJOcMfrj0vBbstBNaoK7FfHiQAU48C3ktXd9TPaXHuuSyBW-2FxG2gLdz5CXByXSQx06-2Fb-2FYFeT5PhyYmfTqJDtqhsieKeq-2Fj-2BE53RtHkaMxKrm10E1C-2FaIg-2BMHYNcCnP5zMHCxifeQ0osyuWARVs77NYjWrKafpfPlf-2B7IqWSkEYLsvoc7WRKyMlTplzA2yaVgoFIGlb1buuno2lL64qlx7Ec68jZmcprYHud1ijSRq9mGn8b7TXYlB8e9bD9e6xRg-3D
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However, the central banker’s models lead to a fatal conceit pointing them in the wrong direction. “The 

problems are real,” writes Rickards, “but the top-down solutions are illusory, the product of hubris and 

false ideologies.” 

 

Rickards points out that political players have always had the impulse to impose central planning. “It is 

both ironic and tragic that Western central banks have embraced central planning with gusto in the early 

twenty-first century, not long after the Soviet Union and Communist China abandoned it in the late 

twentieth.” 

 

Hayek concluded: 

The recognition of the insuperable limits to his knowledge ought indeed to teach the student of society a 

lesson of humility which should guard him against becoming an accomplice in men’s fatal striving to 

control society—a striving which may well make him the destroyer of a civilization which no brain has 

designed but which has grown from the free efforts of millions of individuals. 

 

While it sounds benevolent, the monetary social contract imprisons the masses in a world of booms, 

busts, inflation, and deflation that is devastating to our financial health, relegating generations of people 

to live in poverty. 

 

Friday Funnies  

Thinking of “contracts” forcibly imposed by governments and things funny, I found myself remembering 

old Russian jokes, particularly the jokes I heard back when the Soviet Union was still going. 

 

Here are some of the better ones I found, the first one going back to the time of the Czars: 

A man was reported to have said: “Nikolay is a moron!” and was arrested by a policeman. “No, sir, I meant 

not our respected Emperor, but another Nikolay!” – “Don’t try to trick me: if you say “moron”, you are 

obviously referring to our tsar!” 

----- 

A judge walks out of his chambers laughing his head off. A colleague approaches him and asks why he 

is laughing. “I just heard the funniest joke in the world!” “Well, go ahead, tell me!” says the other judge. “I 

can’t, I just gave someone ten years for it!” 

----- 

One old Bolshevik says to another: “No, my friend, we will not live long enough to see communism, but 

our children… our poor children!” 

----- 

Q: How do you deal with mice in the Kremlin? 

A: Put up a sign saying, “collective farm.” Then half the mice will starve, and the rest will run away. 

----- 

Three men are sitting in a cell in KGB headquarters. The first asks the second why he has been 

imprisoned, who replies, “Because I criticized Karl Radek.” The first man responds, “But I am here 

because I spoke out in favour of Radek!” They turn to the third man who has been sitting quietly in the 

back and ask him why he is in jail. He answers, “I’m Karl Radek.” 

----- 

Armenian Radio was asked: “Is it true that conditions in our labor camps are excellent?” Armenian Radio 

answers: “It is true. Five years ago, a listener of ours raised the same question and was sent to one, 

reportedly to investigate the issue. He hasn’t returned yet; we are told that he liked it there.” 

----- 

“He was sentenced to three years, served five, and then he got lucky and was released ahead of time.” 

----- 

Q: What’s the difference between a capitalist fairy tale and a Marxist fairy tale? 
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A: A capitalist fairy tale begins, “Once upon a time, there was…” A Marxist fairy tale begins, “Some day, 

there will be…” 

----- 

Q: Is it true that there is freedom of speech in the Soviet Union, just like in the USA? 

A: In principle, yes. In the USA, you can stand in front of the White House in Washington, DC, and yell, 

“Down with Reagan!”, and you will not be punished. Equally, you can also stand in Red Square in Moscow 

and yell, “Down with Reagan!”, and you will not be punished. 

----- 

Q: What is the difference between the Constitutions of the USA and USSR? Both of them guarantee 

freedom of speech. 

A: Yes, but the Constitution of the USA also guarantees freedom after the speech. 

----- 

At a May Day parade, a very old Jew carries a placard, which reads, “Thank you, comrade Stalin, for my 

happy childhood!” A Party representative approaches the old man. “What’s that? Are you mocking our 

Party? Everyone can see that when you were a child, comrade Stalin hadn’t yet been born!” The old man 

replies, “That’s precisely why I’m grateful to him!” 

----- 

After a speech, Brezhnev confronts his speechwriter. “I asked for a 15-minute speech, but the one you 

gave me lasted 45 minutes!” The speechwriter replies: “I gave you three copies…” 

----- 

The KGB, the FBI and the CIA are all trying to prove they are the best at catching criminals. The Secretary 

General of the UN decides to set them a test. He releases a rabbit into a forest, and each of them has to 

catch it. The CIA people go in. They place animal informants throughout the forest. They question all plant 

and mineral witnesses. After three months of extensive investigations, they conclude that the rabbit does 

not exist. The FBI goes in. After two weeks with no leads they burn the forest, killing everything in it, 

including the rabbit, and make no apologies: the rabbit had it coming. The KGB goes in. They come out 

two hours later with a badly beaten bear. The bear is yelling: “Okay! Okay! I’m a rabbit! I’m a rabbit!” 

----- 

A frightened man came to the KGB. “My talking parrot has disappeared.” “That’s not the kind of case we 

handle. Go to the criminal police.” “Excuse me, of course I know that I must go to them. I am here just to 

tell you officially that I disagree with the parrot.” 

----- 

Five precepts of the Soviet intelligentsia: 

•  Don’t think. 

•  If you think, then don’t speak. 

•  If you think and speak, then don’t write. 

•  If you think, speak, and write, then don’t sign. 

•  If you think, speak, write, and sign, then don’t be surprised. 

----- 

Every morning a man would come up to the newspaper stand, and buy a copy of Pravda, look at the front 

page, and then toss it angrily into the nearby bin. The newspaper-seller was intrigued. “Excuse me,” he 

said to the man, “Every morning you buy a copy of Pravda from me and chuck it in the bin without even 

unfolding it. What do you buy it for?” “I’m only interested in the front page,’ replied the man. “I’m looking 

out for an obituary.” – “But you don’t get obituaries on the front page!” – “I assure you, this one will be on 

the front page.” 

----- 

A regional Communist Party meeting is held to celebrate the anniversary of the Great October Revolution. 

The Chairman gives a speech: “Dear comrades! Let’s look at the amazing achievements of our Party after 

the revolution. For example, Maria here, who was she before the revolution? An illiterate peasant; she 

had but one dress and no shoes. And now? She is an exemplary milkmaid known throughout the entire 

region. Or look at Ivan Andreev, he was the poorest man in this village; he had no horse, no cow, and not 
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even an ax. And now? He is a tractor driver with two pairs of shoes! Or Trofim Semenovich Alekseev – 

he was a nasty hooligan, a drunk, and a dirty gadabout. Nobody would trust him with as much as a 

snowdrift in wintertime, as he would steal anything he could get his hands on. And now he’s Secretary of 

the Party Committee! 

 

That’s It for This Week  

Have a great weekend, and remember that you become obliged only when you freely, knowingly, and 

with full information agree to be. All other attempts at obligation, even if called “contract,” are frauds. Don’t 

allow outsiders to side-track your thinking with repetitive word games. Think for yourself, first, second, 

and always. 

 
Paul Rosenberg 

Editor, A Free-Man’s Take 
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ANNEXURE 1 – OUTSTANDING MUST READ  

WEALTH MANAGEMENT: by ANTHONY DEDEN: 

 

Below I reproduce Anthony Deden’s list of 40 important considerations when investing, 

because he is one of the most successful Wealth Managers out there.  More importantly, is 

that his approach differs significantly from that of most Wealth Managers, for very sound 

reasons. 

 

I although I feel it is crucial and would prefer that you read all 40, which is a fair bit of reading, 

I summarise some key considerations below.  I have reallocated these into three categories, 

comprising what you, your broker and your fund managers need to bear in mind, as follows:  

 

You: 

It is hard enough to accumulate money, but it is even harder to protect it, partly because the 

rules for creating wealth differ from those needed to preserve wealth.  Therefore, the first goal 

for both you and your Wealth Manager should always be the preservation of your capital.  This 

is especially true when markets are becoming overbought/toppish, as that is when you should 

be more concerned with the “RETURN OF” your capital, than the “RETURN ON” your capital.   

 

In this regard, it is important to remember that your broker is the “custodian” of your money, 

who makes enough from many small commissions, if he has many customers.  He is paid to 

serve your interests, not his own.  This means he should always put the preservation of your 

capital ahead of the return you earn on it.  When he starts thinking about enriching himself 

from the capital of his customers, by being biased his strategies in favour of funds that offer 

higher commissions, then he is no longer a custodian, but a thief.   

 

When choosing your investment strategies, you also need to understand that value is created 

by companies, on the ground, not by the smoke and mirrors world of Wall Street.  You should 

also understand the concept of “Intrinsic Durable Value”. 

 

My comment: Furthermore, it is important to truly understand concepts like “Real Returns” 

after inflation, “Ownership”, “Tangibles” and “Third Party Risk”.  Finally, you should understand 

why credit, as it is abused in equity markets and by governments, is truly the root of all evil. 

 

Antifragile.  In essence, you and your wealth should become stronger, not weaker, in times of 

crisis.  It is worth being cognisant of this concept when selecting your investment strategies.   

 

Your Investment Broker is actually your “Wealth Manager” – key perspective: 

Over time, you will judge your broker by his/her ability to both grow and preserve your “Real 

Wealth”, and her/his ability to do that is severely impaired every time your portfolio gets 

negatively hit by significant corrections or crashes.  Remember, the money entrusted to him 

is a lifetime of your savings, which will protect you and your family in your later years, so it 

must be respected and preserved at all cost.  Therefore, he should continually be aware of 

what can go wrong, rather than only focussing on what can go right, as losing much or most 

of your capital can be catastrophic.  This means he should focus on avoiding losses, especially 

when markets are overbought.  There should be no differing risk profiles based on age or 

means, as everyone wants to preserve and grow their capital, because that is what makes 

you wealthy.   

 

Never trust the illusion of prosperity driven by credit, it is not sustainable and will end badly. 
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Your broker should focus on companies that are not driven to perform to market earnings 

expectations, like family owned business, but rather those that are focussed on sustainable 

growth over time.  Owners should have the same philosophy you have in that they tend to be 

focussed on survival and long-term growth, not on earnings.  You then own a small share of 

this business, that the owners have a majority share in, and you get in for the long run.  In this 

regard, companies that have a captive market (major market share) and deal in products that 

are essential to society, tend to be antifragile.  Incentive bonuses have created a culture where 

management are mostly focussed on short term benefits, rather than best practice and longer-

term strategies, which are frequently detrimental to the long-term health of the companies.  

 

Conventional diversification is across most companies and sectors.  However, may be more 

prudent to exclude most companies and focus on a carefully selected group of companies that 

are true winners.  

 

One should probably think more about being an owner in a business that has a great 

management team, than about just being an investor in a fashionable company. 

 

Another important concept is third party risk. 

 

Your Fund Manager: 

Their goal should be to invest your irreplaceable capital in stable irreplaceable assets.  Each 

asset class has its own purpose, therefore, the portfolio should be continually rebalanced to 

compensate for anticipated and unanticipated risks and opportunities. 

 

If he cannot read a balance sheet, he is relying on gut feel or following the herd.  Furthermore, 

he should understand that a perpetually strong balance sheet is almost more importantly than 

a great income statement, because that is what enables the company to survive recessions.  

Everybody has a personal agenda, therefore, he should never entirely trust those financial 

statements, or rely on Government Statistics and Ratings Agencies. 

 

He should certainly never put you into something he does not understand.  In particular, he 

should not just look at the numbers, but understand the intrinsic value of each of the 

companies he puts your money in. 

 

End of Summary: 

 

ANTHONY DEDEN – 40 INVALUABLE LESSONS WHEN INVESTING 

 

I believe this “investment perspective” gem will enrich and change your life 

 

IT IS ABOUT ANTHONY DEDEN’s EXTRAORDINARY INVESTMENT STRATEGY 

 

This is the way investment advisors should be thinking. This summary encapsulates his 

philosophies. The result: an investment manager who beats all fund managers. 

 

BELOW IS THE FREQUENLTY PUBLISHED SUMMARY – 20 minutes read.   

40 ‘invaluable’ investing lessons from Tony Deden 
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Who is Anthony ‘Tony’ Deden? 

  

Tony Deden is the Chairman of Edelweiss Holdings, a Bermuda-based investment holding 

company that he first launched as a fund in 2002. After building a remarkable track record, 

Tony converted Edelweiss into a holding company with over $300 million in assets and 

holdings that range from branded dairy products to a fragrance company and a salmon farm. 

Tony prizes safety of capital above all else and has structured Edelweiss to survive any type 

of economic situation. 

  

Tony came into the profession of wealth management by accident when in 1985, he was asked 

to manage the monetary affairs of a family and then one family became two then three and 

since then he has never looked back. He had never worked in the finance industry prior to that 

and he learnt everything on the job as he wanted to serve his clients the right way. 

  

Media averse Tony is well known for his old-school investment methodology based on 

integrity with a supreme focus on the preservation of wealth of his clients. He prefers to 

spend his time reading and thinking, tries to avoid the spotlight and resides in the Swiss Alps 

away from the chaotic world of finance. This theme of preferring to stay in seclusion is quite 

prevalent amongst the super investors as even Warren Buffet prefers to operate out of Omaha 

instead of Wall Street. 

  

His conscious awareness that its ‘permanent irreplaceable capital’ of his clients that he is 

handling sets him and his thought process apart from 99% of fund managers today who have 

become infamous for making imprudent investments with no accountability as they seem to 

have an undefined, an unlimited amount of capital at their disposal. 

  

If a manager can simply replace the word ‘wealth’ with ‘savings’ when he thinks about his 

client’s money, he would begin to act and invest differently. Learn to manage money as if it 

were your own savings. 

  

He believes that for someone who has already earned the fruit of past labour and has 

significant wealth at hand, the tools with which you protect his wealth are different from 

the tools that are needed to create it. So, the tools, framework, objectives, methods, 

language are all different. 

 
Here is the knowledge & thought process of this ‘investing maestro’ distilled into 40 

pearls of wisdom; 

  

1. At the outset let’s get one thing clear, if you can’t read a balance sheet, you have no 

business in the stock market or any other market.  You will end up deciding on a ‘hunch’ 

a ‘gut feeling’ or a neighbour’s hot stock tip.  You will listen to the crowd from Wall 

Street that is just as lost or self-serving.  You cannot fly an aeroplane on a hunch, and 

neither can you invest money on a hunch. 
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2. The capital being given to the money managers is a ‘lifetime’s worth of savings of a 

family and must be respected, as it’s hard to make money and even more difficult to 

keep it.  It’s hard enough to protect the capital from external factors like inflation, taxation 

etc. that one mustn’t compound the error by internal factors such as imprudence while 

choosing investments. 

 

3. The real risk with investing is the idea of losing one’s capital permanently with no 

ability to ever recover it rather than people’s definition of risk which is actually means 

uncertainty. Look out for what could go wrong rather than what can go right. It’s better to 

err on the side of inaction than taking thoughtless action in haste.  

 

4. There is no point in having different portfolios for different clients based on their 

unique special needs and risk perception because what they really consider risk might 

not be a risk at all. Instead, it’s better to have all the portfolios aligned to a core 

principle of capital protection because, in the end, it’s not the money that you make 

that makes you rich rather it’s the money you get to keep that makes you and keeps 

you wealthy. 

 

5. When you start viewing your investments as a collection of assets in the form of securities, 

having a purpose, each of the components having a sub-purpose of its own rather than 

looking at them as a mere portfolio, that’s when you separate yourself from the herd 

and the opinions of others stops to matter. This collection of assets must endure and 

withstand the pressures exerted upon them by time and turbulence. 

 

The goal should be to take irreplaceable capital and deploy it to irreplaceable assets 

 

6. When you are younger and new to investing, you want to believe the authorities, rating 

agencies, government statistics etc but as you grow older you realise that they all lie 

and everything is phoney. This realisation alone will make you look at places where no 

one is looking and help in developing the courage to acquire the things that everyone has 

brushed aside. 

 

7. Instead of trying to impress your customer, try to protect what he has spent years 

accumulating. 

 

8. In the times of ‘seeming‘ prosperity, always examine the causes to figure out if it’s real 

or simply an illusion of prosperity. A rising level of consumer spending and elevated 

lifestyle of the society is simply an illusion if the majority of it is funded by credit. 

 

9. As a money manager, one must not participate in an environment in which one has to do 

things because they were expected rather than doing what’s right. Unfortunately, that’s 

not how the industry functions these days. 

  

When you start thinking about enriching yourself from the assets of those who participate in 

your scheme, then you are no longer a custodian rather it becomes a business 

 

10. Instead of being on a constant lookout for growth, investors should deliberate upon the 

idea of endurance and durability of a company. Try to figure out what are the 

ingredients that have contributed to their survival as a company over so many 
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years. Rather than studying why companies fail, start looking for traits that make 

companies survive the test of time. 

 

11. The first principle to follow while investing is the ‘idea of exclusion’. When you 

consciously start doing that, you will realise that you are left with a handful of companies 

that are worth your time let alone owning a piece. 

 

12. There is a substantial difference between people who are investors and people who 

are owners of businesses. No owner of a business wakes up every morning asking 

himself what he’s worth then why should an investor if he actually believes he is a part 

owner. And if he believes he is a part owner then his first goal is to make sure the 

company survives, has a great product, a happy workforce, stable suppliers and a 

delighted customer. Now to think like that an investor needs to have time preference 

which is different from other people. 

 

Investors who think like owners don’t indulge in the pseudo-intellectual activity of analysing 

companies based on how the price of the stock will move the next year or the next 

 

It’s the liquidity you enjoy as an investor that entices you to act more like a price speculator 

rather than an owner of a business. 

 

13. The idea of having a fragile balance sheet for the sake of a higher growth doesn’t 

lend itself to the idea of ownership, an owner must be really concerned with his balance 

sheet. The balance sheet should be more importantly to him than the income 

statement. A company’s ability to endure and to survive is based on the strength of his 

balance sheet and the ‘nature’ of the assets on it. 

 

14. As a wealth manager, you are the captain of a ship and you have passengers on board 

who wish to go to a destination you all had decided upon before setting sail. They will 

judge you eventually by having gotten there rather than how long it took as you 

had to avoid certain weather. Then again, if you had set sail with preservation of capital 

as the core principle, more often then not you would have a group of satisfied passengers 

on reaching the promised land. 

 

15. Like-mindedness is not just necessary with clients but also with the owner of a 

business in whose company you are going to invest. The owner should make 

decisions in the long-term interest of the company rather than next quarter or next 

year. 

 

Like-mindedness, whether it is in marriage, in a business, or in any enterprise is a principle 

and important factor in doing the right thing in the right way 

 

16. So what should be the right attitude towards investing? 

 

Look to own a participation in a business that is run by owners whose motivation is the same 

as yours, who are responsible to their family and to their community, and to the capital as 

much as you would have been if you owned the enterprise. So, instead of owning 100%, you 

own 2% or 3% of the company. You should be able to sleep well at night  

 

17. Here is why the concept of EBITDA is flawed; 
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• The only reason why EBITDA is around is on account of the ability to finance 

acquisitions through credit.  If it was not for credit creation, there wouldn’t be an 

EBITDA; 

• Real owners do not think of the value of their business as a multiple of the earnings 

they generate before everything which is EBITDA; 

• The word EBITDA owes its very existence and relevance to dishonest money. 

  

18. What about PE multiple? 

• Earnings are important, a company must be profitable and equally important is 

the cash generated by the company. Profitability can’t just be an accounting 

entry;  

• The price to earnings ratio is meaningful but it’s not really essential in terms of value 

as profitability over a short term or from one period to another is often times a function 

of certain temporal events. So an investor mustn’t pay too much attention to that; 

• Rather more importantly is the recapitalization of those earnings and the 

compounding to those earnings to book value per share which is a far more 

importantly indicator of a company’s ability to compound and that’s where the wealth 

lies. 

  

Wealth is in the compounding of earnings 

 

Basically, a company should be able to re-invest in itself to generate more future earnings 

which is what compounding of earnings means. 

 

19. What about the idea of earnings estimate, forecasts and forward guidance?  

• That’s all nonsense. No CEO has a clue as to what is going to happen in future let 

alone give any precise numbers;  

• Secondly, even if a CEO has some idea, the only reason he would share it with you is 

if he has stock options. The only purpose of asking or giving forward guidance is 

the stock price. This leads to the price of stock becoming a product and the whole 

thing turns into a game; 

  

The focus then shifts from making a better product to finding innovative ways to make more 

money 

  

• Ideally, a business should make money as a result of doing something well. That 

is the foundational principle, you make money because you add value to 

somebody’s life for which he is willing to pay you. What these financial tools like ESOPs 

end up doing is to take the focus away from the business;  

• These days more often than not, a listed company’s principal business is their 

stock. What they do is an unnecessary complication to the idea of the stock going 

up. If it was owners running such businesses, there would be no disputes 

overcompensation. An owner of a business doesn’t take options. He owns 

common stock.  He owns the company. 

  

The idea of corporate responsibility is thrown around all the time these days but the truth is 

owners don’t need to be reminded to be responsible 

 

20. Know what can go wrong;  

• Try to learn about businesses rather than stocks. When you read about varied 

industries and the businesses operating in them, you will have a better 
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understanding of what can go wrong. Over time, even a marginally good business will 

do well if nothing goes wrong;  

• To base an investment decision barely on available financial information is a 

superficial way of investing. But if you are buying simply for the purpose of selling 

then you don’t need to understand what can go wrong as you are seeing everything in 

terms of price; 

  

It’s your duty to know, what can potentially go wrong in the businesses you own 

  

• Knowing what can go wrong is more importantly than what can go right. You can 

never really know what anything is worth until you understand what can go 

wrong;  

• We value companies differently because we weigh various components 

differently. There is no such thing as valuation metrics based on some 

standardized formula unless you see it in conjunction with other issues;  

• In a world where there is a distortion of the economy and the cost of money is 

nearly zero, it’s important to have your own subjective way of measuring and 

accessing value;  

• Always include an element of risk in your valuations based on the risks that are 

particular to a business, particular geography and so on. 

  

21. Scarcity, Permanence and Independence are the three components that make 

investments endure the test of time.  

• Scarcity is the most important law of economics. It is an important ingredient in any 

action that deploys capital in future. Anything that is scarce accrues in value over 

time, be it savings, resources (tangible and intangible) or the human character 

traits that help in building great businesses that last. The oligopoly of a business 

in an industry is an example of scarcity;  

•  Scarcity can be seen not only in quantifiable and material considerations but 

also in a company’s culture and ability to endure, survive and adapt. Or it could 

be its competitive advantage or the aggregate technical skill in some particular 

field of endeavour that is difficult to duplicate;  

• Scarcity element reigns supreme when it comes to people running the company; 

  

There are far more original multi-million-dollar Picasso artworks out there than there are 

company CEOs in whose enterprises you would be willing to deploy your savings 

  

• Permanence is the idea of creating a framework that makes you invest in a 

company and people whose practices and behaviour is designed to endure 

rather than just grow. A company can grow but become fragile at the same time and 

die;  

• Dependence makes a system fragile. If its a company then dependence on 

suppliers, a single customer, government subsidy etc can reduce a company’s 

ability to endure in the long run. A company independent of external factors is more 

likely to adapt and endure in tough times than the one which is a lot of dependence on 

the system. 

  

22. Liquidity can be a curse;  

• When you invest in something that isn’t quoted on exchanges, you are excited about 

the idea of being a part of a real business. You make the extra effort to study the 

intricacies of the business and try to figure out what can go wrong. But when it comes 
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to investing in listed companies, you tend to throw money based on tips as they 

can always be sold the next day. 

  

The liquidity gives you an excuse to not want to know or understand anything about a business 

  

23. Build a habit of re-visiting your decisions, good or bad, and ask yourself;  

• What is it that I should have seen that I didn’t?  

• What was possible to see which was overlooked?  

• What did I see and how did I focus on those that others didn’t; 

  

The idea behind this exercise is to be able to separate an element of luck and happenstance 

from skill 

  

• The unseen and unmeasurable are more importantly than the other kind. Things 

that kill you are often things that you cannot measure or cannot see;  

• Understanding just the notion of risk isn’t enough, you need to know the nature of 

risk and the possible places from which risks to an investment can emerge. 

 

24. There are companies where the owners have a mindset to protect, preserve and 

enhance what they have been handed over by the previous generation and pass on 

the baton to the future generation when the time is right. These are the kind of owners 

you would want to partner with.  

• The time horizon of such owners is not in years but in generations. When you 

partner with owners with such ideology, rest assured that the company will continue to 

do well for decades to come and your capital is secured. 

  

25. More frequently you look at the price of something, more frequently you start to 

second guess why you own it. So frequent checking of the portfolio can be dangerous 

to long term compounding and having so much liquidity in the system doesn’t help either. 

 

26. One of the greatest abilities that one must have as an investment manager is the ability 

to judge people in order to associate with like-minded clients and also the owners 

of the companies you’ve invested in.  

• This can only be achieved by practice and observing things. A single sentence 

uttered by a CEO or CFO can completely change your decision on whether or 

not you should be investing in that company;  

• When you hear them say something that is not aligned to your philosophy of 

business then you mustn’t rationalise staying invested only on the basis of good 

financial performance, you simply get out;  

• A great question to ask yourself in such situations is that if you owned this entire 

business would you hire the current managers to run your company. If the 

answer is no, then why would you even want to hold a 1000 shares?  

• One way to develop this judgement is by meeting the management but sometimes 

you don’t even need to meet them. If you can see that over the last 20-50 years, they 

have made the right decisions at the right time and they have been consistently 

doing this all their lives then you don’t need to meet them to invest with them. 

 

27. Any good investment operation, particularly when it deals with irreplaceable capital, must 

have embedded in it a source of continuity, substance and reserve that can be 

deployed when a favourable investment opportunity presents itself.  
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• This reserve can be in the form of treasury bills, commercial papers, short term bonds 

or time deposits. The problem with these so-called ‘paper assets’ is that they are 

actually debt. So, you do not want your liquidity to be somebody else’s liability. 

• Physical Gold solves that problem. Gold gives scarcity, permanence and 

independence from the financial system. It is something that; 

o you can hold see, touch and hold in a vault; 

o can be sold to anybody, anywhere in the world at a moment’s notice; 

o no one actually owes you anything when you hold gold. It’s not a claim on 

anything; 

o has a sense of peace to it as it possesses a financial strength that even some 

financial institutions can’t boast about. 

  

28. Don’t own something you don’t understand. If it is going up, it makes no difference.  

• Commodity-based businesses have a low barrier to entry. The acceptance of their 

product is subject to whims of the public, the buyers;  

• Similarly, the companies that provide any sort of transport like aerial, trains or 

trucks have no operating leverage. They are subject to inputs and costs that are 

beyond their control, subject to government regulation. So they lack substance. 

 

29. While deciding where the probable investible company should be in the 

structure/hierarchy of production;  

• It doesn’t matter where the company stands in the structure of production rather it 

should have natural barriers to entry based on various factors that make it 

difficult to compete with;  

• Nothing is permanent, so this advantage and these barriers need to be cultivated 

and the company needs to adapt in order to keep its competition at bay;  

• But you don’t want to be partnering in a company that makes something the 

nature of which is so large as a component of something so as to subject to the 

seasonal demand or subject to external risks through government intervention, 

regulation or competition. You want that element of independence to be there. 

 

30. Don’t just make an investment because you want to make a quick buck from it, 

rather have a strong framework and a set of questions that you ask yourself before making 

an investment.  

• Do you like this business?  

• Do you understand it?  

• Do you want to be in this business?  

• What is the history of this firm?  

• What is the competitive advantage that this company has?  

• What is the larger environment in which it operates?  

• Where does the demand for the product come from? In essence, does it come 

as a result of government policy, subsidy, regulation or does it result from a 

choice on the part of the consumer, customer etc?  

• What are the components that go into this business and how are they 

regulated?  

• What risks are there?  

• What is the market for this company’s product?  

• How honest are the revenues?  

• How permanent are they?  

• What are the factors that influence their operating margins or unit growth?  

• How have they deployed their earnings in the past?  
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• How have they grown? A company growing purely on acquisitions or financial 

engineering is an accident waiting to happen;  

• What is the ownership structure of the company, who owns it, for how long and 

what have they done with it?  

• Who are the people involved and how long have they been there? 

  

More often than not when you start answering these questions, you will come across 

something significant that makes you disinterested in the company. 

  

In a handful of cases, at the very end of your analysis, you will realize that you are onto 

something substantive, valuable, enduring, scarce, extraordinary, beautiful. It is then that you 

ask yourself, well what is it worth? Understand that there is a difference between what a 

company is worth and what it’s selling for.  

• What are the components that add to value?  

• What are the risks inherent in the business that you would want to take haircuts 

against?  

• How do other people think it’s worth and under what circumstances over a 

period of time?  

• Is it something that’s neglected?  

• Is it something that is followed by every mutual fund and ETF in the world? 

Because if it is then that makes a company uninteresting.  

  

Then ask yourself some broader yet critical questions before you actually make an 

investment;  

• If you could, would you want to own the entire company? Is this something you 

would want in your collection of assets? – If the answer is no, then why would 

you want to buy a piece of it?  

• If you could own the whole company, would you want the same people to run 

it?  

• Is this business likely to be around 20 years from now? You can get an idea of 

that by looking at some decision that the owners have taken over the past decades. 

By looking at the decisions you understand the motivations of those who own the firm 

and understand whether or not they are sowing the seeds for the next decade or two. 

 

31. Investing is not a science. There is no one size fits all or there are no fixed 

checklists you can adhere to. It is a subjective process;  

• . Sometimes you come to a quick conclusion to the attractiveness of something. Love 

at first sight actually happens in investing as well;  

• At other times, you don’t love something right away rather you take your time and 

slowly start seeing value in the company.  

 

32. The price is important no matter how good the company. No one can predict earnings 

accurately and consistently. So, don’t base your investment decisions on ‘potential’ 

earnings. 

  

Try to develop some mental tools with which to think about the economic value of a 

business endeavour rather than its financial value. It’s easy to say, ‘ this company sells 

for X number of dollars a year’ but what’s difficult to say is, ‘what is this company worth 

and why?‘. 

 

33. What is ‘intrinsic value’?  
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• In its essence, it sounds like a necessary idea. Yet, to the extent we wish to quantify 

it, we end up excluding what is unquantifiable and unseen—the very essence of 

what concerned the prudent man of olden times;  

• We conjure unknown future flows of money, that is, something we guess, from a 

business whose results are subject to interventions and distortions, or from one 

that is being hollowed out and sacrificed at the altar of shareholder value, and run by 

persons who don’t quite care if the company is likely to be around in twenty years’ time; 

• We then discount it all by a number—a rate of interest that bears no relationship 

to anything. We get a number and we compare it to the monetary value of an 

investment instrument. The math can be impressive to the customer, but what does it 

really mean? 

  

It means absolutely nothing 

 

34. Instead of looking at the stock price fluctuations on a daily or weekly basis, look for the 

seeds that are being sown today in the company, good or bad, that are likely to 

bear fruit a year, two, three or four years down the road. 

 

35. When you find something that looks very nice in the first instance, ask yourself the 

question that there is something wrong here. Seek out the reasons why you shouldn’t 

add something to your collection of assets. 

  

Always be a ‘doubting Thomas’ while analysing investments 

  

36. Once you are in a participation with a company, there will be times when you will have 

doubts about something. Here you can create a decision-making framework based 

on your comfort level with the past actions of the owners of the company.  

• Some managements have shown extraordinary faithfulness to their companies, 

families and shareholders over many years that it’s not worth second guessing them 

in case it’s a one-off ‘perceived’ anomaly that you have noticed. You need to trust their 

judgement and decision-making abilities;  

• There will be other companies where you would need to second-guess, in that case, 

seek to get some answers by politely writing to the management;  

• If a company has a series of errors and actions that you are not sure are in the best 

interest of the company long-term, it’s better to quietly exit. As that’s really the only 

thing you can do, being a minority shareholder. 

 

37. It’s not important to be looking for opportunities. What is important is to acquire an 

understanding so you can recognize the opportunities when you see them. If there 

is an opportunity, it comes across for everyone to see it but very few people recognize 

it. So, the people who recognize it are the ones who are prepared to recognise it. 

  

So, what are the tools that will help you recognize opportunities that others don’t;  

• Understand the business;  

• Understand the sector;  

• Understand what the market needs;  

• When you go through hundreds of probable investment ideas, you invest a lot of time 

and effort working on them and in the meantime, you learn something about the 

process;  
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• This time spent is never wasted, you keep making mental notes as you go on 

researching company after company and industry after industry. And the next time 

the situation comes, you have the tools with which to think; 

• In the process, you develop a third or fourth sense of things which sets you apart 

from the crowd. 

 

38. There is no value in reading the financial press.  

• The news is not news, it’s fake and it always has been;  

• A lot of reports for news are poorly disguised promotions or written by people who 

have no clue;  

• People who are involved in real economic endeavour don’t have the time to 

indulge in meaningless activities;  

• The reason why people are looking at the press constantly and seeing, what do other 

people do is because their investment decisions are largely based on other 

people’s decisions. Instead, you should figure out what’s right for you by yourself 

because you don’t know what the real motivation of the person behind the news 

is.  

  

39. Remember that a play on words can change the whole perspective on how your 

brain processes things. Over the years, the gambling business has changed its 

name to the gaming business. This is not by accident. They want to infer to you that 

there is an element of fun in giving money to the house when all odds are against you. 

  

If you can simply replace the words ‘shareholder/stakeholder in a company’ with 

‘participation/partnership/ownership in a company’ in your investing vocabulary, you will start 

looking at your investments differently especially in terms of your time preferences 

 

40. What does the economy or money in the modern day world actually means, is it 

real or simply an illusion?  

• we look at prices on an exchange to reckon value, having failed to see that wealth 

creation via the stock market does not create resources in the economy. We 

don’t see that booming markets without savings is not an accumulation of 

resources but an accumulation of claims on existing resources;  

• We hail growth by looking at a meaningless aggregate such as GDP and we hope for 

higher prices, dismissing the fact that such aggregate growth in money terms more 

often than not comes from debt creation and the consumption of our capital. Yet 

we reckon all this as a modern financial miracle;  

• We have abolished the idea of failure—nature’s cleansing mechanism. As a 

consequence, we’ve lost real economic vitality. We’ve substituted finance for an 

industry as the locomotive of economic growth. In GDP terms, it looks terrific. But it is 

neither enduring nor real;  

• A promise to pay is not money. We dress it up as a bank deposit, a treasury bill or 

some variation thereto and insist on calling it an asset. But we also laugh at the man 

who chooses to keep his cash in gold. The price of something becomes our value 

determinant rather than its characteristics in being real, enduring, or suitable as 

a means to our objective;  

• Dishonest money begets dishonest statistics, dishonest accounting, dishonest 

balance sheets, dishonest means, dishonest objectives, dishonest 

compensation policies, and dishonest relationships; that it begets 

ambiguousness and corruption in every aspect of life—from the loftiest of 

boardrooms down to the lowliest economic agent;  
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• We need to appreciate the fact that our own claims, promises and debts are 

nothing but a false reckoning of wealth. We trade instruments on financial 

exchanges that possess no inherent economic value. We trust there will always be 

a bid or a greater fool as they say;  

• One of the most nefarious consequences of dishonest money is to destroy our ability 

and willingness to act responsibly in light of our own judgments. It has led us to 

replace common sense by compliance;  

• We have substituted the law for what is moral and what is right. We 

have substituted audit checklists for an auditor’s judgment about what is true 

and fair. And we have substituted phoney mathematics for the judgment we once 

possessed in understanding the nature of value and that of risk. 

 

Conclusion:  

• Tony believes that; 

  

Wealth in created on the main street and not on wall street. Our job as custodians of that 

wealth is to understand the irreplaceability of that capital created over generations of hard 

work and savings. It must be respected 

  

• The history of business and money is replete with stories of companies like Xerox 

where fortunes made over a lifetime were lost due to some inappropriate decisions.  

So, we need to view the financial process with some humility. For unless you 

inherit it or win the lottery, creating great wealth is quite difficult and, keeping it, is 

substantially harder. 

  

‘Humility’ and ‘Judgment’ are two foundational traits they don’t teach in Business School. They 

are impossible to identify or quantify 

  

A little arrogance, over-confidence or lack of judgment results in disaster. Be it money or life 

in general 

  

• More importantly, 

  

The best thing you can pass onto your children is not money, it’s the way of doing things  

 

 

END OF ANTHONY DEDEN’s 40 LESSONS 
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ANNEXURE 2 – MODERN FIAT FRAUD MONEY vs GOLD – THE ONLY REAL MONEY 

Explanation of Fiat Currency (paper money - not on the Gold Standard) 

 

Only to be read by those who truly do not understand Fiat money, or those who want to 

understand it better.  

 

How did our money become worthless and what are the consequences?  

This is of necessity lengthy to uncomplicate it. 

To make it easier, I will explain why – in very basic and detailed stages: 

• Before Coins and Paper Money, Barter Trade prevailed.  Barter of farm produce, 

manufactured goods, jewellery and, obviously, precious metals such as Gold and 

Silver.  The latter have been treasured by all civilizations for millennia.  The essence 

of this “Barter” system was that you could not buy something if you did not produce or 

have something to exchange.  You always had to make a product or offer a service in 

exchange for the product or service you wanted.  As civilization and the complexity of 

products and services on offer progressed, Gold and Silver played an increasingly 

critical role in this barter system.  This was because people often wanted a product 

and did not have any products or services that the supplier wanted at that moment!, 

so they paid the supplier with Gold or Silver, which served as a universal unit of 

exchange.  Gold and Silver also solved any problems that arose if the products the two 

parties wanted to exchange were of disparate value as they were divisible.  Essentially 

the Barter System comprises the exchange of effort, typically priced in “Man Hours” – 

remember this; 

• Next came coins.  The need for coins arose because not every trader had a scale to 

weigh raw gold or silver or the means to test its purity.  Therefore, coins were minted 

that had a specific weight and an implicit authenticated purity (alloy assay).  However, 

with time, some people would shave bits of Gold or Silver off the edges of each of the 

coins they handled, and hoard this until they had a fair bit of Gold or Silver.  The result 

was that with time, coins were no longer round and no longer complied with their 

original specified weight, which defeated the purpose.  To counter this, the next 

generation of coins had “reeded” (riffled edges) and laws were passed making it a 

punishable offence to deface coins.  NOTE! – each and every coin was a Gold or Silver 

asset that could be exchanged for goods in the Barter Trade Tradition; 

• Next came transport companies and then “banks”.  Moving large amounts of Gold and 

Silver was problematic due to the risks posed by highwaymen. In response, transport 

companies such as Wells Fargo originated that used mule trains, wagons or stage 

coaches that were accompanied by security personnel to transport the Gold and Silver.  

Since these companies needed safe secure offices at the start and end points of their 

run, where the Gold and Silver could be stored, they also became custodians of 

money.  Sometimes the Gold and Silver were moved from the transport companies to 

storage “Banks” in the city.  So the first banks were custodians of money for a fee;  

o Note! For ease of reference I may sometimes use Gold as a generic for Gold 

and Silver. 

• Next came promissory notes.  Any person who had Gold at the bank would hand write 

a note to the bank instructing it to “pay to the bearer” i.e. “on demand” a specific amount 

of his gold as payment for the goods received during their barter transaction.  NOTE! 

– at this stage, the banks were holding Gold, not money.  The notes merely served as 

confirmations of transfer of ownership of the Gold held in custody by the bank, from 

one person to another.  These hand written effectively functioned like a modern day 

cheque; 
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• Next came Bank Notes.  Effectively, the abovementioned personalised notes were 

often passed from one person to another or won in a poker game, so the person 

presenting the note to the bank was not necessarily the original holder.  As a result, 

the banks started issuing notes with standard values, partially since these were far 

lighter and easier to carry.  So if a person put – say 50 ounces of Gold on deposit, he 

would get fifty Twenty Dollar notes as each ounce was worth Twenty US Dollars until 

1931.  Each bank issued its own Bank Notes and each Twenty Dollar note had words 

such as “I promise to pay the bearer on demand – 1 ounce of gold” or for lesser value 

notes – “I promise to pay the bearer on demand – 1 ounce of sterling silver” (this is 

where the UK’s “Sterling” originated – Sterling is 92.5% pure silver alloy).  NOTE!  Each 

bank would hold an amount of Gold and Silver exactly equal to the amount of Bank 

Notes issued and if someone withdrew his Gold or Silver, he would exchange the Bank 

Notes for the metal and the Bank Notes would be removed from circulation, torn up 

and/or burned.  It is critical to understand that each note represented real Gold or Silver 

that was being held in custody for the owner.  The banks were not the owners of the 

Gold or Silver, they were merely holding it in safe keeping for the owner for a fee.  

Therefore, when a man was holding a bank note, he was – in effect – holding “proof of 

ownership of Gold” and when he gave it to another in exchange for goods, the seller 

of those goods would now be the owner of that Gold.  Note furthermore, that there was 

no such thing as credit or interest, there were only bank custody/storage fees.  Instead 

of credit, people with money used to grubstake entrepreneurs, meaning they used to 

advance them money for food and equipment, or invest in their business venture.  In 

return, they usually became part owners – ie. shareholders – in the venture with the 

promise of a pro-rata profit share if the venture succeeded.  Note! Their capital and 

income were at risk.  Broadly speaking credit and “interest” are a more modern habit 

that was encouraged to facilitate growth.  Sadly, it also facilitates insolvency of banks, 

corporations and/or individuals.  So it was that the banks were owned by private 

individuals and, if they did well, from custody fees and were not robbed, the owners of 

the bank used to become wealthy and grubstake entrepreneurs.  Equally, if the banker 

knew of a good investment prospect, he might encourage a few of his wealthy clients 

to invest money in the venture as they would be indebted to the banker if the 

investment paid off.  Note, there was no guarantee of a return of or on investment as 

the lender would get nothing if the venture failed.  This investment vs credit approach 

is how the Muslim Sharia banking system works to this day – although they are “getting 

creative”.  Remember, this was an era where a man’s word was as good as his bond 

and bankers were mostly honest trusted individuals; 

• Now for the sad news – bankers increasingly became dishonest.  First, some banks 

started realizing that their bank notes were being passed from one person to the next 

without the Gold being withdrawn.  They then printed more money than they had Gold 

on deposit on the assumption that not all the depositors would show up simultaneously 

to withdraw their Gold and, therefore, no one would ever know.  They then invested 

this additional “non-gold backed” money in diverse projects.  This was effectively theft, 

as it meant that if all the owners of their bank notes arrived simultaneously to collect 

their Gold, that the bank would not have enough to cover all the bank notes and many 

people would not get the Gold or Silver that was rightfully theirs.  Naturally, all these 

extra notes enriched the bankers and this system would work for as long as no one 

became aware of what the banker was doing and for as long as all the depositors did 

not arrive at the same time to withdraw their metal.  Effectively this was hugely 

dishonest as the bankers were creating wealth out of thin air, investing that money and 

earning profits that they were not legally entitled to.  Naturally, some bankers became 

greedy, took this too far and issued notes in many multiples of the Gold or Silver they 
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had on deposit.  This fraudulent practice became known as fractional reserve banking, 

as the banks only held a fraction of the Gold reserves they were supposed to in relation 

to the money they had in circulation. NOTE!  It is theft, whether or not the depositors 

arrive to collect their Gold and it is dishonest since the bankers are enriching 

themselves at the expense of others; 

• Next came Government Central Banks.   Initially, Municipalities and Governments 

collected money, comprising Gold and Silver coins and later convertible bank notes, 

by way of taxes.  They stored this money in privately owned banks and spent it on 

community projects creating the necessary infrastructure for the citizens to share.  

However, eventually there came a time when the dishonesty of private banks had to 

be addressed and Governments created Central Banks.  They confiscated the Gold 

and Silver from the privately owned banks, thereby becoming the custodians of the 

public’s Gold and Silver, and issued Government Currency Bills in exchange.  

Remember, as explained previously, the Government was now the custodian of the 

Gold or Silver of its citizens – it was not the owner of that Gold or Silver.  Again, the 

notes were endorsed with the words “promise to pay the bearer on demand X ounces 

of Gold or Silver”.  NOTE! – This system is known as The Gold Standard as paper 

bank notes could be converted to Gold and/or Silver).   However, when countries are 

on the Gold Standard, there has to be strict fiscal discipline for a number of reasons: 

o Firstly new money can only be printed either when the miners have mined new 

Gold or Silver, or when the country has exported more than it imports and earns 

foreign currency that they can exchange for the Gold or Silver held by the other 

country’s central bank; 

o Secondly, if the country’s trade deficit is too big, its foreign trading partners can 

demand that the deficit is settled in Gold.  In this way Gold (Wealth) is 

transferred from the importer to the country that is able to produce more 

efficiently or cost effectively.  This transfer of wealth leaves the importer country 

poorer, which causes its currency to weaken, which, in turn, improves its 

competitiveness and enables it to grow its exports.  Contrarily, the exporter 

becomes richer as it “earns Gold” and so its currency becomes stronger.  So 

you see that purchasing power parity is maintained by the exchange of Gold 

Wealth and improved Manufacturing Efficiency reflected in Export 

Competitiveness; 

o Thirdly, because there is a specific amount of money, and not an ever-growing 

unlimited supply, there is virtually no inflation and so, Municipalities & 

Governments have to stick to their budgets. 

• This puts massive pressure on Governments to properly manage their economies and 

maintain strict fiscal discipline and this did not suit modern politicians who are using 

the media, tax breaks, manipulated inflation statistics, social subsidies etc to garner 

votes, stay in power and enrich themselves.  As a result, elected officials started 

bending the rules for their personal convenience; 

• In time, this brought about seriously distressing dishonest practices by Governments 

that included three major aspects; 

o First, Governments adopted Fractional Reserve Banking (explained above) 

and pushed this to the point where Central Banks only held “at most” 10% Gold 

in relation to the amount of money in circulation.  This meant that if all the 

nation’s citizens were to ask for their Gold simultaneously, only 10% would get 

their Gold.  Remember – “This is effectively theft, since the Gold originally 

belonged to the citizens, who would now no longer be able to get the Gold that 

was legally theirs”.  “This was also dishonest since the Government created 

wealth that did not actually exist”, which enabled the politicians and bankers to 
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enrich themselves.  Initially this progressive fractionalisation is inflationary as it 

increases the money in circulation despite the fact that the output of the country 

remains fairly constant; 

o Secondly, the Central banks subsequently abandoned the Gold Standard, 

thereby disenfranchising the public of any right to claim the remaining 10% of 

their Gold.  Again this is theft of the wealth of the very citizens the government 

officials are supposed to be serving.  I stress, this meant that citizens were no 

longer entitled to claim the Gold that was legally theirs as it had effectively been 

confiscated by the Government.  In the USA, this happened on a national level 

in 1933.  However, for the period from 1933 until 1971, there was a sovereign 

Gold Standard, meaning that foreign countries could still claim payment in 

Gold.  In 1971, France came to the USA and demanded payment in Gold to 

settle the USA’s huge trade deficit with France.  Nixon then became famous 

because he declined, effectively declaring that the USA was bankrupt.  The 

USA had frittered away its 21 000 ton Gold reserves of the 1950’s and owed 

more than 38 000 tons – Google “Frank Veneroso’s Gold Book”.  At this point, 

the US Dollar and subsequently all currencies in the World abandoned the 

Bretton Woods system and the Gold Standard and became “Fiat Currencies”.  

The Latin word Fiat means “let it be done” and paper money is called Fiat 

currency as it was created by no more than Government Decree.  Fiat Currency 

is the term for paper money that is not backed by Gold or Silver and in the 

history of mankind, every attempt at sustaining a Fiat Currency has failed and 

there have been countless attempts.  NOTE!- I quote the USA, but all 

currencies are now Fiat with Switzerland the last to abandon the Gold Standard 

in 1998; 

o In the same way that paper money is now worthless, all coins used to be made 

of Gold, Silver, Nickel and Copper, metals that had intrinsic value – Eg. a Silver 

Crown that was worth 50c in 1950 would contain almost R250 of Silver today 

(1/5/11).  Today, all coins are made of plated steel and are worthless. 

o Finally, the ultimate dishonesty of this whole system is illustrated by these two 

sentences: 

▪ Originally, with “Real Money”, when you sold something and someone 

gave you money, you could take that paper money and go to the bank 

to get your gold – which represented your due -THE OTHER HALF OF 

THE BARTER TRANSACTION; but 

▪ Today, with “Fiat Money”, when you sell something and someone gives 

you money, he has actually given you a worthless piece of paper.  This 

piece of paper only serves as money for the purpose of facilitating 

another trade and for as long as people believe in it, as it actually has 

ZERO value.  Worse still, due to the fact that Governments print more 

at will, it constantly loses value until it is worthless like it was in 

Zimbabwe, etc.  Currently, it is like global musical chairs, as when the 

music stops i.e. currencies collapse, those holding paper money will 

have nothing. 

• There used to be a joke that Paddy got an overdraft at the bank and he was given a 

cheque book.  After a month or so, the bank manager called to tell him his account 

was overdrawn, to which Paddy cheerfully replied “no problem, I will come in and pay 

you with a cheque”.  This is exactly what the US Fed and other central banks are doing, 

more blatantly than ever before in the history of mankind, with their “Fiat Money 

System” as they openly buying back Bonds/Treasuries with newly printed “costless” 
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paper money.  Confirmation? – Read this really excellent and revealing article by Ty 

Andros 

http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article26195.html,  and  

Read this article by Bill Gross, the MD of the world’s biggest bond fund 

http://www.pimco.com/Pages/RunTurkeyRun.aspx. 

 

THIS IS THE TURNING POINT.   

Up to this point, paper money on a Gold Standard represented a “REAL ASSET” that could 

be accumulated as that represented an increase in “REAL WEALTH”.  The day Central Banks 

abandoned the Gold Standard, paper money became nothing more than a medium of 

exchange, a piece of paper that facilitated trade and a record that a barter transaction had 

taken place.  For as long as Governments exercised fiscal discipline, this system worked, but 

greed intervened, fiscal profligacy prevailed, and staggering amounts of paper money were 

created.  Accordingly, paper money could no longer be relied on as a store of wealth or value 

as inflation was constantly eroding its value and it could become “TOTALLY” worthless at any 

time.  The proof of this is that the Dollar and most other hard currencies have effectively lost 

98% of their value in the past 100 years.  The evidence is that prices today are astronomically 

higher than they were 100 years ago.  This is what happened in Weimar Germany, Argentina, 

Zimbabwe, Venezuela, etc, except on a hyperinflationary scale.  It is important to note, that 

we need paper money as a medium of exchange as the big problem with pure barter trade is 

that each person has to want exactly what the other person has to offer.  Furthermore, in barter 

trade the values of the items traded have to match approximately as you cannot get half a car 

as change if the price of the house is equal to the price of 2.5 cars.  Paper money is also more 

convenient as it is light, transportable and more easily divisible than an ounce of Gold. 

  

Essentially the initial requirement of money was that a) it must not tarnish and degrade over 

time, b) that it should have a high value to weight ratio to make it easily transportable and c) 

that is should be easily divisible.  This is why coins were made of Gold, Silver, Nickel and 

Copper in days gone by.  Paper money backed by Gold and/or Silver was preferred as it was 

light to transport and easily divisible – Gold and even Silver coins could not be easily used to 

buy low cost items, whereas Nickel and Copper coins could.  Personally, I can live with metal 

plated coins, as these represent a small percentage of our wealth, but I cannot accept Fiat 

paper money in the absence of some system of absolute control over Government statistics 

and money printing activities.  The primary trouble with Fiat paper money is the irresistible 

temptation to print and, in so doing, to create inflation – i.e. devalue the paper money.  

 

• FINALLY – THE UGLY TRUTH OF FIAT MONEY.  Throughout history, no Fiat 

Currency has ever survived.  On the other hand, from Daily Reckoning comes the 

appropriate contrary question: But if gold is the best money, how come we don’t use it 

rather than dollars?  Lord Rees-Mogg explains: “The problem for gold is not that it 

doesn’t work, but that it works too well…it imposes limits on human behaviour, and 

those limits can be resented and rejected. Indeed, it can become impossible for a 

government to maintain the discipline of gold…”.  For as long as countries maintain 

fiscal discipline, by balancing their budgets, and trade deficits remain low, the “Fiat” 

currency system works.  This is because the books can be balanced. ie. The amount 

spent by Government equals the amount gathered in taxes and/or the amount of goods 

sold and the amount of goods bought cancel each other out and the countries have 

been “Paid” in imported goods in exchange for their exported goods.  However, under 

a Fiat Money Regime, it is too tempting and too easy for a country to run up huge 

budget and/or trade deficits and simply print money at will & low cost to cover budget 

and trade shortfalls.  i.e. Governments (read Politicians) can spend more than they 

http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article26195.html
http://www.pimco.com/Pages/RunTurkeyRun.aspx
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earn in taxes, usually to fund their own agendas and line their own pockets.  This is 

especially true since the consequences of deficits incurred today are transferred to 

future generations so it is unlikely that the current government can or will bear the 

consequences or be held accountable.  Bottom line, in the absence of balanced 

budgets, deficits will increase to the point where the accumulated debts can no longer 

be paid.  This practice of creating money that is not backed by Gold, Silver or Other 

Assets is classically called Monetisation or more recently Quantitative Easing, which 

is exactly what Weimar Germany, Yugoslavia and Zimbabwe did.  The problem is that 

once Governments start printing, it is too tempting and too easy to do so again and, 

then it inevitably spirals out of control in ever increasing amounts as the currency 

weakens.  The USA has over the last decade printed massive amounts of Fiat 

currency, lived beyond its means and run up huge budget and trade deficits.  In fact, 

the USA trade deficit with the rest of the world is in excess of $20 Trillion (2020) – that 

is a pile of $100 bills over 20 000 / twenty thousand Km high.  NOTE! That means the 

USA has imported $15t more than it exported or that the rest of the world has given 

the USA $15t of goods in exchange for worthless paper.  Today the USA, UK, EU, 

Japan etc are all printing money to the point where it can no longer be accounted for 

and is probably being “Taken” by those in power to enrich themselves.  The perfect 

modern day illustration of where this rabid printing of money leads is the Zimbabwe 

Dollar.  They printed Zimbabwe Dollars to the point where no-one wanted them and 

only Gold, Silver or “harder” foreign currencies were deemed acceptable, albeit as an 

illegal black-market currency.  This same scenario is currently in the fairly early stages 

of unfolding in our modern global monetary system.  The more money the USA prints, 

the cheaper their currency becomes and that makes USA products cheaper into the 

EU and the rest of the world, which gives the USA an unfair advantage.  To combat 

this, the rest of the Central Banks of the world have commenced printing extra money 

to make their currency weaker and regain their competitive advantage.  This has led 

to a spiral where Central Banks are printing more and more money in a never ending 

cycle of competitive devaluations that is currently being referred to as a “currency war”.  

This could make all paper money worthless if it is allowed to go too far.  The 

consequence of printing excess money is inflation, which is best explained by a simple 

example as follows: 

o When you print too much money, you eventually get inflation and actually 

weaken your currency.  It works like this – say two countries each produce a 

million units of goods and have a million units of currency.  That means that 

one unit of Good is worth one unit of Currency.  One country then doubles the 

currency in circulation overnight without increasing the total goods produced – 

obviously people will be willing to pay two units of Currency per unit of Good 

instead of one – which is inflation.  Now the other countries that did not increase 

their currency are still operating on one unit of currency per good, therefore, 

your currency is now worth half what it used to be, as good for good, we would 

now be exchanging two units of your currency for one of theirs.  That is why, 

when your currency loses value, you become poorer relative to everyone else 

in the world and you get inflation down the road when you print too much 

money.  However, the magnitude of the inflation is difficult to control if you 

continue to print too much money, as there is a lag before higher prices filter 

through to the economy and a distorting factor called velocity.  Velocity is the 

rate at which money changes hands and lower velocity = lower inflation, 

whereas higher velocity = higher inflation.  So, as is currently the case in the 

USA 2000 – 2020, lower velocity can temporarily offset higher money supply.  

This latent inflation is being further offset by deflation is being imported from 
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China in the form of lower prices and automation is bringing down costs.   In 

essence, the more you print the greater the risk of things getting out of control, 

at which point you get sucked into a never ending inflation spiral that leads you 

to the situation Zimbabwe was in.  Contrarily, for deflation to manifest, there 

has to be a contraction of the money supply, with central banks raising 

commercial banks fractional reserve limits on the one hand and literally 

collecting money and burning/ destroying it on the other;   

o The fact that the increase in money supply has been countered by the reduction 

of the velocity of money is beautifully illustrated in the following two charts: 

 

The Money Supply Stock virtually quadrupled since 2000. 

 
 

The velocity of money has virtually halved since 1995. 

 
 

Today the world has been printing excessive paper money for decades, but particularly since 

2008/2009 and even creating it by computer.  In September 2012 the US engaged in QE-

infinity, because the USA waved any limit.  Initially, QE benefited the banks and stayed in the 

banking circles, which meant it did not get out in the public domain where it would create 

inflation.  However, banks have realised that the Federal Reserve in the USA will not allow a 

major collapse of the economy, so they are increasingly finding ways to strongarm the US into 

opening the spigots.  However, in time, this money will leak out into circulation.  This will 

inevitably lead to inflation, which will, in turn, lead to greater amounts being printed (Currently 

the inflation figures are manipulated lower to obscure the rising prices, but we all know food, 

fuel and medical costs have more than doubled of late).  However, if all countries are printing 

money to devalue their currencies relative to the others, there could be no relative weakening 

of one against the other and therefore no differential price inflation between one country and 

the next.  If this is the case, the deteriorating value of the global currencies will only be reflected 
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in the rising prices of Gold and Silver which are the only Real money and represent Real value.  

This situation where money is printed in such excess will, almost certainly, spiral out of control 

as the global currencies approach a Zimbabwe Dollar situation, especially the if velocity of 

money increases and the lag effect comes into play.  I believe the situation will not be allowed 

to get totally out of control as it did in Zimbabwe before some fiscal sanity prevails and some 

fiscal discipline is re-introduced by way of a return to some pseudo Gold Standard.  By virtue 

of the fact that the US Dollar is still the world’s reserve currency, countries with huge trade 

surpluses, like China, India and Russia will put a stop to it before the value of their surpluses 

is eroded excessively.  But until then, investors are going to flee depreciating currencies and 

“Go for Gold and Silver” as the ultimate, time tested, store of wealth in troubled times. 

 

To summarise the “inflation” issue, I leave you with this quote by Greenspan: 

 

In 1966/67, long before he was elected to the Federal Reserve, Alan Greenspan wrote a piece 

in which he said:  http://www.constitution.org/mon/greenspan_gold.htm  

The abandonment of the gold standard made it possible for the welfare statists to use the 

banking system as a means to an unlimited expansion of credit. In the absence of the gold 

standard, there is no way to protect savings from confiscation through inflation. There is no 

safe store of value. Deficit spending is simply a scheme for the hidden confiscation of wealth. 

Gold stands in the way of this insidious process. It stands as a protector of property rights. If 

one grasps this, one has no difficulty in understanding the statists' antagonism toward the gold 

standard.  Alan Greenspan 

Subsequently, after he was elected, he was asked about this quote and he said  

“I stand by every word of it”. 

 

In October 2013, Greenspan said: “Gold is a good place to put your money these days, given 

its value as a currency outside of the policies conducted by Governments” and Greenspan 

characterized the job of Fed chairman as one “subject to the heavy dictate of the federal 

government”, 

 

 

THE USA AND THE WEST ARE FOR SALE 

 

Because the USA has imported $20 Trillion more than it exported, this means the USA has 

effectively been paying others for imports with worthless paper dollars and running up huge 

trade deficits.  ie. In a fiat currency regime, the greater their trade deficit, the more products 

and services they have managed to get for free (contrarily, if there is no trade deficit, the 

imports would have cancelled out exports and each party would have exchanged products 

and services of equal value).  Therefore, for as long as their creditors do not spend these 

dollars in the USA, the USA got their imports for free.  The USA knows this and is blocking 

China from purchasing huge US organisations, because they are supposedly “strategic 

assets”.  Furthermore, for as long as these creditors like China and India spend their US 

Dollars buying the assets of other countries, they have transferred the problem of these 

potentially worthless dollars to those countries.  Ideally no country should hold onto the dollars 

as they are rapidly losing value (purchasing power).  It is important to note at this point that 

the USA has commenced monetising its debt, which means it is printing money like Zimbabwe 

and the faster they print money the faster it loses value, until finally it becomes truly worthless 

even for buying assets.  The only way justice would be served would be if everyone spent 

their dollars buying the assets of the USA, failing which it is musical chairs and some poor 

sucker is left holding the worthless dollars.  Remember, I refer to the USA as a proxy for the 

rest of the World, as Japan, the EU, UK etc. are all engaged in rabid printing. 

http://www.constitution.org/mon/greenspan_gold.htm
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As Thomas Palley, a Washington-based economist wrote last year, - "Printing a $100 bill is 

almost costless to the US government, but foreigners must give more than $100 of resources 

to get the bill. That's a tidy profit for US taxpayers."  Similarly, John Connally Governor of 

Texas said to a bunch of European politicians - “The US Dollar is our currency, but it is your 

problem”. 

CONCLUSION 

It is important to note that a Fiat Currency system will only survive for as long as all the people 

believe in it.  When that belief was suspended in Zimbabwe, people reverted to barter trade 

and trade in safe currencies like Dollars, Euros and Gold.  If this belief is suspended on a 

Global basis and all Fiat currencies collapse, people will revert to barter trade and/or trade 

with Gold and Silver as it was in the first paragraph at the start of this article, since there will 

be no currency that will be perceived as safe and certainly not one that is big enough to replace 

the Dollar and/or the Euro.  And so the whole cycle will start again.  Remember, essentially 

“barter trade” means that people are exchanging “Man Hours” i.e. the value of all products in 

any new currency will once again revert to the “Effort or Man Hours” required to produce that 

good – which will be the cumulative labour cost embodied in the production of each product.  

Eg. The value of a house is the value of the labour cost of taking iron ore out of the ground, 

plus the labour to create the steel, plus the labour cost to manufacture the skill saw, plus the 

labour cost to cut the timber, plus the labour cost to build the house etc.  Therefore, when all 

currencies collapse and a new currency is introduced, all tangible assets will have a value that 

will once again be determined by the cumulative labour cost of the product expressed in the 

new currency.  For this reason, during this period of insane “FIAT” printing, I favour tangible 

assets like Gold, Silver and Property, which can never lose their “labour” value, over intangible 

assets like cash, bonds or derivatives.  For this reason I stay away from banks. 

 

So now that we understand that “Money”, which used to represent “Real Wealth” is now an 

“Empty Fraudulent Promise”, we need to better understand Wealth and, more importantly, the 

difference between “Real Wealth and Nominal Wealth”.  This is covered in the next chapters. 

 

Due to the fiscal imprudence of this era, it is a time to own Gold and Silver until the Fiat 

Currencies have been exposed for what they really are and that is in the process of happening 

now.  This statement is truer now than it was 20-30 years ago, because the amount of Fiat 

Money being created is totally out of hand and all economies are experiencing negative growth 

together.  The USA, EU and Japan have just announced (2019) that they will print as much 

as is needed indefinitely i.e. printing to infinity.  Remember, “ALL” modern currencies are Fiat 

and the proposed new benchmark currency, the IMF’s Special Drawing Rights (SDR’s), is 

merely another Fiat currency that will have a value represented by the “Weighted average of 

the world’s biggest Fiat currencies”.  Already it is impossible to say how much money major 

economies have in circulation due to manipulation and the fact that money is generated by 

computer at the stroke of a key, so how are they going to monitor the basket.  Imagine a basket 

that has to be reset every week or month because the US, UK or EU continued to print money 

at a rabid pace – what a joke – as it completely defeats the purpose, which is exchange rate 

stability.  Furthermore, as the IMF is managed by the Fiat culprits, namely the USA, EU, UK 

and Japan, its SDR’s will also be open to manipulation for political expediency and, therefore, 

in no way represent future stability or absolute fiscal discipline.  Imagine if they all agree to 

increase their money supply by an equal percentage, that would keep the SDR constant but 

effectively devalue it against all other currencies.  This excellent article by Richard Mills 

explains a proposal by Maynard Keynes that could have provided an elegant solution to the 

above dilemma http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article34000.html.  However, US Self Interest 

prevailed over Global Community Interest and this proposal never saw the light of day – until 

now that is, as the Chinese have tabled it and favour its adoption.  Therefore, eventually there 

http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article34000.html
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will have to be a reversion to some sort of Gold Standard (see below).  China is accumulating 

Gold at a pace and has hinted that it will revert to a Gold Standard.  Many other BRIC, Middle 

and Far East countries are doing the same.  Utah just approved a Gold Standard (31/3/2011), 

albeit only for Gold coins at face value, which is perfect if the US currency collapses as goods 

will then be re-priced any way 

http://www.mineweb.com/mineweb/view/mineweb/en/page72068?oid=124156&sn=Detail .  

Eleven other states are considering similar steps.  I think this is a big deal. The question is – 

will this spread to other states listed and then to the rest of the world, or is this a once off?   

Read this remarkable article exploring Global Political and Economic Governance - 

http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article23789.html.   

The following remark extracted from  

http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_08/kosares012411.html almost puts it in a nutshell. 

Benn Steil too echoed the thinking of Robert Mundell in his speech delivered in 2008: “. . .if 

you go down the line of currencies around the world, you don't find many attractive 

opportunities. And that's why I say if the world were to give up on Dollars and give up on Euros, 

they'd probably go back to the old standby, which is gold. And I don't mean by gold, 

government run gold standard, like we had in the late 19th century. That's politically 

impossible. Governments will never be willing to subordinate their policies to the constraints 

of a hard commodity ever again... So how could gold make a revival as a sort of international 

money? Well, we don't actually need a government run gold standard anymore...since people 

have always had confidence in gold as a long-term store of value, there's no reason why it 

couldn't play that role.” 

 

Today – End 2020, we are in a situation where the rest of the world is increasingly Dollar 

averse, the US is in crisis, Europe and the Euro are in crisis, the UK is in a mess and Japan 

has the highest “official” debt of any country in the world so the Yen is going nowhere.  In fact, 

today all the countries are engaged in currency wars comprising competitive devaluations 

aimed at protecting each country’s trade advantages (current accounts/trade balances).  The 

latest G20 meeting attempted to stop this currency war, but consensus could not be reached, 

especially with the USA for whom cessation of its money printing would mean financial disaster 

in the form of default i.e. bankruptcy.  It is only a matter of time before it all collapses.  Note! 

The total Debt including future social obligations of the USA, the UK, Japan and many EU 

countries exceeds 400% of their Gross National Product, whereas the normal bankruptcy 

threshold is 100% as evidenced by countries like Argentina (100%) and Greece (113%).  Iran 

and India have just agreed to exchange Oil for Gold – outright barter – and other countries are 

commencing trading in currencies other than the traditional Dollar/Euro/Pound.   

 

It is equally important to realise that the barter analogy makes it clear that “a country should 

always be producing something of value that can be exchanged, even if it is only tourism, in 

order to ensure that that country’s exports balance out its imports”.  After all, you should always 

have “something” to exchange, otherwise there is no trade – and paper currency is definitely 

not “something”.  The something could be intellectual consultancy services or labour, but 

Export Revenue should balance Import Expense.  Any imbalance is unsustainable in the long 

term, as demonstrated by the USA which manufactured less and less, imported $15 Trillion 

more than it exported over the past two decades and is now effectively unable to repay that 

debt.  Now it is only fair that a country like China can get value for its Surplus, whereas 

currently it is stuck with a depreciating $2Trillion lemon.  This imbalance would not have been 

possible in the days of the Gold standard as their creditors would have demanded payment in 

Gold far sooner. This would have weakened the payee’s currency as they’d have the same 

amount of dollars covering less gold, which would have rebalanced the county’s purchasing 

power parity.  Instead, the imbalance that was facilitated by modern “Fiat” money could be 

http://www.mineweb.com/mineweb/view/mineweb/en/page72068?oid=124156&sn=Detail
http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article23789.html
http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_08/kosares012411.html
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extended almost indefinitely as the currency devalued to the point where payment in Fiat 

money makes payment a meaningless exercise.   

 

Ultimately, the new money has to be based on a Gold Standard.  Although there is much talk 

of a standard comprising a basket of commodities, such as Gold, Silver, Oil etc, this is not 

practical.  Gold is the only practical benchmark since it has a high value to weight ratio that 

facilitates payment of national deficits (such as the one Richard Nixon reneged on).  Imagine 

the transport and other logistics of settling a huge trade deficit with another country in 

equivalent value of Sheep, Cattle or even Oil, especially if “the country that owes has nothing 

to give that the owed country wants”.  So! I believe the anticipated currency crisis or collapse 

will eventually precipitate a resumption of a pure Gold Standard at international level, if only 

to provide a mechanism for settling trade deficits.  In fact, I believe China, India, Russia, 

Indonesia, the Middle East, Mexico etc have anticipated this and are already making 

preparations to that end as their Central Banks are buying Gold at a pace.   

 

Another way of explaining why the Gold Standard has to return is that in its absence, foreign 

countries are lending money without collateral, which is not fiscally responsible.  In fact, in the 

modern era, it is patently clear that any sovereign loans to “de facto bankrupt” countries and 

most are bankrupt, WILL NEVER BE REPAID, so they are merely window dressing to paper 

over the truth and defer the pain.  After all, in the same way that banks lend money against 

collateral, tax payers are entitled to demand that their country lends to other countries with 

some form of security/collateral that their money will not be lost.  That collateral has historically 

always been and should once again be GOLD!! 

 

GOLD – THE ULTIMATE CURRENCY – THE CURRENCY OF THE FUTURE 

THE RECENT FLIGHT FROM PAPER CURRENCIES TO GOLD IS PROOF THAT GOLD IS 

THE ULTIMATE CURRENCY.  i.e. THE FUTURE CURRENCY HAS TO BE ONE THAT 

PEOPLE CAN TRUST, LIKE GOLD, AND NOT A CURRENCY THAT CAN BE 

CREATED/PRINTED AT WILL. 

 

A final question is what about the banks.  Banks used to store our monetary wealth and now 

they do not even want cash.  In the absence of the Gold Standard, they only have two primary 

functions: 

• They record numerical balances and transfer numerical amounts from one account, 

bank or country to another.  Imagine a scenario where some password driven global 

internet software manages all account balances and transfers (as we do on internet 

banking).  i.e. Essentially, if money used in day to day transactions is merely a medium 

of exchange, the e-bucks concept can work, where one exchanges the word money 

for value credits.  Some computer software like Google can keep track of all our 

Plusses (value credits/money in) and Minuses (value credits/money out), with the 

Balance amount of value credits standing against our name.  If you do not have a 

positive credits balance, you cannot buy – Debt is Dead.  Currently a number of digital 

currencies like Bitcoin are enjoying a lot of attention.  While these are again merely a 

Fiat medium of exchange, they do have the added benefit that they bypass exchange 

controls.  In Countries like China and Chile, they are widely accepted; 

• They provide loans for asset based purchases and this investment role could easily be 

taken over by internet based investment forums or investment houses like current 

private equity placement houses.  Crowd funding is also becoming popular, where you 

post your project on the internet and anyone who likes the idea can buy in for a fraction 

of the equity with a few dollars.  If a million like your idea, you easily get a Million 

Dollars.  i.e. Effectively this internet based broking site would introduce investors to 
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investment opportunities, whether those be funding for projects, buildings, equipment 

or working capital.  Personally I would like all this to be on an equity type basis where 

the investor gets a profit share for a normal equity investment or a fixed return for 

Preferential Shares.  i.e. I would like all this credit and interest nonsense to stop as this 

is what gets most people into trouble.  They must learn to use debit cards and for the 

rest they must save for what they need, with the exclusion of a house and maybe a 

car; 

• I have excluded the role currently played by the investment bankers, who invest your 

monies in equities, as this speculative activity has no place in a commercial bank.  

 

So now that we understand that “Money”, which used to represent “Real Wealth” is now an 

“Empty Fraudulent Promise”, we need to better understand Wealth and, more importantly, the 

difference between “Real Wealth and Nominal Wealth”.  This is covered in the subsequent 

chapters. 

 

 


